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FOREWORD 

The State Government’s Flood Policy is directed at providing solutions to existing flooding 

problems in developed areas and to ensuring that new development is compatible with the flood 

hazard and does not create additional flooding problems in other areas.  

Under the Policy, the management of flood liable land remains the responsibility of local 

government.  The State subsidises flood mitigation works to alleviate existing problems and 

provides specialist technical advice to assist councils in the discharge of their floodplain 

management responsibilities. 

The Policy provides for technical and financial support by the Government through the following 

four sequential stages: 

1. Flood Study Determines the nature and extent of flooding. 

2. Floodplain Risk Management Study Evaluates management options for the floodplain in 

respect of both existing and proposed 

development. 

3. Floodplain Risk Management Plan Involves formal adoption by Council of a plan of 

management for the floodplain. 

4. Implementation of the Plan Construction of flood mitigation works to protect 

existing development.  Use of Local Environmental 

Plans to ensure new development is compatible 

with the flood hazard. 

The Narrandera Flood Study Review and Levee Options Assessment investigation has been 

prepared for Narrandera Shire Council.  The feasibility of levee options was a priority measure 

included in the current Floodplain Risk Management Plan for Narrandera (SKM, 2009b). 

The investigation has been prepared under the guidance of the Floodplain Management 

Committee comprising representatives from the community, Narrandera Shire Council, 

Murrumbidgee Irrigation, as well as several NSW Government agencies including the Office of 

Environment and Heritage, Public Works, Roads and Maritime Services and State Emergency 

Service. 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

This investigation does not constitute a review of the current Floodplain Risk Management Plan 

for Narrandera (SKM, 2009b), but rather is an update of the Flood Study (post the availability of 

LiDAR survey data and the more recent December 2010 and March 2012 flood events) and an 

assessment of the levee upgrade options recommended in SKM, 2009b.  As such, some of the 

matters addressed in this report will need to be considered in more detail as part of a review of 

SKM, 2009b.  Interim information has been provided as part of this investiga tion to utilise pending 

the completion of an update of the current Floodplain Risk Management Plan for Narrandera. 

This investigation deals principally with the impact of main stream flooding on existing 

development at Narrandera, with local catchment flooding only assessed in the context of 

resulting ponding levels along the northern side of Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s water supply canal.  

It is recommended that the review of SKM, 2009b include the definition of major overland flow in 

the urban parts of Narrandera north of the canal. 
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NOTE ON FLOOD FREQUENCY 

 

The frequency of floods may be referred to in terms of their Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) or 

Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP).  For example, for a flood having a 100 year ARI there will 

be a flood of equal or greater magnitude once in 100 years on the average.  For a flood having a 

1% AEP magnitude, there is a 1% probability that there will be floods of equal or greater 

magnitude each year.  The approximate correspondence between these two systems is:  
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In this report floods are referred to in terms of their Average Recurrence Interval.  Reference is 

also made in the report to the Extreme Flood.  This flood is much rarer than the 100 year ARI 

flood, which is usually adopted for planning purposes.  It approximates the Probable Maximum 

Flood (PMF) and defines the upper limit of floods that could reasonably be expected to occur.   

The hydrograph of the Extreme Flood was determined by applying a multiplication factor of three 

to the 100 year ARI hydrograph.  It has been included in the report for the purposes of improving 

flood emergency management procedures. 

 

 

NOTE ON QUOTED LEVEL OF ACCURACY 

 

Peak gauge heights and flood levels have on occasion been quoted to more than 1  decimal place 

in the report in order to identify minor differences in values.  For example, to demonstrate minor 

differences between peak heights reached by both historic and design floods and also minor 

differences in peak flood levels which will result from, for example, a partial blockage of hydraulic 

structures.  It is not intended to infer a greater level of accuracy than is possible in hydrologic and 

hydraulic modelling. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

 

AEP Annual Exceedance Probability (%) 

AHD Australian Height Datum (m) 

ARI Average Recurrence Interval (years) 

ARR Australian Rainfall and Runoff, 2001 Edition  

BOM Bureau of Meteorology 

DECC Department of Environment and Climate Change 

DIPNR Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (formerly, 

DECC) 

DPIOW NSW Department of Primary Industries Office of Water 

FDM Floodplain Development Manual, 2005 

FPL Flood Planning Level (100 year ARI flood level + 500 mm freeboard) 

FPA Flood Planning Area (area inundated at the FPL) 

MI Murrumbidgee Irrigation 

NSC Narrandera Shire Council 

OEH Office of Environment and Heritage, Department of Premier and Cabinet 

(formerly, DIPNR) 

Roads and Maritime Roads and Maritime Services (formerly RTA - Roads and Traffic 

Authority) 

SES State Emergency Service 

 

Chapter 9 of the report contains definitions of flood-related terms used in the study. 
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SUMMARY 

S1.1 Study Phases 

This report details the results of the review of previous flood studies for Narrandera, as well as 

the investigation of measures which are aimed at protecting parts of the town from damaging 

flooding and also increasing the hydrologic standard of several access roads.  The investigation 

was undertaken in two phases: 

Phase 1 - the Flood Study Review and update, in which the previous studies were reviewed and 

updated using recent stream flow data, Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) aerial survey of the 

floodplain and a two-dimensional hydraulic modelling approach based on the TUFLOW system.  

Phase 1 led to the determination of a revised set of design flood hydrographs for input to the 

hydraulic model and new flood levels in the study area.  It also provided a more accurate 

assessment of the patterns of flow at Narrandera. 

Phase 2 – the Feasibility Study, in which the levee options identified in the Narrandera 

Floodplain Risk Management Study (SKM, 2009a) were assessed using the TUFLOW model in 

combination with the available LiDAR survey data.  Phase 2 led to the preparation of preliminary 

design concepts, cost estimates and an economic analysis of each measure. 

The draft report was placed on public exhibition over a 28 day period commencing 10 September 

2015, with no submissions received by the closing date of 8 October 2015. 

S1.2 Phase 1 – Flood Study Review 

S1.2.1 Existing Flood Protection Measures at Narrandera 

The LiDAR aerial survey data was used to identify the extent and elevation of two earth 

embankments which historically have been replied upon to protect parts of Narrandera from 

riverine flooding.  The two embankments, which have been denoted herein as the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment and the Northern Main Canal Embankment were formed during the 

construction of a large irrigation canal which runs along the northern fringe of the Murrumbidgee 

River floodplain (denoted herein as the Main Canal).  Figure 2.1 shows the plan extent of the two 

embankments in the vicinity of Narrandera, while Figure 2.2 shows their crest elevation relative 

to the adjacent floodplain and canal. 

The LiDAR aerial survey data were also used to determine the height of an existing ring levee 

which surrounds the Narrandera Airport (denoted herein as the Narrandera Airport Levee).  

Figure 2.3 shows the alignment of the levee relative to the airport and the Main Canal, while 

Figure 2.4 shows its crest elevation relative to the adjacent floodplain.  

An audit undertaken by Public Works (PW) in 2013 identified a number of concerns regarding the 

condition of the Southern Main Canal Embankment and the Narrandera Airport Levee.  A range of 

remedial measures were recommended by PW, several of which required immediate action.  The 

key findings of the audit are summarised in Chapter 2, while copies of three reports prepared by 

PW are contained in Appendices A, B and C of this report. 

S1.2.2 Updated Flood Frequency Relationship for Narrandera 

A review was undertaken of several studies that have analysed stream flow data at both 

Narrandera and Wagga Wagga dating back to the year 2000.  The flood frequency relationship 

for Narrandera was updated as part of the present investigation using instantaneous peak flow 

data which included both the December 2010 and March 2012 floods.   
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Both Log Pearson Type 3 (LP3) and Generalised Extreme Value (GEV) probability distributions 

were fitted to the data, from which peak flow estimates were derived for design events ranging 

between 5 and 500 year average recurrence interval (ARI).  The key findings of the present 

investigation were as follows: 

i. The LP3 probability distribution gave a better fit to the annual series of instantaneous 

flood peaks than the GEV probability distribution, with the latter giving significantly higher 

peak flow estimates for larger flood events. 

ii. Both the Method of Moments and Bayesian approaches to fitting the LP3 probability 

distribution result in similar estimates of the peak 100 year ARI flow at Narrandera, except 

for the case when more than one historic flood is incorporated in the analysis. 

iii. The best estimate for the peak 100 year ARI flow at Narrandera is 3,200 m
3
/s. 

iv. The peak flow recorded at Narrandera during the 1974 flood had an equivalent ARI of 

about 100 years. 

 

Table S1 on page S11 provides a comparison of the peak flow estimates derived as part of SKM, 

2000 and SKM, 2007b with those of this investigation (refer columns, B, D and F), while further 

details of the flood frequency analyses undertaken as part of both past and present studies are 

contained in Appendix D of this report.  Further discussion on the reasons for the differences in 

the peak flow estimates derived by the various studies is contained in Section S1.2.5 of the 

Summary. 

 

While the approach adopted as part of the present investigat ion was to route design flood 

hydrographs derived for the Murrumbidgee River at Wagga Wagga to Narrandera, it is 

recommended that a flood frequency analysis of flood volumes be undertaken as part of the 

review of the SKM, 2009b. 

 

S1.2.3 Model Development and Testing 

 

A single hydraulic model which covered about a 140 km length of the Murrumbidgee River and 

incorporated a 40 m grid of the floodplain was initially developed.  However, it was found that run 

times for this model extended to more than a week per historic flood event.  As a result, the 

hydraulic model was split into two parts and a new faster engine within the TUFLOW system used 

to route the flood wave from Wagga Wagga to a location a short distance upstream of 

Narrandera.  This model was denoted the Narrandera GPU TUFLOW Model.   

 

A more detailed model was also developed which incorporated a 40 m grid spacing on the 

floodplain, with a nested 10 m grid along the section of Sturt Highway which Roads and Maritime 

Services (Roads and Maritime) propose upgrading and one-dimensional elements comprising the 

existing road cross drainage and in-bank area of the Murrumbidgee River at Narrandera.  This 

model was denoted the Narrandera Classic TUFLOW Model.  The two hydraulic models 

overlapped, allowing output from the GPU TUFLOW Model to be applied at the upstream 

boundary of the Classic TUFLOW Model.   

 

The major floods of September 1974 and March 2012 were the primary events for calibration of 

the models, as there were considerable data available.  However, difficulties in model calibration 

arose because the earlier flood occurred over 40 years ago and it was difficult to replicate 

contemporary conditions on the floodplain, in particular hydraulic roughness conditions due to 

variations in riparian vegetation over the intervening years.  Data from the smaller flood of 

December 2010 were also used to tune model parameters.  Ultimately, it was found that a set of 
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higher hydraulic roughness values were needed in order to reproduce flood behaviour that was 

observed during the March 2012 flood when compared to those which were found to provide a 

good fit to the September 1974 flood data.  Chapter 4 deals with the development and testing of 

the TUFLOW hydraulic models. 

S1.2.4 Design Flood Modelling 

For design flood estimation, the GPU TUFLOW Model was used to route flows from Wagga 

Wagga to the model outlet, and provide inflow hydrographs for application to the Classic 

TUFLOW Model.  Design floods ranging from 5 to 500 year ARI were modelled, along with the 

Extreme Flood (assumed to have a peak flow 3 times larger than the 100 year ARI event).   

Initial runs of the TUFLOW models using the hydraulic roughness values which were found to 

reproduce flood behaviour observed during the March 2012 event (i.e. using hydraulic roughness 

values which are considered to represent current conditions on the Murrumbidgee River 

floodplain) resulted in a greater attenuation of the flood wave between Wagga Wagga and 

Narrandera than is indicated by the flood frequency relationships for the two urban centres.  

Following discussions with the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) it was agreed to adopt 

a hydraulic modelling approach which generated peak flows which more closely matched the 

flood frequency relationship at Narrandera, but also took account of the impact increased 

roughness will have on flooding behaviour in the vicinity of the town.  This approach involved 

running the GPU TUFLOW Model using design flood hydrographs derived for Wagga Wagga (ref. 

Figure 5.1) and hydraulic roughness values which fitted the September 1974 flood data.  The 

outflow hydrographs generated by this model (ref. Figure 5.2) were then used as input to the 

Classic TUFLOW Model which incorporated hydraulic roughness values that were found to 

reproduce flooding behaviour observed during the March 2012 flood. 

Initial runs of the Classic TUFLOW Model also identified that the freeboard to the crest of both the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera Airport Levee is less than 1 m in a 20 year 

ARI flood event (refer Figures 5.10 and 5.11, respectively).  In accordance with guidelines issued 

by OEH, it was assumed that both embankments could fail during larger flood events.  Three 

failure scenarios were assessed as part of the present investigation to define the upper envelope 

of flooding along the northern side of the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  This required the 

development of a third hydraulic model which incorporated a smaller 5 m grid and was denoted 

the Main Canal TUFLOW Model.  A levee failure scenario was not assessed for the Narrandera 

Airport Levee as the investigation found that it will be overtopped by a 100 year ARI flood event 

(the next largest flood assessed as part of the present investigation after the 20 year ARI even t), 

with water levels equalising on both sides of the embankment. 

A hydrologic model was also developed of the local catchments which drain to the north of the 

Main Canal (Narrandera RAFTS Model) since an aerial photograph taken near the peak of the 

March 2012 flood (ref. Figure 2.7) shows a large amount of local catchment runoff ponding along 

the northern side of the Main Canal in the vicinity of existing development.  Discharge 

hydrographs generated by the Narrandera RAFTS Model were used as input to the Main Canal 

TUFLOW Model.   

Exhibits were prepared showing: indicative flood extents (ref. Figures 5.3 to 5.9), stage and 

discharge hydrographs at key locations (ref. Figures 5.12 and 5.13) and provisional flood hazard 

and hydraulic categorisation of the floodplain (ref. Figure 5.14).  Figure S1 (4 Sheets) shows the 

extent and depth of inundation at the 100 year ARI level of flooding in the vicinity of Narrandera 

under present day post-levee failure conditions. 
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Based on the results of the design flood modelling, which included the findings of several 

sensitivity analyses (ref. Figure 5.15 to 5.19), an interim Flood Planning Map was prepared for 

Narrandera.  The Flood Planning Levels (FPL’s) used to derive the extent of the Flood Planning 

Area (FPA) were based on peak 100 year ARI flood levels plus 500 mm freeboard (ref. 

Figure 5.20).  Chapter 5 describes the design flood modelling in more detail. 

S1.2.5 Comparison with Previous Studies 

Table S1 provides a comparison of design flood data at the Narrandera stream gauge 

(GS 410005) derived as part of SKM, 2000, SKM, 2007a and the present investigation. 

While peak flows derived as part of this investigation (refer column G) are comparable with those 

derived as part of SKM, 2000 (refer column B), they are less than those derived as part of 

SKM, 2007b (refer column D) for the larger flood events.  The reason for the difference is 

attributed to the adoption of the GEV rather than the LP3 probability distribution to the annual 

maximum peak flow data as part of the earlier studies, in combination with the inclusion of two 

historic floods in the flood frequency analysis. 

SKM, 2007b concluded that on the balance of probabilities, the 1852 and 1870 floods were larger 

in peak flow terms that the 1931 flood, with is second largest on record at Narrandera. Based on 

this finding, the two historic events were taken into account when updating the flood frequency 

analysis for Narrandera.  However, a more recent study undertaken at Wagga Wagga 

(WMA, 2014) found that flood levels for the 1852 event were likely elevated by contemporaneous 

conditions on the floodplain and after taking into account the impact Burrinjuck Dam would have 

had on the historic flood, concluded that the flow in the Murrumbidgee River would have likely 

been less than the second largest flood recorded at Wagga Wagga. 

The present investigation found that the peak flow estimates derived by fitting the LP3 probability 

distribution to the instantaneous peak flow record were not affected by the inclusion of one flood 

event, but that they did increase significantly when two historic floods were included in the 

dataset.  Based on the findings of WMA, 2014 and the present investigation, it was concluded 

that the 1852 flood should be omitted from the dataset and that the flood frequency relationship 

for Narrandera be based on no more than one historic flood event.  

Peak flood levels derived as part of the present investigation are higher than those derived as 

part of both SKM, 2000 and SKM, 2007b, with the exception of the 100 year ARI event, where the 

peak flood level at the stream gauge is 0.18 m lower than the level derived as part of the more 

recent study.  The higher flood levels are attributed to an increase in the effective hydraulic 

roughness of the Murrumbidgee River f loodplain which several recent studies in nearby urban 

centres (e.g. Wagga Wagga and Gundagai) have attributed to an increase in the density of 

riparian vegetation.  This finding is supported by the recent March 2012 flood, where the peak 

flood level recorded at the stream gauge was similar to the level reached in the September 1974, 

even though the peak flow recorded in the river was about 30 per cent less.
1
 

A comparison between the extents of the 100 year ARI flood derived as part of SKM, 2012 and 

this investigation is shown on Figure S1, sheets 2, 3 and 4.  The notable difference between the 

two is the inclusion of main stream flooding on the northern side of the Southern Main Canal 

                                                      
1
 Note that the Newell Highway was upgraded in the 1980’s and that its impact on flood behaviour may also 

have been a contributing factor in the peak flood level for the March 2012 flood reaching a similar level to 

the September 1974 flood.  While the effects of the highway upgrade and also the changes in riparian 

vegetation on flooding behaviour were taken into account during the model calibration process, the extent to 

which each contributed to the rise in flood levels has not been determined. 
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Embankment, the reason for which is linked to OEH guidelines, which required that post-levee 

failure conditions be incorporated in the definition of the design flood envelope.  Another notable 

difference is the width of the break out which occurs across Weir Park Road west of the Southern 

Main Canal Embankment.  Downstream boundary effects in the MIKE 11 hydraulic model which 

was last updated as part of SKM, 2009a appear to have affected the flood mapping derived as 

part of SKM, 2012.  

 

A comparison between the extents of the FPA derived as part of SKM, 2012 and this investigati on 

is shown on Figure 5.20.  Again, the notable difference is the definition of the FPA on the 

northern side of the Southern Main Canal Embankment which is similarly linked to the inclusion of 

levee failure conditions in the definition of the flood envelope.  It is noted that while SKM, 2012 

assumed that the existing canal would not be overtopped in a 100 year ARI flood event (and 

therefore clipped the FPA to the embankment), the present investigation found that there are 

several locations along the embankment where the freeboard is less than 500 mm 

(ref. Figure 5.10).   

 

S1.2.6 Economic Impacts of Flooding at Narrandera 

 

Estimation of flood damages to urban development bordering the Murrumbidgee River at 

Narrandera was carried out to assess the impact of flooding on the community.  The objectives 

were to allow an economic assessment of the various levee options to be carried out.  Damages 

were assessed for floods ranging between 5 year ARI and the Extreme Flood.  The 10 year ARI is 

the threshold flood at which significant damages are experienced in the urban portion of 

Narrandera.  Sub-division of urban flood damages was based on the three categories: 

“Residential”, “Commercial/Industrial” and “Public Buildings”.  

 

Flood Damages Based on Nominal Flood Levels 

 

The investigation found that at the 100 year ARI level of flooding, 104 residential properties would 

be flood affected (i.e. floodwater inundating a portion of the allotment) of which 72 would 

experience above-floor inundation.
2
  Of these 72 properties, 19 are located on the northern side 

of the Main Canal and would be flooded as a result of a partial failure of the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment.  Twenty-one commercial properties would be flooded above-floor level at the 

100 year ARI level of flooding, three of which are located on the northern side of the Main Canal 

and another three of which are located at Narrandera Airport. 

 

The average annual cost of flooding to the community as a whole for all floods up to 100 year ARI 

assuming the existing network of levees fail at the 20 year ARI level of flooding is estimated to be 

about $390,000.  On this basis, the Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting 

from all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is $4.14 Million.  This value represent s 

the amount of capital spending which could be justified if a particular flood mitigation scheme 

prevented flooding for all properties at Narrandera up to the 100 year ARI event.  

 

By comparison, the average annual cost of flooding to property located one the northern side of 

the Main Canal for all floods up to 100 year ARI assuming the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

fails at the 20 year ARI level of flooding is estimated to be about $27,000, while the 

                                                      
2
 Property database principally comprises those properties that are located in the vicinity of the town and 

does not include homesteads and unnamed residences that are located on the Murrumbidgee River 

floodplain remote from the town.  Figures E8.3 in Appendix E shows the location of properties that 

comprise the damages database for Narrandera. 
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corresponding Present Worth Value of damages in these properties at a 7% discount rate is only 

about $290,000.  This value represents the amount of capital spending which could be justified in 

protecting existing development which is located on the northern side of the Main Canal . 

While the Present Worth Value of damages to the commercial buildings which are presently 

protected by the Narrandera Airport Levee for all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate 

is less than $10,000, it is significant once damage to surface-based infrastructure (e.g. sealed 

and gravel runway and taxiway areas, carpark areas, access roads, runway lighting, navigation 

equipment, etc) is taken into account (estimated to be about $3 Million).  The intangible costs 

associated with the temporary closure of the airport due damage to navigation equipment and its 

prolonged inundation by floodwater would also be significant. 

Narrandera Shire Council (NSC) estimates that it would cost about $100,000 to replace the two 

pumps which are presently used to pump treated bore water from an adjacent balance tank which 

is located on the northern bank of the Murrumbidgee River a short distance east (upstream) of 

the Newell Highway to several reservoirs.  Water levels in the Murrumbidgee River almost 

reached the slab level of the adjacent pumping station during the March 2012 flood.  Access to 

the pumping station is via Old Brewery Road which was inundated to a depth of over 1 m during 

the March 2012 flood. 

Flood Damages Based on Freeboard Allowance 

A freeboard allowance is often incorporated in flood damages assessments to account for 

increased costs associated with local effects such as wave action.  The freeboard allowance 

varied for the present investigation from 500 mm for the 100 year ARI event to 200 mm for the 

5 year ARI event. 

At the 100 year ARI level of flooding, inclusion of a freeboard allowance results in an additional 

4 residential properties becoming flood affected and an additional 24 experiencing above -floor 

inundation.  As a result, the Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting from all 

floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate increases from $4.14 Million to $5.62 Million.   

The inclusion of the freeboard allowance results in an increase in the Present Worth Value of 

flood damages in properties located to the north of the Main Canal from $290,000 to $440,000, 

while at Narrandera Airport it increases to $10,000. 

The findings of the flood damages assessment are summarised in Chapter 6 and dealt with in 

more detail in Appendix E of this report. 

S1.3 Phase 2 – Feasibility Study of Flood Protection Measures 

S1.3.1 Assessed Flood Protection Measures and their Impact on Flooding Behaviour 

Figure S2 shows the plan extent of the flood protection measures which were assessed as part 

of the present investigation, while Figure 7.1 shows typical sections for several of the levee and 

road embankment options.   

A 1 m freeboard has been adopted for concept design and preliminary costing purposes  instead 

of the 0.5 m freeboard to peak 100 year ARI flood levels adopted in the SKM, 2009b.  The 

increased freeboard allowance is consistent with the findings of a more recent freeboard analysis 

which was undertaken by PW for similar levee upgrades at Wagga Wagga (PW, 2010).  It is 

recommended that a similar freeboard analysis be undertaken for the preferred set of flood 

protection measures for Narrandera prior to commencing detailed design.  
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An outline of each of the assessed measures follows: 

 New Town Levee.  This option involves the construction of a new levee separate and to 

the south of the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  Three alternative levee lengths were 

assessed as part of the present investigation, the longest of which extended from the 

Bundidgery Regulator upstream of Narrandera to a location about 3.25 km downstream of 

the Irrigation Way crossing (a total length of about 16.2 km).  This option would require 

the clearing of a section of the floodplain and the removal of a large number of mature 

trees.  Figure 7.2 shows that construction of the New Town Levee would increase peak 

100 year ARI flood levels across the full width of the Murrumbidgee River floodplain, 

albeit by a relatively small amount. 

 Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade.  This option involves the raising of the 

embankment which runs along the southern side of the Main Canal where the freeboard 

to its crest is presently less than 1 m.  Similar to the New Town Levee Option, three 

alternative options for upgrading sections of the existing canal embankment were 

investigated as part of the present investigation.  Figure 7.3 is a long section showing the 

sections of the Southern Main Canal Embankment which have less than 1 m freeboard to 

100 year ARI flood levels, while Figure 7.4 shows that raising the embankment would not 

have a significant impact on peak 100 year ARI flood levels. 

 Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement.  This option involves the removal of the 

existing 6 km long ring levee and the construction of a new earth levee which 

incorporates the required 1 m freeboard.  The alignment of the replacement levee would 

be identical to the existing ring levee.  Figure 7.5 is a long section showing that the 

existing levee embankment generally has less than 1 m freeboard to 100 year ARI flood 

levels, while Figure 7.6 shows that preventing overtopping of the levee would result in an 

increase in peak 100 year ARI flood levels in several residential properties located to its 

south.  The measure would also increase peak 100 year ARI flood levels along the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment at the location where it is presently overtopped. 

 Irrigation Way Upgrade.  This option involves the raising of Irrigation Way where it runs 

between the Main Canal and the airport above 100 year ARI flood levels.  Figure 7.7 

shows that raising Irrigation Way in combination with the Narrandera Airport Levee 

Replacement option would have a significant impact on flooding behaviour in existing 

residential development located on the southern side of the road corridor.  

 New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road).  This option involves the construction 

of a new bridge across the Main Canal linking Paynters Siding Road to a new road which 

would be constructed in an existing road corridor which runs from the Main Canal to the 

north-east corner of the airport.  This option also incorporates a large viaduct structure 

under the new section of road.  The viaduct structure is required to maintain the 

conveyance of flood flows which presently discharge along the eastern side of the airport.  

While this option provides vehicular access to the airport during riverine type  floods with 

ARI’s up to 100 years, the inundation of Paynters Siding Road by local catchment runoff 

may result in vehicles needing to take a circuitous route to access the new bridge 

crossing of the Main Canal.  Figure 7.8 shows that the construction of the new road 

embankment in combination with the Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement option would 

have an impact on flooding behaviour in existing residential development, albeit to a 

lesser degree than the Irrigation Way Upgrade option. 
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 Weir Park Road Levee.  This option involves the construction of a new levee which 

would be partially located within the road reserve of Weir Park Road.  The levee would tie 

into the Main Canal embankment at its eastern end and high ground at its western end.  

The levee would prevent floodwater which presently surcharges Weir Park Road during 

floods larger than about 20 year ARI from inundating the section of Irrigation Way which 

runs between the Main Canal and Narrandera Airport.  Figure 7.9 shows that if the break 

out of flow which presently occurs across Weir Park Road is prevented, then peak flood 

levels will be increased across the full width of the Murrumbidgee River floodplain.  

While the principal reason for building the levee would be to improve the hydrologic 

standard of Irrigation Way, it would have the added benefit of reducing flood damages 

within existing residential development which is principally located in Nallabooma Estate.  

The key issue with this option is that it does not provide the necessary freeboard to allow 

NSC to remove Section 149 notifications from individual allotments. 

 Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee.  This option involves the 

construction of a series of earth embankments which would provide 100 year ARI level of 

protection to both the Narrandera Airport and residential development which is principally 

located in Nallabooma Estate.  The Weir Park Road Levee and also the northern portion 

of the Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement option would form part of the scheme, as 

would a levee bank along the line of the New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road) 

option described above.  A short section of levee bank incorporating a gated low flow pipe 

would also be required across Irrigation Way near the south-west corner of the 

Narrandera Airport Levee.  Figure 7.10 shows that similar to the Weir Park Road Levee 

option, peak 100 year ARI flood levels would be increased across the full width of the 

floodplain.  Due to the shielding effects of the ring levee, peak 100 year ARI flood levels 

would be reduced along the Southern Main Canal Embankment north of the airport 

sufficient to prevent it from being overtopped, albeit with negligible freeboard.  

 Water Supply Pumping Station Ring Levee.  This option involves the construction of 

reinforced block wall surrounding the water supply pumping station and adjacent primary 

water treatment facility.  The aim of the measure is to ensure that Narrandera’s water 

supply is not affected by floods up to 100 year ARI. 

 Old Brewery Road Upgrade.  This option involves raising the section of Old Brewery 

Road which runs from the Newell Highway to the abovementioned water supply pumping 

station and primary water treatment facility.  The aim of this measure is to provide 

vehicular access to the water supply equipment for all flood events up to 100 year ARI.  

Figure 7.11 shows that due to the road being aligned with the flow in the river, raising it 

above the peak 100 year ARI flood level will not have an impact on flooding behaviour.  

 

S1.3.2 Feasibility of Assessed Flood Protection Measures 

 

The economic feasibility of each flood protection measure was investigated with the aim of 

determining the appropriate options to taken into the design stage.  Table S2 on page S12 

summarises the estimated construction costs associated with each measure, as well as their 

benefits in terms of flood damages prevented.  Detailed cost estimate tables for each measure are 

contained in Appendix F of this report.  Table S3 on pages S13 to S115 summarises the 

advantages and disadvantages of each measure, as well as providing a recommendation as to 

whether NSC should proceed to detailed design for each assessed measure. 
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By inspection of the values given in Table S2, none of the measures can be justified on economic 

grounds given their benefit/cost ratios are less than 1.  While there are significant social benefits 

associated with constructing a levee scheme which protects existing development at Narrandera 

from riverine flooding (through the reduction in the number of properties which would experience 

above-floor inundation for floods up to the 100 year ARI level), flood damages could be reduced 

and risk to life considerations addressed by more cost effectively means, such as improving flood 

emergency planning and response procedures.  For example, the findings of the present 

investigation could be used by the NSW State Emergency Service to identify those properties 

which are at risk of being flooded, with a targeted flood warning and evacuation procedure 

developed for each.  The implementation of an appropriate set of flood related planning controls 

which take into account the existing flood risk would also reduce the impact of flooding on future 

development at Narrandera. 

 

In deciding whether to proceed to detailed design with one or more of the assessed flood 

protection measures, consideration should also be given to the fact that flood damages on the 

northern side of the Main Canal are principally linked to a partial failure of the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment, an outcome which is considered to have a relatively low probability of 

occurrence for floods up to 100 year ARI and which could be further reduced by implementing the 

remedial measures recommended by PW in 2013 (refer reports contained in Appendices A, B 

and C of this report).  In addition to the measures recommended in the reports prepared by PW, it 

is recommended that a geotechnical investigation be commissioned to assess the soundness of 

the existing embankment to act as a flood protection levee, albeit one that has a design stan dard 

of only 20 year ARI. 

 

In deciding whether to proceed to detailed design for a levee scheme which protects the 

Narrandera Airport, consideration will need to be given to the implications a prolonged closure of 

the airport would have on NSC’s lease arrangements with Regional Express.  Consideration will 

also need to be given to the impact the closure of the airport will have on emergency management 

services that utilise the runway during major flood events in the valley.  If the decision is made to 

protect the airport for all floods up to the 100 year ARI event, then the Narrandera Airport and 

Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee option is recommended given the added benefits this option 

provides (both social and economic) compared to the Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement 

option. 

 

Prior to proceeding to detailed design with one or more of the measures, further more detailed 

investigation is required into the third-party related impacts (namely the impact increased flood 

levels will have on existing development which is not protected by the respective measure).  This 

will require site inspection and field survey (e.g. capture of floor levels and details of any local 

flood protection measures) to quantify the impacts on affected properties and to determine 

whether any additional mitigation measures are required. 

 

S1.3.3 Ultimate Flood Protection Scheme 

 

In order to achieve the flood protection and immunity objectives set out in SKM, it would be 

necessary to combine the following measures into a single flood protect ion scheme: 

 Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade - Narrandera Regulator to Irrigation Way.  

 Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee. 

 Water Supply Pumping Station Ring Levee. 

 Old Brewery Road Upgrade. 
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The scheme, has been denoted the Ultimate Flood Protection Scheme, is estimated to cost a 

total of $10.2 Million.  Figure S3 (3 Sheets) shows the indicative extent and depth of flooding at 

Narrandera following construction of the Ultimate Flood Protection Scheme, while Figure S4 

shows the impact it would have on flooding behaviour at the 100 year ARI level of flooding.  The 

last row in Table S3 (see page S15) summarises the advantages and disadvantages of the 

scheme and also includes recommendations for further investigations. 

 

One of the major constraints associated with the implementation of the Ultimate Flood Protection 

Scheme is that the Main Canal and is in the ownership of MI who does not have responsibilities 

for floodplain risk management and/or flood operations within their charter.  While  this issue will 

need to be investigated further during the review of SKM, 2009b, NSC should consult further with 

MI regarding how the Southern Main Canal Embankment could be upgraded to act as a formal 

flood protection measure, with NSC taking responsibil ity for its upgrade and ongoing 

maintenance.   

 

While the cost of the upgrade of the Narrandera Regulator could be funded through the NSW 

Government’s floodplain management programme, it is recommended that the scheme not rely 

on the operation of the gates for flood mitigation purposes, for the reason that MI does not have 

responsibilities for floodplain risk management and/or flood operations within their charter.  This 

will require an assessment to be undertaken of the discharge characteristics of the regulator 

gates in their fully open position to ensure existing development is not at risk of flooding should 

they remain open during a major flood event. 
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TABLE S1 

DESIGN FLOOD DATA AT NARRANDERA STREAM GAUGE (GS 410005) 
 

Flood Event 

Flood Study (SKM, 2000) Flood Study Review (SKM, 2007b) Present Investigation(2) 

Peak Flow 
Peak Flood 

Level 
Peak Flow 

Peak Flood 

Level 

Flood Frequency 

Analysis(1) 
Peak Flow 

Peak Flood 

Level 
Gauge Height(3,4) 

(m3/s) (m AHD) (m3/s) (m AHD) (m3/s) (m3/s) (m AHD) (m) 

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] [F] [G] [H] [I] 

5 year ARI 830 145.16 744 145.04 780 808 145.07 7.68 

10 year ARI 1196 145.45 1135 145.42 1145 1224 145.58 8.19 

20 year ARI 1636 145.65 1675 145.73 1620 1553 145.89 8.50 

50 year ARI 2376 146.05 2731 146.24 2450 2700 146.49 9.10 

100 Year ARI 3088 146.51 3912 146.85 3230 3107 146.67 9.28 

200 year ARI - - - - 4200 3957 147.01 9.62 

500 year ARI - - - - 5900 5228 147.49 10.10 

Extreme Flood - 148.42 - - - 10342 148.86 11.47 

1. Refer Appendix D for details of peak flows derived using various curve fitting methods.  Column F in Table D1.1 of Appendix D has been reproduced in Table S1. 

2. Peak flood levels and flows derived by running the GPU TUFLOW Model calibrated to the September 1974 flood data and the Classic TUFLOW Model calibrated to the March 2012 flood 

data.  The two sets of parameters were adopted for defining flood behaviour at Narrandera. 

3. Gauge zero = 137.391 m AHD. 

4. Gauge heights based on modelled peak flood level given in Column H. 
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TABLE S2 

BENEFIT COST RATIOS FOR ASSESSED FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES 
 

Flood Protection Measure(1) 

Present Worth Value of Benefits 

(Damages Prevented)(2) 

Cost of 

Measure 
Benefit/Cost 

Ratio 

Cost 

Estimate 

Table(6) ($ Million) ($ Million) 

New Town Levee (Bundidgerry Regulator to Ch 16,200 m) $0.44 $29.0 0.02 1 

New Town Levee (Narrandera Regulator to Ch 16,200 m) $0.44 $12.5 0.04 2 

New Town Levee (Narrandera Regulator to Irrigation Way) $0.27 $10.0 0.03 3 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Bundidgerry Regulator to Ch 16,200 m)  $0.44 $3.8 0.12 4 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Narrandera Regulator to Ch 16,200 m) $0.44 $2.7 0.16 5 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Narrandera Regulator to Irrigation Way)  $0.27 $2.4 0.11 6 

Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement (1.0 m Freeboard) $3.00 $6.4 0.47 7 

Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement (0.7 m Freeboard) $3.00 $5.4 0.56 8 

Irrigation Way Upgrade Not assessed due to its major impact on flooding behaviour in Nallabooma Estate 

New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road) (3) Negative(4) $5.1 NA 9 

Weir Park Road Levee(3) $0.27 $1.1 0.25 10 

Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee $3.27 $6.8 0.48 11 

Water Supply Pump Station Ring Levee $0.01 $0.2 0.04 12 

Old Brewery Road Upgrade(5) $0.01 $1.0 0.01 13 

Ultimate Flood Protection Scheme $3.54 $10.2 0.35 - 

1. Unless otherwise stated, each levee protection option incorporates a freeboard of 1 m. 

2. Based on flood damages which are based on a freeboard allowance.  Refer Section 6.3 and Appendix E for details. 

3. Includes the costs and benefits of building the Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement Option. 

4. While not quantified, this option would result in an increase in the Present Worth Value of damages due to the increase in depths of inundation in a number of residential properties.  

5. Includes the costs and benefits of building the Water Supply Pumping Station Ring Levee.  

6. Refer detailed Cost Estimate Tables in Appendix F. 
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TABLE S3 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ASSESSED FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES 
 

Flood Protection Measure Advantages Disadvantages Comments 

New Town Levee (Bundidgerry Regulator to Ch 16,200 m) 

 Levee independent of the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment which is located on land owned by 

Murrumbidgee Irrigation (MI). 

 Most expensive option. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Significant environmental impacts relating to land 

clearing requirements and infilling of existing flood 

runner. 

 Would likely require the purchase of land, the cost of 

which has not been factored into the cost estimate. 

 Third-party related impacts.  

 While technically feasible, this option cannot be 

justified on economic and environmental grounds. 

 Recommend that it not be considered for detailed 

design. 

New Town Levee (Narrandera Regulator to Ch 16,200 m) 

 Same as for full length option and also cheaper.  Same as for full length option. 

 Requires the height of the Narrandera Regulator to 

be raised. 

 While technically feasible, this option cannot be 

justified on economic and environmental grounds. 

 Recommend that it not be considered for detailed 

design. 

New Town Levee (Narrandera Regulator to Irrigation Way) 

 Same as for full length option but also cheapest of 

Town Levee options. 

 Same as for full length option. 

 Requires the height of the Narrandera Regulator to 

be raised. 

 Does not prevent overtopping of Southern Main 

Canal Embankment north of Irrigation Way. 

 While technically feasible, this option cannot be 

justified on economic and environmental grounds. 

 Recommend that it not be considered for detailed 

design. 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Bundidgerry Regulator to Ch 16,200 m)  

 More cost effective than Town Levee option. 

 Increases the design standard of the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment at Narrandera to 100 year ARI. 

 Reduction in environmental impacts when compared 

to Town Levee option. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Requires agreement with MI. 

 Costs may increase if the condition of the existing 

embankment is found to be unsuitable. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While technically feasible, this option is not 

recommended.  Rather, one of the shorter upgrade 

options offers more cost effective means of protecting 

existing development located on the northern side of 

the Main Canal. 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Narrandera Regulator to Ch 16,200 m)  

 Same as for full length option and also cheaper.  Same as for full length option. 

 Requires the height of the Narrandera Regulator to 

be raised. 

 In the absence of other measures, this option offers 

the most cost effective and greatest level of 

protection for existing development located on the 

northern side of the Main Canal. 

Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade (Narrandera Regulator to Irrigation Way) 

 Same as for full length option but also cheapest of 

upgrade options. 

 Could form part of an integrated scheme which 

protects existing development at Narrandera from 

riverine flooding (for example, the Ultimate Flood 

Protection Scheme described in Section S1.3.3 of 

the Summary). 

 Same as for full length option. 

 Requires the height of the Narrandera Regulator to 

be raised. 

 Does not prevent overtopping of Southern Main 

Canal Embankment north of Irrigation Way. 

 This option should be considered in combination with 

say the Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate 

Ring Levee option, since the latter will prevent 

overtopping of the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

north of Irrigation Way. 

Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement (1.0 m Freeboard) 

 Protects existing infrastructure within the airport for 

all floods up to the 100 year ARI. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Expensive relatively to the Present Worth Value of 

damages saved (Current assessment does not 

include the costs associated with repairs to the 

runway resulting from prolonged inundation by 

floodwater). 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While not justified on economic grounds, benefits 

associated with keeping the airport operational during 

a flood event may result in this option being 

recommended for detailed design (decision to 

proceed needs to be made by others).  However, 

consideration should be given to adopting a reduced 

freeboard of say 0.7 m (see below). 

Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement (0.7 m Freeboard) 

 Reduced freeboard saves $1 Million in the cost of 

replacing the existing ring levee. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Expensive relatively to the Present Worth Value of 

damages saved (Current assessment does not 

include the costs associated with repairs to the 

runway resulting from prolonged inundation by 

floodwater). 

 Reduced freeboard to peak100 year ARI flood levels. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 This option provides a high level of protection to 

airport infrastructure at a more reasonable cost when 

compared to the 1 m freeboard option. 

Cont’d Over 
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TABLE S3 (Cont’d) 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ASSESSED FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES 
 

Flood Protection Measure Advantages Disadvantages Comments 

Irrigation Way Upgrade 

 Road works confined to existing road reserve. 

 Increases hydrologic standard of section of Irrigation 

Way between the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

and the airport to 100 year ARI. 

 Significant impact on flooding behaviour in existing 

development. 

 Section of Irrigation Way which runs between the 

dis-used Narrandera Tocumwal Railway line and the 

Main Canal may still be affected by flooding in the 

event of overtopping or failure of the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment. 

 While technically feasible, this option is not 

recommended due to its impact on flooding behaviour 

in existing development. 

New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road) (3) 

 Increases hydrologic standard of section of Irrigation 

Way between the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

and the airport to 100 year ARI. 

 Expensive. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 While of low probability, access issues may still be a 

problem on northern side of Main Canal during 

periods when heavy rainfall coincides with elevated 

water levels in the river. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While technically feasible, this option is not 

recommended due to its cost and also the residual 

access issues. 

Weir Park Road Levee(3) 

 Increases hydrologic standard of section of Irrigation 

Way between the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

and the airport to 100 year ARI. 

 Has added benefit of reducing flood damages in 

existing residential development located to the south 

of the airport principally within the Nallabooma 

Estate. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Sections of embankment located on privately owned 

land requiring easements to be created to facilitate 

access and maintenance. 

 Does not provide the required freeboard to allow NSC 

to remove Section 149 flood notifications from 

existing residential development located to the south 

of the airport principally within the Nallabooma 

Estate. 

 Results in an increase in peak flood levels in existing 

development for floods larger than 20 year ARI. 

 While of low probability, access issues may still be a 

problem on northern side of Main Canal during 

periods when heavy rainfall coincides with elevated 

water levels in the river. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While this option has merit and should be considered 

for detailed design, NSC should also consider 

expanding this option into the Narrandera Airport and 

Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee option (refer below) if 

the decision is made to upgrade the airport levee. 

 Further investigations need to be undertaken to 

assess whether additional measures are required to 

mitigate third-party related impacts. 

Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee 

 Provides 100 year ARI level of protection to both the 

airport and existing development to its south. 

 Increases hydrologic standard of section of Irrigation 

Way between the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

and the airport to 100 year ARI. 

 Would allow Section 149 flood notifications to be 

removed from allotments which are protected by the 

ring levee. 

 Not that much more expensive that the Narrandera 

Airport Ring Levee option, but offers significantly 

more protection to existing development. 

 Cannot be justified on economic grounds. 

 Sections of embankment located on privately owned 

land requiring easements to be created to facilitate 

access and maintenance. 

 Results in an increase in peak flood levels in existing 

development for floods larger than 20 year ARI. 

 While of low probability, access issues may still be a 

problem on northern side of Main Canal during 

periods when heavy rainfall coincides with elevated 

water levels in the river. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While not cheap, this option has merit and could be 

considered for detailed design. 

 Further investigations need to be undertaken to 

assess whether additional measures are required to 

mitigate third-party related impacts. 

Water Supply Pumping Station Ring Levee 

 Provides 100 year ARI level of protection to water 

supply pumping station. 

 Geotechnical investigations may find that there is the 

possibility of groundwater intrusion to protected area 

during a flood event requiring the implementing of 

expensive measures such as sheet piling (not 

presently costed). 

 This option has merit and should be considered for 

detailed design. 

 

Cont’d Over 
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TABLE S3 (Cont’d) 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF ASSESSED FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES 
 

Flood Protection Measure Advantages Disadvantages Comments 

Old Brewery Road Upgrade(5) 

 Increases hydrologic standard of Old Brewery Road 

to 100 year ARI. 

 Social benefits as it removes the need for NSC staff 

to use boats to access the pump station during a 

flood event. 

 None  This option has merit and should be considered for 

detailed design. 

Ultimate Flood Protection Scheme 

 Same advantages as listed above for individual 

measures comprising the scheme. 

 Maximises the number of properties which would be 

protected from riverine type flooding for events up to 

100 year ARI. 

 Improves access to both the Narrandera Airport and 

residential development located to its south during a 

flood event. 

 Same disadvantages as listed above for individual 

measures comprising the scheme. 

 Expensive. 

 Third-party related impacts. 

 While expensive, this option meets the objectives of 

the Floodplain Risk Management Study (SKM, 

2009a).  That is, it provides 100 year ARI level of 

protection to the Narrandera Airport, the water supply 

pumping station and existing development located to 

the north of the Main Canal and to the south of the 

airport. 

 This option could be considered for detailed design 

subject to funding and resolution of land 

ownership/easement requirements. 

 Further investigations would also need to be 

undertaken to: 

o assess whether additional measures are required 

to mitigate third-party related impacts; and 

o assess whether the section of the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment which runs between the 

Narrandera Regulator and Irrigation Way is 

suitable to form the basis of a formal flood 

protection levee. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Study Background 

Narrandera is located on the Murrumbidgee River approximately 140 km downstream of the 

regional centre of Wagga Wagga (Figure 1.1).  Most of the developed area of the town is located 

on higher ground to the north of the Main Canal, an irrigation water supply canal operated by 

Murrumbidgee Irrigation.  The canal forms a boundary between the town and the floodplain to the 

south, with its southern bank acting as a “pseudo” levee embankment.  

Major flooding has been experienced at Narrandera since settlement began over 150 years ago, 

most recently in September 1974 (peak of 146.40 m AHD on the Narrandera stream gauge), 

December 2010 (145.43 m AHD) and March 2012 (146.39 m AHD).  

Flood Study investigations were carried out by SKM, 2000 and SKM, 2007b, leading to the 

preparation of the Narrandera Floodplain Risk Management Study - FRMS (SKM, 2009a) and 

associated Plan – FRMP (SKM, 2009b).  A range of flood modification options were examined in 

the FRMS based on the upgrading of existing levees and the construction of new levees.  They 

included: 

 Main Canal southern embankment upgrade, to provide a uniform level of protection based 

on 100 year ARI plus freeboard (500 mm was recommended).  Based on flood levels 

determined in SKM, 2007 there was a small freeboard of 300 mm at several low points 

along the canal embankment under 100 year ARI conditions, assuming it did not fail prior 

to overtopping.  The material used in forming the embankment and its standard of 

compaction are presently unknown.  

 Upgrade of the existing airport levee.  The Narrandera airport is located about 7 km to the 

north-west of town and is accessed via the Irrigation Way (Figure 2.1).  An existing ring 

levee surrounds the airport which according to SKM, 2009a provided flood protection up 

to the 50 year ARI, but would be overtopped in the event of a 100 year ARI flood.  The 

levee crest varies considerably in elevation (Figure 2.5) but averages about 1 m in height 

over its length.  Protection of the airport and its access route for maintaining emergency 

services and supplies in the event of a flood is an important issue to the community.  

 Construction of a new levee to protect the Nallabooma Estate area, which is situated 

midway between town and the airport and is also accessed from Irrigation Way  

(Figure 2.1).  The Estate has a Development Control Plan (DCP) which was put in place 

to ensure properties were built 0.5 m above the September 1974 flood level, i.e . 

143.8 m AHD.  According to SKM, 2009a, parts of the estate are affected by the 

100 year ARI. 

 A new ring levee around the water supply pumping station to protect against f looding in 

either the 100 year ARI or Extreme Flood events.  The pumping station is located on the 

northern bank of the river about 200 m upstream of the Newell Highway bridge over the 

Murrumbidgee River (Figure 2.2). 

As well as the upgrading of the Main Canal embankment, SKM, 2009a developed and 

investigated options aimed at providing protection for the airport and Nallabooma Estate.  They 

included upgrading existing levees, constructing new levees, upgrading sections of Irrigation Way 

and providing an alternative access route to the airport from the north via Paynters Siding Road.  

These options, which are aimed at providing a 100 year ARI level of protection, have formed the 

basis of the present investigation.   
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1.2 Approach to Hydraulic Modelling (2014 Study) 

1.2.1. As Initially Proposed 

Flooding patterns within the study area are a complex interaction between several tributary and 

effluent systems of the Murrumbidgee River, principally Bundidgerry Creek, Old Man Creek, the 

Sandy Creek system (also known as Poison Water Holes Creek on the western side of the 

Narrandera – Tocumwal Railway to the south of Narrandera) and Gillingbah Creek (refer  

Figures 1.1 and 1.2).  Each of these systems performs a dual function.  During local storms they 

provide drainage from the floodplain to the Murrumbidgee River, while in flood times they form 

breakouts from the river into the local floodplain.  The relative importance of these breakouts to 

the pattern of flows varies with the magnitude of the flood event. 

 Bundidgerry Creek is a northern branch of the Murrumbidgee River diverging from the 

river at Berembed Weir where water is extracted to supply Murrumbidgee Irrigation’s 

(MI’s) Main Canal.  (The Main Canal upstream of Narrandera is also referred to as 

Bundidgerry Creek.)  Until it was re-formed to perform the function of the Main Canal, 

Bundidgerry Creek re-joined the river to the south of the Narrandera township.  

Approximately 8 km upstream of Narrandera, the Bundidgerry regulator controls flow 

diverted into the Main Canal from the creek.  In times of flood the canal is protected by 

diverting excess water at the regulator south into the floodplain. (In the modelling 

undertaken in the present investigation, the regulators and offtakes on the Main Canal 

were assumed to be closed during the flood event.)  

 Old Man Creek is a looped flood runner that leaves the southern bank of the 

Murrumbidgee downstream of Wagga Wagga and re-joins approximately 17 km upstream 

of Narrandera. In times of flood, Old Man Creek fills due to breakouts and a lso due to 

high tailwater levels at its downstream end.  During major floods, it breaks its banks and 

flows into the headwaters of Sandy Creek. 

 Sandy Creek is an ephemeral tributary of the Murrumbidgee River that has a small 

catchment centred on the village of Kywong.  It is a receiver of breakouts from Old Man 

Creek and contributes to flows in Poison Waterholes Creek, which runs in a westerly 

direction to Narrandera before turning northwards to cross the Newell and Sturt Highways 

before flowing into the southern bank of the river (Figure 1.2).    

 Gillenbah Creek is a looped flood runner that breaks out of the river approximately 2 km 

south of Narrandera and initially flows south, crossing the Sturt Highway before turning 

west and flowing across the Newell Highway and through the railway viaduct before 

turning north across the Sturt Highway and re-joining the river to the west of the township. 

SKM, 2000 located the upstream boundary of the MIKE 11 hydraulic model downstream of the 

confluence of the Murrumbidgee River and Old Man Creek breakout.  This location was selected 

as it was considered to be the only location where all of the flow (at least as shown in 

photography taken during the major flood of September 1974) could be accounted for.  

Inflows to the cross-section representing the upstream boundary of the model were assessed by 

scaling up the discharge hydrographs recorded at the Narrandera gauge, with the model 

assuming all of the flow entered through the cross section.  Contributions to the main flow paths 

of the river and its effluents were assessed on the basis of the topography and conveyance 

capacity of the cross-section.  This approach to flood modelling (i.e. scaling the Narrandera 

gauge hydrograph) was initially proposed for the present review and the upstream boundary of 

the TUFLOW model was initially set near the Berembed Weir, with the model continuing to a 

location near the Darlington Point stream gauging station, as shown on Figure 1.1.   
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1.2.2. The Adopted Approach 

However, during the data collection phase of the review, advice was received from Narrandera 

Shire Council (NSC) and the Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) that floodwaters had 

been observed to break out of the Murrumbidgee River into the Old Man Creek system upstream 

of the boundary of the hydraulic model proposed in the previous section.  As this breakout flow 

had the potential to influence the distribution of flood flows crossing the Sturt Highway at the 

Gillenbah Creek and Poison Waterholes Creek crossings west of Narrandera, it was considered 

necessary to extend the hydraulic model further upstream.   

At the same time, Wagga Wagga City Council (WWCC) was in the process of updating the flood 

hydrology for Wagga Wagga as part of its investigation into upgrading the town levee.  In 

discussions with OEH, it was agreed to incorporate the updated flood hydrology into the present 

Narrandera study.  As a result, the hydraulic model was extended upstream to the location of the 

existing stream gauge at Wagga Wagga. 

A single hydraulic model which covered about a 140 km length of the Murrumbidgee River and 

incorporated a 40 m grid of the floodplain was initially developed.  However, it was found that run 

times for this model extended to more than a week per historic flood event.  In order to p rovide 

more timely results, the hydraulic model was split into two parts and a new faster engine within 

the TUFLOW system used to route the flood wave from Wagga Wagga to a location a short 

distance upstream of Narrandera.  In the discussion in Chapter 4, this model has been denoted 

the Narrandera GPU TUFLOW Model (ref. model layout diagram, Figure 4.1).   

A more detailed model was also developed incorporating a 40 m grid spacing on the floodplain, 

with a nested 10 m grid along the section of Sturt Highway, which Roads and Maritime Services 

(Roads and Maritime) proposes upgrading, and one-dimensional elements comprising the 

existing road cross drainage and in-bank area of the Murrumbidgee River at Narrandera.  This 

model has been denoted the Narrandera Classic TUFLOW Model (ref. model layout, 

Figure 4.2).  The models overlapped, allowing output from the GPU TUFLOW Model to be 

applied at the upstream boundary of the Classic TUFLOW Model.   

Significant changes in the density of riparian vegetation along the river in recent years were 

identified during the preparation of WMA, 2014.  This finding added a level of complexity to the 

model calibration process undertaken as part of the present investigation, which used data for 

both the major floods of September 1974 and March 2012 events, each of which produced a 

similar peak flood level at Narrandera for significantly different recorded peak flows.  This 

resulted in the selection of a set of hydraulic roughness parameters which varied significantly for 

each flood.  Following discussions with OEH, model parameters appropriate to September 1974 

conditions were adopted for routing design flood hydrographs from Wagga Wagga to Narrandera, 

while model parameters appropriate to March 2012 conditions were adopted for defining design 

flood levels at Narrandera.  Analyses were also undertaken to test the sensitivity of results to 

changes in hydraulic roughness (ref. Chapter 5). 

Analysis of the historic data showed that although most major floods at Narrandera originate from 

upriver and most of the flow is incorporated in the discharge hydrographs at Wagga Wagga, the 

March 2012 flood was atypical insofar as there were heavy rainfalls in the catchments of the 

tributaries between Wagga Wagga and Narrandera.  This resulted in a significant flow in the 

Murrumbidgee River originating from the tributaries prior to the time of arrival of the upriver flood 

wave.  In order to assist with the calibration of the hydraulic model for the March 2012 event, a  

hydrologic model of the catchments was developed to assess tributary flows.  Incorporating these 

contributions in the TUFLOW modelling improved the calibration process. 
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1.3 Overview of Report 

Chapter 2 of the report contains background information including a brief review of previous 

investigations, survey and historic flood data.  Stream flow data recorded at the NSW Department 

of Primary Industries Office of Water’s (DPIOW’s) network of gauges, in particular the Narrandera 

gauge, as well as daily and pluviographic rainfall data were also obtained for the purposes of 

updating the flood frequency analysis (incorporating the recent flood events post–2005), which 

are described in more detail in Appendix A and calibrating the TUFLOW hydraulic models.  

Chapter 3 deals with the estimation of tributary flows during the March 2012 flood.  Discharge 

hydrographs entering the study area from the local catchments were derived using the RAFTS 

rainfall–runoff software.  This step involved the determination of historic storm rainfall depths over 

the catchment and conversion of the rainfall hyetographs to discharge hydrographs for application 

to TUFLOW.   

Chapter 4 deals with the development and testing of the TUFLOW hydraulic models.  The major 

floods of September 1974 and March 2012 were the primary events for calibration, as there were 

considerable data available.  However, difficulties in model calibration arose because the former 

flood occurred 40 years ago and there were uncertainties associated with the replication of 

contemporary conditions on the floodplain, in particular hydraulic roughness conditions, due to 

variations in riparian vegetation over the intervening years.  Data from the smaller flood of 

December 2010 were also used to tune model parameters.    

Chapter 5 describes the design flood modelling.  Initially the GPU TUFLOW Model was used to 

model the various design events from Wagga Wagga to the model outlet, and provide inflow 

hydrographs for application to the Classic TUFLOW Model which routed the flow to Narrandera. 

Exhibits were prepared showing: indicative flood extents, hydraulic and provisional hazard 

categorisation of the floodplain and stage and discharge hydrographs at key locations.   

Chapter 6 summarises the economic consequences of floods at Narrandera.  Flood damages 

were estimated based on nominal design flood levels as well as a freeboard allowance.  The 

flood damages assessment undertaken as part of the present investigation is described in more 

detail in Appendix E. 

Chapter 7 deals with the formulation, hydraulic analysis, concept design and preliminary costing 

of the levee options. 

Chapter 8 contains a list of References, while Chapter 9 contains a list of definitions of flood 

related terms used in the study. 

Appendices A, B and C contain copies of three reports which set out the findings of an audit 

which was undertaken by NSW Public Works (PW) in 2013 of a section of the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment and the Narrandera Airport Levee. 

Appendix D of the report contains gauging data and details of the flood frequency analyses 

which were undertaken of the flood record at the Narrandera gauge. 

Appendix E sets out the results of the flood damages assessment.  

Appendix F contains a series of tables which contain a detailed breakdown of the total project 

costs for the assessed flood protection measures. 

Figures referred to in the report are bound separately in Volume 2 of the report. 
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2. LEVEE AND FLOOD DATA 

2.1 Main Canal Embankments 

Parts of Narrandera are protected from riverine flooding by an existing embankment (denoted 

herein as the “Southern Main Canal Embankment”) which runs along the southern side of the 

Main Canal commencing at the Bundidgerry Regulator.  The route of the embankment is shown 

on Figure 2.1.  A second embankment (denoted herein as the “Northern Main Canal 

Embankment”) runs parallel with the Southern Canal Embankment along the northern side of the 

Main Canal.  The route of this second embankment is shown on Figure 2.1.   

Figure 2.2 (2 Sheets) is a longitudinal profile of the Main Canal embankments showing crest, 

floodplain and Main Canal invert levels as well as modelled peak water surface profiles for the 

September 1974, December 2010 and March 2012 floods (the process of modelling these floods 

is described later in Chapter 4 of the report).  In September 1974 and March 2012, flood levels 

were on the point of overtopping the Southern Main Canal Embankment just upstream of the 

Newell Highway at Ch 9,300 m and downstream of the Irrigation Way crossing at Ch 21,700 m.  

There are other locations where freeboard is less than 200 mm (e.g. between Ch 22,500 m – 

23,500 m; and Ch 19,500 m – 20,400 m).   

Both Main Canal embankments were formed using material sourced during excavation for the 

Main Canal.  MI advised that details of the construction methodology of the Main Canal 

embankments are not known.  A short section of the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

upstream of the Newell Highway crossing was repaired by MI following the March 2012 flood 

(refer Figure 2.2 for location).  The repaired section of embankment corresponded with the 

location where floodwater was at the point of overtopping the crest during the March 2012 flood.  

No details are available on the construction methodology which was adopted by MI as part of the 

repair works.  NSC has also raised concerns regarding the quality of the material and also the 

degree of compaction which was used to make the repair. 

A visual audit of the Southern Main Canal Embankment was undertaken by PW in May 2013.  A 

copy of the visual audit report (PW, 2013a) which deals with the section of embankment which 

runs between the Narrandera Regulator (Ch 8,000 m) to a location about 130 m upstream of the 

rail crossing (Ch 10,300 m) is contained in Appendix A, while a copy of the report (PW, 2013b) 

which deals with the section of embankment which runs from Ch 10,300 m to Irrigation Way (Ch 

12,880 m) is contained in Appendix B of this report.
5
  The reports identify a number of major 

defects in the embankment in regards its reliance to perform as a flood protection levee.  These 

include: 

 a large number of mature trees growing on the batters; 

 surface erosion and slumping of the batters; 

 rutting and longitudinal surface cracks along the crest of the embankment; and 

 utilities extending through the embankment. 

The reports identify the actions which need to be undertaken to address these issues, which 

include the removal (if permitted by relevant authorities) of the mature trees which are presently 

growing on the batters of the embankment. 

                                                      
5
 Note that Chainage 0 in PW, 2013a corresponds with about Ch 8,000 m, while Chainage 0 in PW, 2013b 

corresponds with about Ch 10,300 m in this report.  Refer Figures 2.1 and 2.2 for the chainages adopted in 

this report. 
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2.2 Narrandera Airport Levee 

 

Narrandera Airport is protected by a ring levee which is about 6 km in length and generally no 

greater than 1.0 - 1.5 m in height.  The ring levee has been denoted herein as the “Narrandera 

Airport Levee”.  Figure 2.3 shows the alignment of the Narrandera Airport Levee, while 

Figure 2.4 is a long section showing crest and adjacent floodplain levels, as well as modelled 

peak water surface profiles for the September 1974 and March 2012 floods (the process of 

modelling these floods is described later, in Chapter 4 of the report).
6
 

 

In March 2012, flood levels were on the point of overtopping the ring levee in the vicinity of 

Ch 650 m, Ch 1,950 m and Ch 2,700 m and at other locations south of Ch 4,600 m.  Sand bags 

were installed at several locations along the section of levee to prevent overtopping during the 

March 2012 flood.  These locations generally corresponded with local access roads (temporary 

and permanent) which lead into the airport. 

 

No information is available on the methodology or material which was used to construct the ring 

levee.  Inspection of the LiDAR survey data shows the presence of a shallow depression which 

flanks both sides of the levee bank, indicating that it may have been partially or wholly 

constructed using local material sourced from the Murrumbidgee River floodplain. 

 

A visual inspection of the Narrandera Airport Levee was undertaken by PW in May 2013 .  A copy 

of the visual audit report (PW, 2013c) is contained in Appendix C of this report.  The report 

identified a number of major defects in the levee bank which included: 

 large areas of bare earth due to the absence of protective vegetation; 

 absence of closure mechanisms on the outlet of existing stormwater pipes; 

 presence of trees and shrubs growing on the levee bank; 

 erosion along the levee crest; 

 presence of animal burrows and ants nests in the levee bank; and 

 general lowering of the crest at the location of stormwater outlets. 

 

The report identifies the actions which need to be undertaken to address these issues, including 

the immediate installation of closure mechanisms on the outlets of existing stormwater pipes. 

 

2.3 Rainfall and Streamflow Data 

 

2.3.1. Historic Flood Data 

 

Figure 2.5 shows recorded stage and discharge hydrographs at Narrandera for the three 

calibrating events, with the peak data summarised in Table 2.1 over the page.   

                                                      
6
 Note that the modelling undertaken as part of the present investigation shows that floodwater did not 

extend north from the Murrumbidgee River to the airport during the December 2010 flood.  
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TABLE 2.1 

HISTORIC FLOOD DATA AT NARRANDERA 
 

Flood Event 
Peak Flow 

(ML/d) 

Peak Flow 

(m3/s) 

Peak Flood Level 

(m AHD) 

Gauge Height(1) 

(m) 

September 1974 265,940 3,078 146.40 9.01 

December 2010 98,990 1,146 145.43 8.04 

March 2012 210,470 2,436 146.39 9.00 

1. Gauge zero = 137.391 m AHD. 

 

The characteristics of the three calibrating floods were as follows: 

 The September 1974 flood was typical of major flood events, originating from the 

catchment upstream of Wagga Wagga, with a 3 day travel time to Narrandera and an 

attenuation of the flood peak from 5,711 m
3
/s to 3,078 m

3
/s.  Inspection of the daily 

rainfall records at stations in the catchment between these two centres indicated that 

contributions to flows in the Murrumbidgee River from the tributaries would have been 

quite small.  This is confirmed by the shape of the single peaked discharge hydrograph at 

Narrandera, which rose sharply over a period of 24 hours, from around 500 m
3
/s to its 

3,078 m
3
/s peak.

7
 

 The March 2012 flood had a peak stage at Wagga Wagga which was only 140 mm below 

that of the September 1974 flood, but a much lower peak discharge (3,631 m
3
/s versus 

5,711 m
3
/s).  As discussed in WMA, 2014, this effect is considered to be due to the 

growth of riparian vegetation along the river over the intervening 38 years between the 

two events resulting in a change in the rating curve at the gauge.  At Narrandera, the 

peak discharge according to DPIOW data was 3,043 m
3
/s in March 2012.  However, the 

flow was gauged near the flood peak at 2,436 m
3
/s. (The latter discharge of 2,436 m

3
/s 

has been adopted as the peak discharge for the model calibration of Chapter 4.) 

As the peak levels for the two floods at Narrandera were very similar (146.40 m AHD in 

September 1974 versus 146.39 m AHD in March 2012), it appears that the riparian 

vegetation build-up in the river caused both an attenuation in the peak discharge between 

Wagga Wagga and Narrandera (the peak attenuated from 3,631 m
3
/s to 2,436 m

3
/s 

between these two centres) as well as a change in the rating curve at Narrandera.  Under 

present day conditions a higher flood level would be experienced for a given discharge 

than in former times.  In the model calibration the result was a considerable increase in 

hydraulic roughness values being required to tune the TUFLOW model to the March 2012 

flood (and also the smaller December 2010 event) compared with values required for the 

September 1974 flood.  The raising of the Newell Highway where it crosses the floodplain 

is also said to have had an impact on flooding patterns. 

Another feature observed in the recorded hydrograph at Narrandera was the shape of the 

rising limb which in March 2012 showed a marked rise to a flow of about 750 m
3
/s in the 

days prior to the arrival of the upriver peak from Wagga Wagga.  This effect was due to 

runoff from the tributaries resulting from heavy rainfall experienced over the rain day of 

the 4
th

 March (i.e. the 24 hour period ending at 09:00 hours on 4
th

 March).  Figure 2.5 

                                                      
7
 It is noted that the September 1974 flood pre-dated the construction of the 3 bridges on the Newell 

Highway south of the Main Canal crossing (1983 completion date).  As a result, flooding patterns observed 

in the vicinity of the highway crossing during this historic flood would have been different to those observed 

during March 2012 flood when the river peaked at about the same level on the Narrandera stream gauge.  
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shows the cumulative rainfall recorded at two pluviometers in the catchment and 

Figure 3.2 is an isohyetal map for the 4
th

 March which covers the tributary catchments 

between Wagga Wagga and Narrandera.  It shows a focus of heavy rainfall over the 

sub-catchments on the southern side of the Murrumbidgee River, where daily falls in the 

150 – 160 mm range were recorded.  Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency data plotted on 

Figure 2.6 shows that the storms closer to Narrandera had return periods exceeding 

100 year ARI in the tributary catchments. (Hydrologic modelling of runoff contributions 

from the tributaries is discussed in Chapter 3.) 

Figure 2.7 is an aerial photography showing the extent of inundation and the presence of 

floodwater ponding against both the Southern Main Canal Embankment and the 

Narrandera Airport Levee in the March 2012 flood.  The extent to which local catchment 

runoff ponded behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment and the Narrandera Airport 

Levee can also be observed in the aerial photography. 

 The December 2010 flood was a long duration event which originated from the catchment 

upstream of Wagga Wagga.  River levels were prolonged at Narrandera near the peak for 

over a week.  At Narrandera, this flood peaked about 900 mm below the other two events 

and there appears to have been little contribution from the tributaries.  In addition, a 

greater proportion of the overall flow was conveyed in the channels of the drainage 

system between Wagga Wagga and Narrandera than for the other two events.  The 

comparatively large 40 m grid size required to achieve practical run times of the TUFLOW 

model restricted its ability to model the in-bank component of the flow.  Accordingly, as 

discussed in Chapter 4 the model fit for December 2010 in the lower range of discharges 

experienced during this event was not as good as for the two larger floods. 

 

2.4 Flood Frequency Analysis 

2.4.1. SKM, 2007b Analysis 

The Narrandera gauge was established in 1892, as a daily read station.  Instantaneous gauging 

did not commence until 1973.  As part of the SKM, 2000 study, a correlation between daily and 

instantaneous peak flows was developed leading to the preparation of an annual series of 

instantaneous flood peaks which covered the period 1915 to 1996 and therefore included the 

September 1974 flood, which at the time was the highest peak flow for which data were available.  

SKM, 2000 fitted the GEV probability distribution to the recorded data using the Method of 

LH-Moments.  SKM, 2000 estimated the 100 year ARI peak discharge at 3,088 m
3
/s and 

modelled the peak flood level at Narrandera at 146.51 m AHD (refer Columns B and C in 

Table 2.2 on page 10).  

For the SKM, 2007b study, the analysis was updated to include several major historic floods 

which were known to have occurred prior to the establishment of the gauge, but for which no 

quantitative flow data were available.  The analysis was also extended to include annual 

maximum flow data recorded over the years 1997 to 2005.  SKM, 2007b again fitted the GEV 

probability distribution to the recorded data, but instead adopted the Bayesian maximum 

likelihood approach which had been developed by George Kuczera from the School of Civil 

Engineering at the University of Newcastle Australia.  The inclusion of the pre-gauge flood events 

of the 1800’s resulted in an increased estimate of the magnitude of the design flood events 

greater than 20 year ARI.  The then highest recorded event of September 1974 was estimated to 

be a more frequent event, with an assessed average recurrence interval of 65 year ARI, 

compared with 100 year ARI in SKM, 2000.  SKM, 2007b estimated the 100 year ARI peak 

discharge at 3,912 m
3
/s (refer Column D in Table 2.2).  
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When the design flows at Narrandera were scaled upwards in SKM, 2007b to generate inflow 

hydrographs to the MIK E11 hydraulic model, modelled design flood levels increased.  In the case 

of the 100 year ARI, the peak level at Narrandera increased by 0.34 m from 146.51 m AHD to 

146.85 m AHD (refer Column E in Table 2.2). 

 

2.4.2. Updated Flood Frequency Analysis 

 

Appendix D presents the results of flood frequency analyses which were undertaken as part of 

the present investigation on the Narrandera record, including the post - 2007 floods.  From the 

analyses of Appendix D, it was considered that the Log Pearson Type 3 distributions (two 

variations using this approach were evaluated) should be adopted in preference to the GEV 

distribution.  This finding is consistent with WMA, 2014, which found that the Log Pearson Type 3 

distribution provided a better fit to the flood data at Wagga Wagga when compared to th at of the 

GEV distribution.   

 

It was also concluded that the 1852 flood should not be incorporated in the flood frequency 

analysis for Narrandera as WMA, 2014 found that this event was likely not as large as previously 

thought. 

 

The peak discharge for the 100 year ARI based on the revised flood frequency analysis was 

3,230 m
3
/s (Column F of Table 2.2), which is close to the peak flow recorded at Narrandera 

during the September 1974 flood.  The frequency assigned to the peak flow recorded during the 

1974 flood is consistent with the findings of WMA, 2014 for Wagga Wagga. 
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TABLE 2.2 

DESIGN FLOOD DATA AT NARRANDERA STREAM GAUGE (GS 410005) 
 

Flood Event 

Flood Study (2000) Flood Study Review (2007b) Present Investigation 

Peak Flow 
Peak Flood 

Level 
Peak Flow 

Peak Flood 

Level 

Flood 

Frequency 

Analysis(1) 

TUFLOW Model Results Derived 

Using Hydraulic Model Parameter Set 1(2) 

TUFLOW Model Results Derived 

Using Hydraulic Model Parameter Set 2(3) 

Peak Flow Peak Flood Level Gauge Height(4,5) Peak Flow Peak Flood Level Gauge Height(4,6) 

(m3/s) (m AHD) (m3/s) (m AHD) (m3/s) (m3/s) (m AHD) (m) (m3/s) (m AHD) (m) 

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] [F] [G] [H] [I] [J] [K] [L] 

5 year ARI 830 145.16 744 145.04 780 422 143.77 6.38 808 145.07 7.68 

10 year ARI 1196 145.45 1135 145.42 1145 736 144.94 7.55 1224 145.58 8.19 

20 year ARI 1636 145.65 1675 145.73 1620 1204 145.58 8.18 1553 145.89 8.50 

50 year ARI 2376 146.05 2731 146.24 2450 1859 146.12 8.73 2700 146.49 9.10 

100 Year ARI 3088 146.51 3912 146.85 3230 2539 146.42 9.03 3107 146.67 9.28 

200 year ARI - - - - 4200 3310 146.75 9.36 3957 147.01 9.62 

500 year ARI - - - - 5900 4585 147.22 9.83 5228 147.49 10.10 

Extreme Flood - 148.42 - - - 9341 148.52 11.13 10342 148.86 11.47 

1. Refer Appendix D for details of peak flows derived using various curve fitting methods.  Column F in Table D1.1 of Appendix D has been reproduced in Table 2.2. 

2. Peak flood levels and flows derived by running both the GPU and Classic TUFLOW Models which were calibrated to the March 2012 flood data. 

3. Peak flood levels and flows derived by running the GPU TUFLOW Model calibrated to the September 1974 flood data and the Classic TUFLOW Model calibrated to the March 2012 flood data.  The two sets of parameters were adopted for defining flood behaviour at Narrandera. 

4. Gauge zero = 137.391 m AHD. 

5. Gauge heights based on modelled peak flood level given in Column H. 

6. Gauge heights based on modelled peak flood level given in Column K. 
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3. TRIBUTARY FLOOD HYDROLOGY 

 

3.1 Modelling the Tributary Catchments 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the drainage system between Wagga Wagga and Narrandera 

which was modelled using the RAFTS catchment modelling system to provide discharge 

hydrographs for the TUFLOW calibration of the March 2012 flood.  

 

The RAFTS software converts storm rainfall to discharge hydrographs using a procedure known 

as rainfall-runoff routing and envisages the catchment to be comprised of a series of 

concentrated storages which represent sub-catchments defined on watershed lines.  

 

Using daily rainfall recorded at BoM stations, an isohyetal map was prepared for the rain day of 

4
th

 March 2012 (refer Figure 3.2).  The temporal pattern of rainfall as recorded at two 

pluviometers (Wagga Wagga AWS and Yanco Agricultural Station) was applied to the various 

sub-catchments, in conjunction with the areal distribution of daily rainfall derived from the 

isohyetal map.  Rainfall loss values of 10 mm (initial loss) and 2.5 mm/h (continuing loss) were 

abstracted to derive the temporal pattern of rainfall excess which RAFTS then routed through the 

catchment. 

 

Further discussion on a separate RAFTS model that was developed to define local catchment 

runoff behind the Northern Main Canal embankment is contained in Section 5.2.3. 

 

3.2 RAFTS Model Results 

 

Figure 3.3 shows modelled discharge hydrographs which were applied to the GPU TUFLOW 

Model in the calibration of the March 2012 flood.  Locations at which the hydrographs were 

applied to the model are shown in the layout diagram Figure 4.1. 

 

The Bullenbong Creek system, which drains catchments on the southern side of the 

Murrumbidgee Valley was a major contributor to flow, with a peak discharge of 520 m
3
/s entering 

the TUFLOW model domain at location BuC_001 at 12:00 hours on 4
th

 March.  This runoff also 

contributed to flows heading west in Sandy Creek and Old Man Creek.  Other significant 

contributors were Cowabbie Creek which enters the northern floodplain at location CC_001 and 

Sandy Creek entering the model from the southern side downstream of Wagga Wagga (location 

SC_WW_001). 

 

The tributary contributions entered the Murrumbidgee River floodplain around midday on 

4
th

 March 2012 about 5 days before the peak at Narrandera, but as shown later in the TUFLOW 

modelling of Chapter 4, made a significant contribution to flows in the river prior to the arrival of 

contributions from the catchment upstream of Wagga Wagga. 
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4. HYDRAULIC MODEL SETUP AND TESTING 

 

4.1 TUFLOW Modelling Approach 

 

TUFLOW is a two-dimensional hydraulic modelling system which, unlike the MIKE 11 network 

hydraulic modelling of the previous flood studies (SKM, 2000 and 2007b), does not rely on a prior 

knowledge of the pattern of flood flows in order to set up the various fluvial and weir type linkages 

which describe the passage of the flood wave through the system.  As such it provides a more 

accurate assessment of the distribution of flows in the Murrumbidgee River and its effluent 

system approaching Narrandera. 

 

The basic equations of TUFLOW involve all of the terms of the St Venant equations of unsteady 

flow.  Consequently the model is "fully dynamic" and once tuned provides an accurate 

representation of existing flood behaviour in terms of depth, velocity and distribution of flow. 

TUFLOW solves the equations of flow at each point of a rectangular grid system which repres ent 

overland flow on the floodplain.  The choice of grid point spacing depends on the need to 

accurately represent features on the floodplain which influence hydraulic behaviour and flow 

patterns (e.g. changes in channel and floodplain dimensions, hydraulic structures which influence 

flow patterns, etc.), while at the same time achieving reasonable run times for the long duration 

flood events occurring in major river systems such as the Murrumbidgee River.  

 

Culvert drainage and channel systems can be modelled as one-dimensional elements embedded 

in the larger two-dimensional domain which typically represents the wider floodplain.  Flows are 

able to move between the one and two-dimensional elements of the model depending on the 

capacity characteristics of the drainage system being modelled. 

 

4.2 TUFLOW Model Setup 

 

As discussed in Section 1.2.2, two TUFLOW models were prepared for the investigation: 

 Narrandera GPU TUFLOW Model, which extends over a distance of 140 km from Wagga 

Wagga to a location about 4 km downstream of the commencement of the Main Canal at 

the Bundidgerry regulator.  Figure 4.1 shows the model layout.  This model was used to 

route the flow from Wagga Wagga (MR_001) to the model outlet and provided information 

on the distribution of flows in the Murrumbidgee River and its various flood runners 

approaching Narrandera.   

 Narrandera Classic TUFLOW Model, which overlaps the GPU TUFLOW Model by about 

15 km at its upstream end and extends downstream to a location about 10 km below the 

Tombullen Storage.  Figure 4.2 shows the model layout.  Flows derived by the GPU 

TUFLOW were applied to the upstream boundary of the Classic TUFLOW Model at 

locations: SC_Nar_001 (Sandy Creek); OMC_BR_001 and OLC_003 (Old Man Creek); 

and MR_004 (Murrumbidgee River).   

 

Grid data were derived from the LiDAR survey of the floodplain, with ridge and gully lines added 

to the models where the grid spacing of 40 m (used for both models) was too coarse to accurately 

represent important topographic features.  For the Classic TUFLOW Model cross sections were 

used to define the in-bank waterway characteristics in the channels of the Murrumbidgee River in 

the vicinity of Narrandera, Poison Waterholes Creek and at hydraulic structures located in the 

channel system.  Cross sectional data and details of bridge and culvert crossings were derived 

from the MIKE 11 model of SKM, 2007b, from the LiDAR data and from Roads and Maritime. 
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Limitations in the extent of the available LiDAR survey data also meant that it was necessary to 

incorporate a one-dimensional branch in the Classic TUFLOW Model south of Narrandera.  The 

one-dimensional branch was required to maintain conveyance along a break out which occurs 

along the southern bank of Sandy Creek upstream of the Newell Highway crossing of the 

Murrumbidgee River floodplain.  Chainage versus elevation data were obtained from a digital 

elevation model that was developed as part of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM).  

 

4.3 Model Boundary Conditions 

 

The locations where flow hydrographs were applied at the boundaries of the TUFLOW models 

are shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  Internal to the model, discharge hydrographs were also 

applied over individual regions called “Rain Boundaries”. 

 

The Rain Boundaries act to “inject” flow into the one and two -dimensional domains of the 

TUFLOW model, firstly at a point which has the lowest elevation, and then progressively over the 

extent of the Rain Boundary as the grid in the two-dimensional model domain becomes wet as a 

result of overland flow. 

 

The approach of having the model inject flow progressively along the flow paths as cells become 

wet and as overland flows are initiated is more realistic than the traditional approach where inflow 

hydrographs (determined by hydrologic modelling) are applied at fixed locations along the model 

drainage lines.  Because the inflows are dispersed rather than “lumped”, the latter approach 

tends to either underestimate or overestimate the magnitude of the peak flow rate along the 

extent of the drainage path. 

 

The downstream boundaries of the TUFLOW models comprised a “free discharge” outlet , where a 

normal depth calculation was used to define hydraulic conditions. 

 

4.4 Model Roughness 

 

The main physical parameter for TUFLOW is the hydraulic roughness.  Hydraulic roughness is 

required for each of the various types of surfaces comprising the overland flow paths, as well as 

for the cross sections representing the geometric characteristics of the channels.  In addition to 

the loss of energy of flow due to bed friction, obstructions also dissipate energy by forcing water 

to change direction and velocity and by forming eddies.  Hydraulic modelling traditionally 

represents all of these effects via the surface roughness parameter known as “Mannings n”.   

 

In areas where there were limited historic flood level data available to assist with the tuning of the 

model for roughness,  roughness was estimated from site inspection, past experience and values 

contained in the engineering literature. 

 

The hydraulic roughness values used in the model calibration and testing of the three floods are 

shown on Figures 4.1 and 4.2.  These values were derived by inspection of the available aerial 

photography which was used to assess the density of vegetation cover along the modelled reach 

of the Murrumbidgee River.  The relativity of the hydraulic model roughness values was then 

adjusted based on a review of the TUFLOW model results and the available historic flood data.  
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4.5 Hydraulic Model Testing 

The discharge hydrographs recorded at Wagga Wagga for the three floods (at MR_001, ref. 

Figure 4.3) were applied at the upstream boundary of the GPU TUFLOW Model, which routed 

the flow to Narrandera and generated the discharge hydrographs in the river at MR_004 

(Figure 4.3) and the flood runners at OMC_003, SC_Nar_001, OMC_BR_001 (Figure 4.4) which 

were in turn applied to the upstream boundary of the Classic TUFLOW Model.  Figure 4.5 

shows the modelled and recorded stage and discharge hydrographs at the Narrandera gauge.  

 

Modelled extents and depths of inundation are shown on the following diagrams:  

 Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7 for the September 1974 flood. 

 Figures 4.8 and 4.9 for the December 2010 flood. 

 Figures 4.10 and 4.11 for the March 2012 flood.
8
  

Modelled water surface profiles along the Southern Main Canal Embankment and the Narrandera 

Airport Levee are also shown on Figures 2.2 and 2.4, respectively. 

4.6 Discussion on Model Calibration 

Table 4.1 provides a comparison of recorded and modelled historic flood peaks at Narrandera.  

TABLE 4.1 

COMPARISON OF RECORDED AND MODELLED HISTORIC 

FLOOD PEAKS AT NARRANDERA 
 

Flood Event 

Recorded Modelled 

Peak Flow 

(m3/s) 

Peak Flood 

Level 

(m AHD) 

Gauge 

Height(1) 

(m) 

Peak Flow 

(m3/s) 

Peak Flood 

Level 

(m AHD) 

Gauge 

Height(1) 

(m) 

September 1974 3,078 146.40 9.01 3,010 146.32 8.93 

December 2010 1,146 145.43 8.04 1,158 145.52 8.13 

March 2012 2,436 146.39 9.00 2,517 146.41 9.02 

1. Gauge zero = 137.391 m AHD. 

 

The model achieved a good fit with recorded data for gauge heights greater than about 7 m.
9
  

However, it was difficult to achieve modelling precision for the lesser f lood events and for the 

rising limb of the larger floods due to the large grid size of 40 m which was required to achieve 

practical run times of the model (in particular the larger GPU TUFLOW Model).  The large grid 

size limits the accuracy of routing the in-bank portion of the flood through the drainage system 

due to lack of precision in the definition of the various channel waterways.  For the larger events, 

a greater percentage of the overall flow is conveyed over the floodplain and therefore modelling 

accuracy improved. 

                                                      
8
 To provide additional definition of flooding patterns in the study area, the results for the March 2012 flood, 

along with vectors showing the direction of flow, have been shown on four sheets.  

9
 This gauge height corresponds with a discharge of about 750 m

3
/s, equivalent to the 5 year ARI peak flow 

(refer Table 2.2 and Appendix D for details of flood frequency analysis). 
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Lack of pluviographic and streamflow data in the reach between Wagga Wagga and Narrandera 

also limited the accuracy of modelling contributions from the various tributaries.  In the case of 

the September 1974 flood this fact did not impose significant modelling difficulties, as tributary 

flows were quite small.  In March 2012, accounting for tributary inflows allowed for a more 

accurate modelling of the rising limb of the hydrograph, although as shown on Figure 4.5 there is 

little difference in the modelled peak level at Narrandera between simulations undertaken with 

and without allowance for tributary inflow.  

 

Tributary inflows for historic events tend to be either of limited magnitude, compared with upriver 

flows, or are not synchronised with the arrival of the main floodwave.  In the case of the March 

2012 flood for example, the tributary peak occurred two days before the river peak at Wagga 

Wagga and had passed the Narrandera gauge well before the arrival of the river peak.   It is also 

to be noted that the gauged flow rate of 2,436 m
3
/s at Narrandera was considered to be a more 

accurate representation of peak discharge than the 3,000 m
3
/s in DPIOW ’s database and has 

been adopted as the benchmark flow for calibration. 

 

Roughness values required to achieve a satisfactory calibration of the March 2012 flood were 

between 20 and 50 per cent higher than for September 1974, evidently due to the increase in 

riparian vegetation over the years.  Although recorded flows for the September 1974 event were 

55 per cent higher at Wagga Wagga and 25 per cent higher at Narrandera than in March 2012, 

there was little difference in recorded (and modelled) peak levels at the latter location.  This 

indicates that the flood routing characteristics of the river valley have changed and that the rating 

curve (stage-discharge) relationship at Narrandera will have to be adjusted.  The design flood 

modelling which will be undertaken for a range of events provided further guidance in this regard.  

 

It was found that a relatively high roughness value (n = 0.15) was needed to be applied to the 

southern portion of the floodplain downstream of the Bullenbong Creek / Old Man Creek 

confluence in order to reproduce both the shape and peak of the recorded flood hydrograph at 

Narrandera.  The reason for this is attributed to the relatively shallow nature of the flow in this 

area when compared to the main river channel and its immediate overbank area and the network 

of low earth banks which have constructed along Old Man Creek, which have the effect of 

slowing the passage of the floodwave over this part of the floodplain . 
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5. DESIGN FLOOD MODELLING 

5.1 Generation of Design Hydrographs at Wagga Wagga 

Discharge hydrographs for the 20 and 100 year ARI floods at Wagga Wagga were derived in 

WMA, 2014 along with the updated discharge - frequency relationship derived from recent 

investigations associated with upgrading the town levee.  These data have been used to estimate 

design discharge hydrographs for the present investigation.  The hydrograph of the Extreme 

Flood was determined by applying a multiplication factor of three to the 100 year ARI hydrograph.   

Figure 5.1 shows the design discharge hydrographs (excluding the Extreme Event) which were 

used as input to the GPU TUFLOW Model. 

5.2 Adopted Approach to Design Flood Estimation at Narrandera 

5.2.1. Representative Floodplain Conditions 

Table 2.2 in Chapter 2 summarises the results of routing the design flood hydrographs from 

Wagga Wagga to Narrandera using two different sets of hydraulic model parameters.  Hydraulic 

Model Parameter Set 1 represents roughness conditions on the floodplain applying at the time of 

the March 2012 flood.  These roughness values were higher than those applying for the other 

major calibrating flood of September 1974 due to the build up of riparian vegetation over the 

intervening 38 year period.   

The higher set of hydraulic roughness values results in a greater attenuation of the flood wave as 

it travels between the two urban centres and a reduced flow at Narrandera, compared with the 

routing of the same hydrographs using September 1974 roughness values.   However, the peak 

flows which result from routing the design flood hydrographs from Wagga Wagga to Narrandera 

using Hydraulic Model Parameter Set 1 do not match the peak discharges derived from the 

flood frequency analysis of the record at the Narrandera stream gauge.  It was therefore 

considered prudent to adopt an approach which recognised the rougher floodplain at Narrandera 

existing under present day conditions, but also utilised design flood hydrographs which more 

closely matched the flood frequency relationship at the Narrandera gauge.   

Initial runs of the GPU and Classic TUFLOW Models found that the flood frequency relationship 

could be reproduced using the hydraulic roughness values which were found to match flood 

behaviour recorded during the September 1974 flood (i.e. using the models with the set of lower 

hydraulic roughness values).   

Based on this finding, the GPU TUFLOW Model, calibrated to reproduce observed flood 

behaviour for the September 1974 flood, was used to route the design flood hydrographs from 

Wagga Wagga to the model outlet, and provide inflow hydrographs for application to the Classic 

TUFLOW Model, calibrated to reproduce observed flood behaviour for the March 2012 flood.  

The resulting combination of hydraulic roughness values has been denoted in Table 2.2 as 

Hydraulic Model Parameter Set 2 and was adopted for design flood estimation at Narrandera.  

This approach was discussed and agreed with OEH. 

Figure 5.2 shows the design discharge hydrographs (excluding the Extreme Event) which were 

used as input to the Classic TUFLOW Model after the GPU TUFLOW Model was run using 

hydraulic roughness values representative of 1974 floodplain conditions. 
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5.2.2. Coincident River and Tributary Flows 

Due to data and budgetary constraints, it is not feasible to undertake a quantitative assessment 

of the joint probability of river and tributary contributions to flow for the purposes of design flood 

estimation.  The likely impact of tributary flows on the design flood behaviour was assessed by 

way of a sensitivity study.  The 100 year ARI design discharge hydrograph at Wagga Wagga was 

substituted for the recorded March 2012 hydrograph and routed through the system in 

conjunction with the tributary flows, as estimated in Chapter 3 and shown on Figure 3.3.  

Due to the magnitude of the tributary flows occurring in March 2012, this joint occurrence is 

considered to yield an event rarer than 100 year ARI.  Rainfall intensity-duration-frequency data 

plotted in Figure 2.6 shows that the storms nearer to Narrandera had return periods exceeding 

100 year ARI in the tributary catchments.  However, the modelled peak flood level at Narrandera 

was generally between 200-300 mm higher than the design 100 year ARI peak which was 

assessed assuming only 100 m
3
/s of prior baseflow in the river, and is well within the freeboard 

allowance of 1 m adopted later in the report for levee upgrading.  Based on this finding , 

coincident tributary inflows were not adopted for design flood estimation at Narrandera. 

5.2.3. Coincident Local Catchment Runoff 

Aerial photography taken during the March 2012 flood shows that runoff generated by the local 

catchments which drain the hills to the north of the Main Canal ponded behind the Northern Main 

Canal Embankment west of the Newell Highway.  Figure 2.7 shows the extent of ponding which 

occurred behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment during the March 2012 flood and also the 

extent of the local catchments which contributed runoff to these areas.  While the rainfall that fell 

in the area may have had an ARI greater than 100 years (refer Figure 2.6), the potential for local 

catchment runoff to inundate land located behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment needs to 

be taken into consideration when assessing levee upgrade requirements. 

There are only two stormwater pipes which control local catchment runoff from behind the 

Northern Main Canal Embankment.
10

  The largest of the two pipes is located immediately to the 

west of the Newell Highway and controls a catchment of about 11 km
2
.  The pipe operates as a 

syphon and has a floodgate fitted to its outlet.  During periods of heavy rain or when the flood 

gate is closed, runoff is forced to pond behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment where it 

inundates the rear of several residential properties which are located along Larmer Street.  The 

second smaller pipe is located immediately to the east of Woolscour Road and discharges 

directly to the Main Canal.  The inlet of the pipe has a gate arrangement fitted to it, presumably to 

prevent backwater flooding occurring during periods of elevated water levels in the Main Canal.   

While there is no definitive evidence of a syphon arrangement north of the Irrigation Way, there is 

thought to be a structure located somewhere in the vicinity of Paynter Siding Road.  Given the 

degree of ponding that occurred during the March 2012 flood, it is thought that if this structure 

exists, then it is likely inoperable and quite possibly blocked by debris . 

While peak flood levels behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment are governed by riverine 

flooding due to the inclusion of the three levee failure scenarios in the derivation of the flood 

envelope (refer Section 5.2.4 for details), the upgrade of the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

will remove riverine flooding from the derivation of the FPL’s for this area.  An understanding of 

                                                      
10

 It is noted that there are two minor stormwater drainage lines which discharge to the Main Canal along 

Lake Drive downstream of the Narrandera Regulator and along Audley Street immediately east of the dis-

used railway embankment.  As these two drainage systems would not be impacted by elevated water levels 

in the river, they were not considered further as part of the present investigation. 
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flood behaviour behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment in the absence of riverine flooding 

is therefore required as the revised set of FPL’s for this area will be based on peak 100 year ARI 

flood levels which arise from local catchment runoff. 

In order to assess local catchment flooding behaviour to the north of the Main Canal a RAFTS 

model (Narrandera RAFTS Model) was developed which incorporated the features of the 

catchments which drain the hills to its north.  A third TUFLOW model (Main Canal TUFLOW 

Model) was also developed which incorporated both the Main Canal and the ponding areas to its 

north.  The model incorporated about a 19 km length of the Main Canal commencing near Lake 

Talbot (Ch 6,000 m) to the limit of the available LiDAR survey data (Ch 25,000 m).  A 5 m grid 

was adopted in order to accurately model the conveyance capacity of the Main Canal which is 

about 30 m in width.  Ridge lines were added to the model to accurately define the height to 

which water will pond before overtopping the Northern Main Canal Embankment.  The two 

stormwater pipes which control local catchment runoff were not incorporated in the model as it 

was assumed that the gates fitted to both would be in their closed position  during a flood event.  

Discharge hydrographs generated by the Narrandera RAFTS model were applied to the Main 

Canal TUFLOW Model via a series of Rain Boundaries. 

5.2.4. Potential Levee Failure 

For flood levels greater than that of the Imminent Failure Flood (IFF), there is the potential for 

overtopping to occur which could lead to a partial failure of the embankment due to scour in the 

case of earth levees.  The IFF is the threshold flood with a peak level which encroaches into the 

freeboard nominated for the levee when specifying its hydrologic level of protection.  Freeboard is 

a factor of safety equal to the difference between the elevation of the levee crest and the peak 

flood level.  A freeboard of 1 m has been adopted for the present investigation which is similar to 

the value which was recently recommended for the levee upgrade at Wagga Wagga (PW, 2010).  

Accordingly, floods which encroach into the 1 m freeboard allowance were assumed to cause the 

levee to fail. 

Based on an adopted freeboard of 1 m, the IFF of the Main Canal Embankments and the 

Narrandera Airport Levee is equivalent to about a 20 year ARI flood. 

The approach adopted for assessing the impact of a potential levee failure on the design flood 

envelopes was to run the TUFLOW model for floods greater than the IFF (i.e. floods greater than 

20 year ARI), with the elevation of a section of the Southern Main Canal lowered to half the depth 

of inundation along its southern side.
11

  Three levee failure scenarios were assessed, with the 

results of the modelling incorporated in the flood envelopes for design floods of 100, 200 and 500 

year ARI.
12

  A levee failure analysis was not undertaken for the Northern Main Canal 

Embankment as significant overtopping at the low points in the embankment occurs following the 

failure of the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  Further discussion on the impact a failure of 

the Southern Main Canal Embankment would have on flooding behaviour in areas which lie to its 

north is contained in Section 5.5.3. 

The impacts a partial failure of the Narrandera Airport Levee would have on flooding behaviour 

were not assessed as part of the present investigation as water levels on both sides of the earth 

embankment equalise during a 100 year ARI flood event. 

                                                      
11

 Note that a time based scour assessment was not undertaken given the long duration nature of flooding 

at Narrandera which would tend to set up steady state flow conditions in the Main Canal.  

12
 The TUFLOW model was not run for the Extreme Flood event given the extent and depth of overtopping 

which will occur along the full length of the embankment during a flood of this magnitude.  
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5.3 Presentation and Interpretation of Results 

5.3.1. Extents of Inundation and Water Surface Profiles 

Figures 5.3 to 5.9 show the TUFLOW model results for design floods ranging between 5 year 

ARI and the Extreme Flood.  These diagrams show the indicative extents and depths of 

inundation along the Murrumbidgee River and its floodplain in the vicinity of Narrandera.  Design 

water surface profiles along the Main Canal Embankments and the Narrandera Airport Levee are 

shown on Figures 5.10 (2 Sheets) and 5.11, respectively. 

Figure 5.12 presents design stage and discharge hydrographs at the Narrandera stream gauge, 

while Figure 5.13 presents design stage hydrographs at road crossings and other key locations 

within the study area (refer Figure 2.7 for location of stage hydrographs).  Each hydrograph on 

Figure 5.13 is shown to a common time scale and may therefore be used to determine the 

concurrent water level at the Narrandera gauge.  For example, under 100 year ARI conditions, 

the low point in Weir Park Road first overtops at 128 hours into the simulation when the gauge 

height is 8.8 m.  About 6 hours later flow commences to surcharge the low point in Irrigation Way, 

when the water level at the gauge has reached 9.0 m and about 15 hours before the 9.3 m peak.  

Similar data are available for the Gillenbah Creek and Poison Waterholes Creek crossings of the 

Newell and Sturt Highways and the low points in Paynters Siding Road and Karawatha Drive. 

In order to create realistic results which remove most of anomalies caused by inaccuracies in the 

LiDAR (which has a design accuracy such that 68 per cent of the points have an accuracy in level 

of +/- 150 mm), a filter is sometimes applied to remove depths of inundation over the natural 

surface less than 50 to 150 mm.  This has the effect of removing the very shallow depths which 

are more prone to be artefacts of the model.  However, in the present case modelled depths of 

inundation less than 50 mm have been displayed to allow a clearer representation to the reader 

of the various overland flow paths, particularly those located along sections of the Sturt Highway 

west of Narrandera. 

It is also to be noted that while the flood level and velocity data derived from the analyses are 

consistent throughout the model, the flood extent diagrams should not be used to give a precise 

determination of depth of flood affectation in individual allotments in the floodplain for which a site 

specific survey would be required. 

5.3.2. Accuracy of Hydraulic Modelling 

The accuracy of results depends on the precision of the numerical finite difference procedure 

used to solve the partial differential equations of flow, which is also influenced by the time step 

used for routing the floodwave through the system and the grid spacing adopted for describing 

the natural surface levels in the floodplain.  Open channels are described by cross -sections 

normal to the direction of flow, so their spacing also has a bearing on the accuracy of the results.  

The results are also heavily dependent on the size of the two-dimensional grid, as well as the 

accuracy of the LiDAR survey data, which as noted above has a design accuracy in elevation 

whereby 68 per cent of points are within +/- 150 mm of the true level.  

Given the uncertainties in the LiDAR data and the definition of features affecting the passage of 

flow, maintenance of a depth of flow of at least 100 mm is required for the definition of a 

“continuous” flow path in the areas subject to shallow overland flow.  Lesser modelled depths of 

inundation may be influenced by the above factors and therefore may be spurious, especially 

where that inundation occurs at isolated locations and is not part of a continuous flow path.  In 

areas where the depth of inundation is greater than the 100 mm threshold and the flow path is 

continuous, the likely accuracy of the hydraulic modelling in deriving peak flood levels is 

considered to be around 100 mm.  
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The above limitations will need to be taken into account when using the flood study results to 

support the draft Flood Policy, (to be prepared as part of the review of SKM. 2009b), which will 

set out flood related controls over development proposals  in Narrandera.  Policies typically 

specify that proposals should be assessed with the benefit of a site survey to be supplied by 

applicants in order to allow any inconsistencies in results to be identified and given consideration.  

This comment is especially appropriate in the urban areas subject to shallow overland flow, 

where the errors in the LiDAR or obstructions to flow would have a proportionally greater 

influence on the computed water surface levels than in the deeper flooded main stream areas.  

Flood policies usually specify that minimum floor levels for residential and commercial 

developments should be based on the 100 year ARI flood level plus appropriate freeboard (this 

planning level is defined as the “Flood Planning Level” [FPL]), to cater for uncertainties such as 

wave action, effects of flood debris conveyed in the overland flow stream and precision of 

modelling.  

In accordance with OEH recommendations (DECCW, 2007), sensitivity studies have also been 

carried out (refer Section 5.5) to assess the impacts of future climate change.  Increases in flood 

levels due to future increases in rainfall intensities may influence the selection of FPL’s.  The 

discussion on sensitivity studies provides guidance on freeboard under present day climatic 

conditions.  Selection of interim FPL’s, pending completion of the FRMS&P, is discussed in 

Section 5.7. 

5.3.3. Key Features of Present Day Flooding Behaviour at Narrandera 

The key features of flooding behaviour at Narrandera for the assessed ARI events are as follows: 

 5 year ARI – Floodwater breaks out of the Murrumbidgee River immediately upstream 

and downstream of NSC’s water supply pumping station where it flows toward the two 

bridges which are located along the Newell Highway north of the main river crossing. 

While the inbank area of Gillenbah Creek is not modelled accurately by the 40 m square 

grid, floodwater is shown to leave the Murrumbidgee River at the confluence of the two 

watercourses where it discharges in a westerly direction crossing first the Sturt Highway, 

then the Newell Highway and then the Sturt Highway again before rejoining flow in the 

river. 

 10 year ARI – Floodwater inundates the Murrumbidgee River floodplain over a 2 km width 

generally to depths exceeding 1 m.  Existing development located along the banks of the 

river and immediately west of the intersection of the Newell and Sturt Highways is 

impacted by floodwater to depths generally less than 1 m. 

 20 year ARI – Floodwater surcharges Weir Park Road where it extends a short distance 

to the north.  Floodwater also surcharges Irrigation Way where it ponds up against the 

western side of the Narrandera Airport Levee.  Nallabooma Estate is not affected by 

flooding.  Freeboard to both the Southern Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera 

Airport Levee is less than 1 m at several locations. 

Floodwaters break out of Gillenbah Creek along its southern bank and join flow in Poison 

Waterholes Creek on the eastern (upstream) side of the Newell Highway.  

 100 year ARI – Major breakouts of flow occur along the southern banks of both the 

Murrumbidgee River and Gillenbah Creek where floodwater joins flow in the Poison 

Waterholes Creek system.  Parts of the Nallabooma Estate are inundated by floodwater 

generally to depths of less than 1 m.  The Narrandera Airport Levee is overtopped with 

flood levels on either side of the embankment at the northern end of the airport shown to 

equalise. 
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A partial failure of the Southern Main Canal Embankment will result in depths of 

inundation greater than 1 m in a number of properties located on the northern side of the 

Main Canal.  The peak flow discharging toward Yanco and Leeton is limited to about 

41 m
3
/s due to higher ground which is located on the eastern side of the Main Canal 

opposite the Narrandera Airport (ref. Section 5.5.3 for further discussion). 

 200 year ARI – Flooding behaviour is generally similar to that described for the 100 year 

ARI event, although floodwaters will surcharge the Southern Main Canal Embankment at 

an increased rate.  The difference in the depth of inundation between the 100 and 200 

year ARI events is shown on the long sections (ref . Figures 5.10 and 5.11) and also on 

Figure 5.19 (refer Section 5.6 for background to the development of this figure). 

 500 year ARI - Flooding behaviour is generally similar to that described for the 200 year 

ARI event, although the rate at which floodwaters surcharge the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment would increase significantly when compared to the 200 year ARI event 

given that water levels exceed the crest height of the embankment where it runs between 

the Narrandera Regulator and Irrigation Way (ref. Figure 5.10, sheet 1).  The difference 

in the depth of inundation between the 200 and 500 year ARI events is similar to the 

difference between the 100 and 200 year ARI events, as shown on Figures 5.10 and 

5.11. 

 Extreme Flood Event – While water levels are about 2 m higher when compared to peak 

100 year ARI flood levels (ref. Figures 5.10 and 5.11), the extent of land inundated by 

floodwater does not increase substantially, as indicated by Figure 5.20 (refer Section 5.7 

for background to the development of this figure). 

5.4 Provisional Flood Hazard and Hydraulic Categorisation 

5.4.1. General 

According to Appendix L of the Floodplain Development Manual, (FDM, 2005), in order to achieve 

effective and responsible floodplain risk management, it is necessary to divide the floodplain into 

areas that reflect: 

1. The impact of flooding on existing and future development, as well as people. To examine 

this impact it is necessary to divide the floodplain into “flood hazard” categories, which 

are provisionally assessed on the basis of the velocity and depth of flow. The floodplain 

was divided into Low Hazard and High Hazard zones.  Section 5.4.2 below provides 

details of the procedure adopted.    

2. The impact of future development activity on flood behaviour.  Development in active flow 

paths (i.e. “Floodways”) has the potential to adversely re-direct flows towards adjacent 

properties. Examination of this impact requires the division of flood prone land into 

various “hydraulic categories” to assess those parts which are effective for the 

conveyance of flow, where development may affect local flooding patterns. Hydraulic 

categorisation of the floodplains of the main arms of the creeks and the overland flow 

paths was also undertaken. Section 5.4.3 below summarises the procedure adopted. 

 

While the floodplain was sub-divided into zones of varying flood risk based modelling undertaken 

as part of the present investigation, refined of the flood hazard and hydraulic categorisation 

presented in this report is provisional pending the completion of the review of SKM, 2009b.  The 

following sections of the report set out the approach which was adopted in sub-dividing the 

floodplain into the various flood risk zones. 
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5.4.2. Provisional Flood Hazard 

 

As mentioned above, flood prone areas may be provisionally categorised into Low Hazard and 

High Hazard areas depending on the depth of inundation and flow velocity. A flood depth of 1 m 

in the absence of significant flow velocity represents the boundary between Low and High Hazard 

conditions.  Similarly, a flow velocity of 2.0 m/s but with a small flood depth around 200 mm also 

represents the boundary between these two conditions. Interpolation may be used to assess the 

hazard for intermediate values of depth and velocity.  

 

Flood hazards categorised on the basis of depth and velocity only are provisional.  They do not 

reflect the effects of other factors that influence hazard. These other factors include:  

 Size of flood – major floods though rare can cause extensive damage and disruption.  

 Effective warning time – flood hazard and flood damage can be reduced by 

sandbagging entrances, raising contents above floor level and also by evacuation if 

adequate warning time is available.  

 Flood awareness of the population – flood awareness greatly influences the time taken 

by flood affected residents to respond effectively to flood warnings.  The preparation 

and promotion by Council of Flood Studies and Floodplain Risk Management Studies 

and Plans increases flood awareness, as does the formulation and implementation of 

response plans by SES (Local Flood Plans) for the evacuation of people and 

possessions. 

 Rate of rise of floodwaters – situations where floodwaters rise rapidly are potential ly 

more dangerous and cause more damage than situations in which flood levels 

increase slowly. 

 Duration of flooding – the duration of flooding (or length of time a community is cut off) 

can have a significant impact on costs associated with flooding.  This  duration is 

shorter in smaller, steeper catchments. 

 Evacuation problems and access routes – the availability of effective access routes 

from flood prone areas directly influences flood hazard and potential damage reduction 

measures. 

Provisional hazard categories may be reduced or increased after consideration of the above 

factors in arriving at a final determination.  The resulting “True Hazard” will be determined as part 

of the review of SKM, 2009b. 

5.4.3. Floodways 

According to the FDM, 2005, the floodplain may be subdivided into the following zones: 

 Floodways; 

 Flood storage; and 

 Flood fringe. 

 

Floodways are those areas where a significant volume of water flows during floods and are often 

aligned with obvious natural channels.  They are areas that, even if partially blocked, would 

cause a significant increase in flood level and/or a significant re-distribution of flow, which may in 

turn adversely affect other areas.  They are often, but not necessarily, areas with deeper flow or 

areas where higher velocities occur. 
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Flood Storage areas are those parts of the floodplain that are important for the temporary 

storage of floodwaters during the passage of a flood.  If the capacity of a flood storage area is 

substantially reduced by, for example, the construction of levees or by landfill, flood levels in 

nearby areas may rise and the peak discharge downstream may be increased.  Substantial 

reduction of the capacity of a flood storage area can also cause a significant redistribution of 

flood flows. 

Flood Fringe is the remaining area of land affected by flooding, after floodway and flood storage 

areas have been defined.  Development in flood fringe areas would not have any significant effect 

on the pattern of flood flows and/or flood levels. 

Floodplain Risk Management Guideline No. 2 Floodway Definition, offers guidance in relation to 

two alternative procedures for identifying floodways.  They are:  

 Approach A. Using a qualitative approach which is based on the judgement of an 

experienced hydraulic engineer. In assessing whether or not the area under consideration 

was a floodway, the qualitative approach would need to consider; whether obstruction 

would divert water to other existing flow paths; or would have a significant impact on 

upstream flood levels during major flood events; or would adversely re-direct flows 

towards existing development. 

 Approach B. Using the hydraulic model, in this case TUFLOW, to define the floodway 

based on quantitative experiments where flows are restricted or the conveyance capacity 

of the flow path reduced, until there was a significant effect on upstream flood levels 

and/or a diversion of flows to existing or new flow paths. 

One quantitative experimental procedure commonly used is to progressively encroach across 

either floodplain towards the channel until the designated flood level has increased by a 

significant amount (for example 0.1 m) above the existing (un-encroached) flood levels.  This 

indicates the limits of the hydraulic floodway since any further encroachment will intrude into that 

part of the floodplain necessary for the free flow of flood waters – that is, into the floodway. 

The quantitative assessment associated with Approach B is technically difficult to implement.  

Restricting the flow to achieve the 0.1 m increase in flood levels can result in contradictory 

results, especially in an unsteady flow modelling approach such as TUFLOW, with the restriction 

actually causing reductions in computed levels in some areas due to changes in the distribution 

of flows along the main drainage line.   

Accordingly the qualitative approach associated with Approach A was adopted, together with 

consideration of the findings of Howells et al, 2004 who defined the floodway based on velocity of 

flow and depth.  Howells et al suggested the following criteria for defining those areas which 

operate as a floodway in a 100 year ARI event: 

 Velocity x Depth greater than 0.25 m
2
/s and Velocity greater than 0.25 m/s; or 

 Velocity greater than 1 m/s. 

Flood Storage areas were identified as those areas which do not operate as Floodways in a 

100 year ARI event but where the depth of inundation exceeded 1 m. 
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5.4.4. Combined Flood Hazard and Hydraulic Categorisation Diagram 

 

The combined provisional flood hazard and hydraulic categorisation of the floodplain for the 

100 year ARI flood is shown on Figure 5.14.  The Floodway is continuous and generally 

encompass about a 2 km width of floodplain at Narrandera.  It is also to be noted in the context of 

defining the Floodway that floods greater than 100 year ARI or future climate change would not 

result in the development of new flow paths.  Therefore it is considered appropriate to base the 

hydraulic categorisation of the floodplain on the flooding patterns arising from the 100 year ARI 

event. 

 

5.5 Sensitivity Studies 

 

5.5.1. General 

 

In view of the increase in riparian vegetation since the occurrence of the September 1974 flood, it 

was appropriate to test the sensitivity of the hydraulic model to further increases in hydraulic 

roughness.  The main purpose was to give some guidance on the freeboard to be adopted for the 

levee upgrades and also when setting floor levels of development in flood prone areas.  The 

impact a partial failure of several sections of the Southern Main Canal Embankment would have 

on flood behaviour to its north were also assessed, with the resulting flood envelope used to 

estimate the economic impacts of flooding under present day conditions (refer Chapter 6 for 

details). 

 

5.5.2. Sensitivity to Hydraulic Roughness 

 

Figure 5.15 shows the afflux for the 100 year ARI flood resulting from an assumed 20 per cent 

increase in roughness (compared with design values), noting that the resulting envelope does not 

include the effects of a partial levee failure.  This figure also identifies where additional areas of 

land are flooded.   

 

The typical increase in peak flood level on the Murrumbidgee River floodplain at Narrandera is in 

the range 100-200 mm, with slightly larger increases shown to occur in the Poison Waterholes 

Creek and Gillenbah Creek systems.  Increases in peak flood levels are typically less than 

100 mm downstream of Narrandera. 

 

5.5.3. Sensitivity to Levee Failure 

 

As mentioned in Section 5.2.4, the flood envelopes for design floods with ARI’s of 100, 200 and 

500 years incorporate the results of modelling three scenarios which relate to the potential failure 

of the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  Figures 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 show the extent and 

depth of inundation which would occur behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment for each of  

the assessed levee failure scenarios.  These figures also show the location and length of the 

assessed failed section of embankment, as well as the resulting distribution of flow along the 

Main Canal. 

 

A partial failure of the Southern Main Canal Embankment during a 100 year ARI flood will result 

in the area which is bounded by the Northern Main Canal Embankment to the west, the dis-used 

Narrandera-Tocumwal Railway to the south, the June-Hay Railway to the east and high ground to 

the north generally being inundated to depths exceeding 1 m.  Several residential and 

commercial properties would also experience above-floor inundation. 
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The peak 100 year ARI flow discharging along the Main Canal north of Narrandera is limited to a 

maximum of about 41 m
3
/s due to constrictions imposed by rising ground to its east.  This finding 

could potentially have implications on the assessment of flood risk in townships which are located 

along the Main Canal west of Narrandera such as Yanco and Leeton. 

 

5.6 Climate Change Sensitivity Analysis 

 

5.6.1. General 

 

Scientific evidence shows that climate change could potentially increase flood producing rainfall 

intensities.  The significance of these effects on flood behaviour will vary depending on 

geographic location and local topographic conditions.  Climate change impacts on flood 

producing rainfall events show a trend for larger scale storms and resulting depths of rainfall to 

increase.   

 

OEH recommends that its guideline Practical Considerations of Climate Change, 2007 be used 

as the basis for examining climate change induced increases in rainfall intensities in projects 

undertaken under the State Floodplain Management Program and the FDM, 2005.  The guideline 

recommends that until more work is completed in relation to the climate change impacts on 

rainfall intensities, sensitivity analyses should be undertaken based on increases in  rainfall 

intensities ranging between 10 and 30 per cent.   

 

The increase in rainfalls within the service life of developments or flood management measures is 

likely to be around 10 per cent, with the higher value of 30 per cent representing a conservative  

upper limit. (Hennessy et al, 2004 estimated that an increase of 10 per cent would occur by 2070 

in the 1 in 40 AEP, 3 day rainfall in the South West of NSW.)  It is not practicable to quantitatively 

determine the impacts of a 10 per cent increase in rainfall without the development of a 

catchment model of the Murrumbidgee Valley.  For investigations of this nature it is common 

practice to assume that increasing the 100 year ARI design rainfall intensities by 10 per cent in 

the future would produce a flood equal to the present day 200 year ARI flood.  This approach has 

been adopted in the present investigation.   

 

5.6.2. Sensitivity to Increased Rainfall Intensities 

 

Figure 5.19 shows the afflux in 100 year ARI flood conditions resulting from potential increases in 

rainfall intensities associated with future climate change, noting that the resulting envelope does 

not include the effects of a partial levee failure.  The typical increase in peak 100 year ARI flood 

levels on the Murrumbidgee River floodplain south of Narrandera and in the vicinity of the airport 

would generally be between 300 and 500 mm, sufficient to result in increased overtopping of both 

the Main Canal Embankments and the Narrandera Airport Levee. 

 

The impact of increased rainfall intensities on flooding patterns may be summarised as follows: 

 The extent of inundation along the length of the river does not widen significantly.  

 Flood security against overtopping of the Main Canal Embankments and the 

Narrandera Airport Levee would reduce significantly. 
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5.7 Interim Flood Planning Map for Narrandera 

 

After consideration of the TUFLOW results and the findings of sensitivity studies outlined in 

Sections 5.5 to 5.6, a freeboard allowance of 500 mm on 100 year ARI flood levels is suggested 

as the interim FPL and for defining the extent of the interim FPA pending the outcomes of the 

review of SKM, 2009b.  Interim FPL contours developed on this basis and the associated interim 

FPA for Main Stream flooding are shown on Figure 5.20.  Note that the interim FPL contours and 

the extent of the interim FPA incorporate flood levels which would arise as a result of a partial 

failure of the Southern Main Canal Embankment (refer Sections 5.2.4 and 5.5.3 for further 

details). 

 

A comparison between the extents of the FPA derived as part of SKM, 2012 and this investigation 

is shown on Figure 5.20.  Discussion on the differences between the two extents is contained in 

Section S1.2.5 of the Summary. 
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6. ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF FLOODING 

6.1 General 

The economic consequences of flooding in terms of the damage to residential, commercial and 

industrial property in the floodplain were assessed as part of the present investigation.  The 

primary objective of the flood damages assessment, details of which are set out in Appendix E, 

was to allow an economic assessment of the various levee options to be carried out.  

There are no data available on historic flood damages to the urban sectors in the study area.  

Accordingly it was necessary to use data on damages experienced as a result of historic flooding 

in other urban centres.  The residential flood damages were therefore based on the recent 

publication Floodplain Guideline Number 4, 2007 published by DECC (now OEH).  Damages to 

industrial and commercial development were evaluated using data from previous investigations in 

NSW. 

6.2 Flood Damages Based on Nominal Flood Levels 

The estimated damages which could occur for various floods at Narrandera are summarised in 

Table 6.1 over the page, while Tables 6.2 and 6.3 summarise only those damages which would 

occur in properties located on the northern side of the Main Canal and at Narrandera Airport, 

respectively.  The values shown in the three tables represent the damages predicted if the 

nominal flood levels determined from the hydraulic modelling were adopted for the various design 

floods. 

At the 100 year ARI level of flooding, 104 residential properties would be flood affected (i.e. water 

has entered the allotment) of which 72 would experience above-floor inundation.  Of these 

72 properties, 19 are located on the northern side of the Main Canal and would be flooded as a 

result of a partial failure of the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  Twenty-one commercial 

properties would be flooded above-floor level at the 100 year ARI level of flooding, three of which 

are located on the northern side of the Main Canal and another three of which are located at the 

airport. 

The Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting from all floods up to 100 year ARI 

at a 7% discount rate is $4.14 Million.  This value represents the amount of capital spending 

which could be justified if a particular flood mitigation scheme prevented flooding for all properties 

at Narrandera up to the 100 year ARI event. 

By comparison, the Present Worth Value of damages in property located to the north of the Main 

Canal embankment for all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is only $290,000.  This 

value represents the amount of capital spending which could be justified in upgrading say the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment to incorporate a minimum 1 m freeboard.  

In regards flood damages at Narrandera Airport, the Present Worth Value of damages to 

commercial buildings for all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is less than $10,000.  

This relatively small value is a function of there being only three buildings affected at the 100 year 

ARI level of flooding, as shown in Table 6.3 on page 29.  It is noted that this value does not 

include the cost to replace damaged navigational equipment or carrying out repairs to the runway 

should it be damaged by floodwater.  It also doesn’t take account of the intangible costs 

associated with the temporary closure of the airport due to either damage to the navigation 

equipment or its prolonged inundation by floodwater. 
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NSC estimate that it would cost $100,000 to replace the two pumps which extract water from the 

Murrumbidgee River a short distance upstream of the Newell Highway crossing, with all other 

equipment able to be raised in the event of the flood. 

 

TABLE 6.1 

FLOOD DAMAGES IN NARRANDERA 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS
(1)

 

(NO FREEBOARD ALLOWANCE) 
 

Average 

Recurrence 

Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Properties 

Total Damages 

($ Million) 

Residential Commercial Public 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 

10 25 12 15 12 0 0 1.24 

20 42 28 15 15 0 0 2.79 

100 104 72 22 21 2 2 9.50 

200 116 93 27 27 2 2 12.65 

500 133 109 28 28 2 2 16.55 

Extreme 227 215 32 31 6 5 38.13 

1. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for both 

the Southern Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera Airport Levee). 

 

TABLE 6.2 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS
(1,2)

 

(NO FREEBOARD ALLOWANCE) 
 

Average 

Recurrence 

Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Properties 

Total Damages 

($ Million) 

Residential Commercial Public 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 32 19 4 3 1 1 2.36 

200 34 22 4 4 1 1 2.84 

500 42 30 5 5 1 1 4.12 

Extreme 102 93 9 8 5 4 15.52 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table 6.1. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF  for the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment). 
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TABLE 6.3 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND AIRPORT LEVEE 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS
(1,2,3)

 

(NO FREEBOARD ALLOWANCE) 
 

Average Recurrence Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Buildings 
Total Damages 

($ Million) 
Flood Affected 

Flooded Above-Floor 

Level 

5 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 

100 3 3 0.03 

200 7 7 0.27 

500 7 7 0.53 

Extreme 7 7 1.54 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table 6.1. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for the 

Narrandera Airport Levee). 

3. Does not include damages incurred to runway as a result of overtopping of the levee.  

 

6.3 Flood Damages Based on Freeboard Allowance 

 

A freeboard allowance is often incorporated in flood damages assessments to account for 

increased costs associated with local effects such as wave action.  The freeboard allowance 

varied for the present investigation from 500 mm for the 100 year ARI event to 200 mm for the 

5 year ARI event. 

 

The estimated damages which could occur for various floods at Narrandera as a whole are 

summarised in Table 6.4 over the page, while Tables 6.5 and 6.6 summarise only those 

damages which would occur in properties located on the northern side of the Main Canal and at 

Narrandera Airport, respectively. 

 

At the 100 year ARI level of flooding, inclusion of a freeboard allowance results in an additional 

4 residential properties becoming flood affected and an additional 24 experiencing above-floor 

inundation.  As a result, the Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting from all 

floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate increases from $4.14 Million to $5.62 Million.   

 

The inclusion of the freeboard allowance results in an increase in the Present Worth Value of 

flood damages in properties located to the north of the Main Canal from $290,000 to $440,000, 

while at Narrandera Airport it only increases it to $10,000.  Similar to the nominal flood level case, 

this relatively small value is a function of there being only three buildings affected at the 100 year 

ARI level of flooding, as shown in Table 6.6.   
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TABLE 6.4 

FLOOD DAMAGES IN NARRANDERA
(1)

 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS PLUS FREEBOARD 
 

Average 

Recurrence 

Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Properties 

Total Damages 

($ Million) 

Residential Commercial Public 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.01 

10 27 16 15 15 0 0 1.71 

20 43 35 15 15 0 0 3.85 

100 108 96 22 22 2 2 13.75 

200 120 106 27 27 2 2 16.79 

500 140 126 28 28 2 2 21.45 

Extreme 234 229 33 33 6 6 44.69 

1. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for  both 

the Southern Main Canal Embankment and Airport Levee). 

 

TABLE 6.5 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT
(1,2)

 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS PLUS FREEBOARD 
 

Average 

Recurrence 

Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Properties 

Total Damages 

($ Million) 

Residential Commercial Public 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

Flood 

Affected 

Flooded 

Above-

Floor Level 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 32 26 4 4 1 1 3.61 

200 34 28 4 4 1 1 4.18 

500 42 37 5 5 1 1 6.02 

Extreme 104 102 10 10 5 5 19.43 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table 6.4. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment). 
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TABLE 6.6 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND AIRPORT LEVEE
(1,2,3)

 

DESIGN FLOOD LEVELS PLUS FREEBOARD 
 

Average Recurrence Interval 

Year ARI 

Number of Buildings 
Total Damages 

($ Million) 
Flood Affected 

Flooded Above-Floor 

Level 

5 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 

100 3 3 0.11 

200 7 7 0.59 

500 7 7 0.91 

Extreme 7 7 1.84 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table 6.4. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for the 

Narrandera Airport Levee). 

3. Does not include damages incurred to runway as a result of overtopping of the levee.  
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7. CONCEPT DESIGN AND ASSESSMENT OF FLOOD PROTECTION MEASURES 

7.1 General 

This chapter provides engineering details and preliminary cost estimates of the flood protection 

measures outlined in Section S1.3.1 of the Summary.  Appendix F of this report contains a 

series of tables which provide a detailed breakdown of the total cost for each measure, while a 

series of typical sections showing details of the earth embankment arrangements are shown on 

Figure 7.1.  

Table S2 in the Summary summarises the construction cost estimates for each measure as well 

as their benefits in terms of flood damages prevented.  Also set out in Table S2 are the 

benefit/cost ratios for each measure.  Table S3 in the Summary summarises the advantages and 

disadvantages of each measure.  Also provided are recommendations as to whether Council 

should proceed to detailed design for the various measures. 

7.2 New Town Levee Option 

There are presently no geotechnical data available to guide the decision on the approach to 

upgrading the Southern Main Canal Embankment.  One approach would be to remove the 

existing bank and replace it with suitable engineered material to the design level and occupying 

the same cross-section.  An alternative approach would be to construct a new earth embankment  

on the river side of the existing bank on land not owned by MI.  As the levee would be several 

metres in height, a large area would need to be cleared of vegetation in order to facilitate its 

construction.  Construction of the levee would also result in the filling of the flood runner which 

runs along the toe of the existing bank west (downstream) of the Narrandera Regulator. 

For costing purposes, three alternative levee alignments were assessed.  These included: 

 The construction of a new earth embankment which would extend from the Bundidgerry 

Regulator to a location opposite Narrandera Airport at about Ch 16,200 m.   This option 

would provide the required level of protection to development located on the northern side 

of the Main Canal. 

 The construction of a new earth embankment which would extend from the Narrandera 

Regulator to a location opposite Narrandera Airport at about Ch 16,200 m.  While this 

option would also provide the required level of protection to development located on the 

northern side of the Main Canal, it would require the height of the Narrandera Regulator 

to be raised to prevent it being overtopped by floodwater.  The current gate arrangement 

would also allow a portion of the flow conveyed in the canal to bypass the regulator.  An 

investigation would need to be undertaken to determine whether the rate at which 

floodwater could discharge to the downstream reach of canal is sufficient to cause 

flooding of property located on the northern side of the Northern Main Canal 

Embankment. 

 The construction of a new earth embankment which would extend from the Narrandera 

Regulator to the location where Irrigation Way crosses the Main Canal.  As the available 

freeboard to the crest of the Southern Main Canal Embankment west (downstream) of 

Irrigation Way is less than 1 m, it is necessary to assume that this section of bank could 

fail during a 100 year ARI flood event.  It is noted that the peak 100 year ARI flood level 

on the river side of the bank is RL 144.7 m AHD and that this level lies above the floor 

level of only 4 residential dwellings and 1 commercial building located on the northern 

side of the Main Canal (i.e. this represents the maximum damage which would occur 

should a section of the embankment fail downstream of the Irrigtation Way crossing of the 

Main Canal).   
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Figure 7.2 shows the impact the construction of an earth embankment on the river side of the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment between the Bundidgerry Regulator and a location opposite 

Narrandera Airport would have on flooding behaviour at the 100 year ARI level of flooding.  

Increases in peak 100 years ARI flood levels of greater than 20 mm would occur in the vicinity of 

several residential dwellings which are located downstream of the disused Narrandera-Tocumwal 

Railway, while increases of greater than 50 mm would occur in the vicinity of several residential 

dwellings which are located downstream of Irrigation Way. 

Given the large costs associated with the construction of all three levee options and the impact 

they would have on the riparian and floodplain vegetation, the construction of a new embankment 

along the river side of the Southern Main Canal Embankment is not recommended.  

7.3 Southern Main Canal Embankment Upgrade Option 

This option involves raising sections of the Southern Main Canal Embankment so as to achieve 

the required 1 m freeboard to 100 year ARI flood levels.  Figure 7.3 is a long section along the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment showing the sections of the existing bank which would need 

to be raised in order to achieve the 1 m freeboard requirement. 

In order to raise the crest level of the existing embankment it would be necessary to clear and 

grub the crest and southern (river side) face of the embankment and also an area adjacent to its 

toe.  It is noted that the removal of the vegetation and the top 300 mm of material would address 

a number of concerns raised by PW during its visual audit of the embankment in 2013 (refer 

Appendices A and B for details). 

Concept designs for the same three lengths of levee which were assessed for the New Town 

Levee (refer Section 7.2 above) were developed, the costs of which are given in Table S2 in the 

Summary.  By inspection of Figure 7.4, the upgrade of the Southern Main Canal Embankment 

will not have a significant impact on peak 100 year ARI flood levels on the Murrumbidgee River 

floodplain. 

While a geotechnical investigation will be required to assess the suitability of the Southern Ma in 

Canal Embankment to be used as a formal flood protection levee, its upgrade is recommended in 

favour of the construction of a new town levee.  The need to raise the embankment east 

(upstream) of the Narrandera Regulator will depend on the outcomes of discussions with MI and 

after consideration of the upgrade requirements for the regulator.   

7.4 Narrandera Airport Levee Replacement Option 

Figure 7.5 shows that the existing ring levee effectively has less than 1 m of freeboard to the 

peak 100 year ARI flood level along its full length.  Given the relatively low height of the existing 

bank (i.e. between 1-1.5 m), the most cost effective approach to upgrading the levee would be to 

remove it and replace it with suitable engineered material to the design level.  The cost of 

upgrading the ring levee to achieve the 1 m freeboard requriement is estimated at $6.4 Million. 

Given that the upgraded levee would protect only the runway and a limited number of commercial 

buildings (i.e. no residential dwellings), a cost estimate was prepared for a levee which 

incorporated a reduced freeboard of 0.7 m.  The adoption of the reduced freeboard resulted in the 

cost of the upgrade reducing to about $5.4 Million (i.e. a saving of $1 Million). 
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Figure 7.6 shows the impact the construction of the Narrandera Airport Levee would have on 

flooding behaviour at the 100 year ARI level.  In addition to increasing peak flood levels in a 

number of rural residential properties, the levee would also result in a minor increase in the r ate 

at which floodwater would overtop the Southern Main Canal Embankment at around 

Ch 20,000 m. 

7.5 Irrigation Way Upgrade Option 

This option would involve raising the section of Irrigation Way which runs between the Main Canal 

and the Narrandera Airport to increase its level of flood immunity to greater than 100 year ARI.  

Figure 7.7 shows the impact the raising of Irrigation Way would have on flooding behaviour at the 

100 year ARI level.  Due to its orientation, it is not possible to provide sufficient waterway area to 

mitigate the blocking effects the raised section of road would have on flooding behaviour.  Given 

the significant impacts this option has on flooding behaviour in a large number of residential 

properties it was not investigated further. 

7.6 New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road) 

This option would involve the construction of a new road linking Paynters Siding Road on the 

northern side of the Main Canal with Narrandera Airport.  While the new road would have a 

minimum hydrologic standard of 100 year ARI, it is noted that Paynters Siding Road was 

inundated by local catchment runoff which ponded behind the Northern Main Canal Embankment 

during the March 2012 flood.  NSC advised that access into Narrandera is possible via a 

circuitous route to the north, but that this road is unsealed and that it could be susceptible to 

damage during prolonged or heavy rainfall events. 

As part of the new road works it would be necessary to construct a new road bridge across the 

Main Canal and also install a large viaduct structure which for modelling purposes comprised 

35 off 3000 mm wide by 900 mm high reinforced concrete box culverts.  

Figure 7.8 shows that the new road in combination with a new ring levee around Narrandera 

Airport would increase peak 100 year ARI flood levels in a number of residential properties.
13

 

Given its impact on flooding behaviour, its large cost and also the access issues which could 

arise during coincident prolonged or heavy rainfall, this option is not recommended for further 

consideration. 

7.7 Weir Park Road Levee Option 

This option involves the construction of a new earth embankment which would run between the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment and high ground which is located at the western end of Weir 

Park Road.  The total length of the levee would be about 1.8 km.   

Figure 7.9 shows the impact the construction of the Weir Park Road Levee in combination with 

the Narrandera Airport Ring Levee would have on flooding behaviour at the 100 year ARI level.  

Construction of the Weir Park Road Levee would prevent the break out of flow which occurs 

across Weir Park Road for floods larger than about 20 year ARI.  This would in turn remove 

flooding from a large number of properties located in the Nallabooma Estate  and also provide 

flood free access to Narrandera Airport via Irrigation Way for floods up to 100 year ARI.
14

 

                                                      
13

 It is noted that the increase in peak flood levels downstream of the new road is a function of the new ring 

levee around the airport (refer Section 7.4 for further discussion). 

14
 This assumes that the Southern Main Canal Embankment does not fail during a major flood event, as 

otherwise the section of Irrigation Way which runs from the disused Narrandera-Tocumwal Railway to the 

Main Canal would be inundated. 
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Increases in peak 100 year ARI flood levels of greater than 10 mm are shown to occur in the 

vicinity of the Park Hill, Goonahra, Goonerah and Gil lenbah Station homesteads.  A review of the 

property database provided by NSC shows that there would be greater than 500 mm freeboard to 

the floor level of the Park Hill homestead and an adjacent dwelling following construction of the 

Weir Park Road Levee.  No floor level information is available for the other homesteads.  Should 

NSC decide to proceed with the Weir Park Levee option, then it would be necessary to survey the 

floor level of these residences, including the height of any protective ring levee to determine 

whether the increase in peak flood levels will reduce the available freeboard to less than 500 mm. 

The key issue with this option is that it does not provide the necessary freeboard to allow NSC to 

remove Section 149 flood notifications from individual allotments.  The reason for this is that 

there are several low points which are present in the high ground to the west of the levee where 

the freeboard is less than 1 m.  Floodwater is also shown to back up along Irrigation Way and 

around the eastern side of the airport levee in a 100 year ARI flood event.  

7.8 Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring Levee 

This option involves the construction of a series of earth embankments which would provide 

100 year ARI level of protection to the Narrandera Airport and also existing development which is 

located to its south.  The Weir Park Road Levee and also the northern portion of the Narrandera 

Airport Levee Replacement option would form part of the scheme, as would a levee bank along 

the line of the New Airport Link Road (Paynters Siding Road) option described above.  A short 

section of levee bank incorporating a gated low flow pipe would also be required across Irrigation 

Way near the south-west corner of the Narrandera Airport Levee.     

Figure 7.10 shows that similar to the Weir Park Road Levee option, peak 100 year ARI flood 

levels would be increased across the full width of the floodplain.  Due to the shielding effects of 

the ring levee, peak 100 year ARI flood levels would be reduced along the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment north of the airport sufficient to prevent it from being overtopped, albeit with 

negligible freeboard. 

7.9 Water Supply Pumping Station Ring Levee 

NSC presently treated bore water which is stored in a large balance tank which is located on the 

northern bank of the river upstream of the Newell Highway crossing to a series of reservoirs.  

Access to adjacent pump station is gained via Old Brewery Road which has been built at the level 

of the floodplain.  Two pumps are located in a dry well, the base of which is set several metres 

below the slab level of the building.  As mentioned in Chapter 6, NSC estimate that it would cost 

about $100,000 to replace these two pumps were they to be damaged by floodwater.  

During the March 2012 flood, floodwater reached to within a few centimetres of the floor slab of 

the pumping station.  Water was also observed to discharge to the dry well through at least one 

large crack which is present in one of its side walls. 

Due to the topography of the area and the presence of adjacent ancillary infrastructure it would 

be necessary to construct a reinforced concrete block wall around the perimeter of the pump ing 

station in order to protect it from flooding.  Advice would be required from a geotechnical engineer 

as to the foundation treatment to be adopted for the wall, given the potential for water to 

percolate beneath it and either cause its failure and/or flooding of the dry well.  Repairs to the 

side wall of the dry wall should also be undertaken to prevent the ingress of water during a flood 

event. 
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7.10 Old Brewery Road Upgrade 

 

Access to the aforementioned water supply pumping station is presently cut once the 

Murrumbidgee River breaks its banks during a flood.  During the March 2012 flood, NSC staff 

gained access to the pumping station via a boat and were forced to reside overnight at the pump 

station to observe rising flood levels and to sandbag the entrances to the building. 

 

The costs associated with raising Old Brewery Road to improve its level of flood immunity to 

greater than 100 year ARI was assessed at about $800,000.  As the road runs parallel with the 

path floodwater takes after it breaks the northern bank of the river and flows towards the Newell 

Highway, raising it will not have an impact on peak flood levels (refer Figure 7.10). 

 

7.11 Appurtenant Works 

 

7.11.1. Management of Internal Drainage 

 

Internal drainage involves the capture, conveyance and disposal of runoff generated by areas 

protected by the levee.  There are two sources to be considered: drainage from the developed 

part of town on the northern side of the Northern Main Canal Embankment; and direct runoff from 

areas which are protected by the assessed ring levees. These two areas are covered in the 

following discussion. 

 

During major floods, elevated water levels will be maintained in the Murrumbidgee River for a 

number of days, possibly weeks depending on the magnitude of the flood.  During this period, the 

flood gates on the two syphons which presently control local catchment runoff from the urban part 

of town will be shut and it will be necessary to pump local catchment runoff either into the Main 

Canal or the river.  This approach was implemented by NSC during the March 2012 flood when 

coincident heavy rain caused ponding of local runoff behind the Northern Main Canal 

Embankment. 

 

As previously mentioned, there is no definitive evidence to indicate that a syphon arrangement is 

located along the Main Canal north of Irrigation Way.  As a result, local catchment runoff was 

observed to pond along the eastern side of the Northern Main Canal Embankment for an 

extended period of time following the March 2012 flood (refer aerial photograph shown on 

Figure 2.7).  Given the need to rely on pumps to evacuate the temporary ponding areas on the 

eastern side of the Northern Main Canal Embankment during a river flood, the provision of 

additional syphons north of Irrigation Way would only serve to reduce the frequency of nuisance 

flooding during localise rainfall events (i.e. because during a river flood, the gates on the syphons 

would need to be closed and pumps installed to reduce the depth of ponding).     

 

Given the reliance on pumps to reduce the depth of ponding behind the Northern Main Canal 

Embankment during a river flood, future FPL’s would need to be based on the depth to which 

local catchment runoff will pond behind the embankment assuming a “gates fully closed” 

condition.  The extent to which local catchment runoff would inundate the area behind the 

Northern Main Canal Embankment during a 100 year ARI event assuming the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment is upgraded is shown on Figure S4. 
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In regards the management of internal drainage for the assessed ring levee options, it will be 

necessary to provide a series of low flow pipes to which flood gates would need to be fitted.  In 

the case of the Narrandera Airport Levee upgrade, this will involve the replacement of the existing 

stormwater pipes which presently drain the area behind the existing levee.  Additional pipes 

would need to be provided along the section of levee which runs between the airport and the 

Southern Main Canal Embankment should the Narrandera Airport and Nallabooma Estate Ring 

Levee option be adopted.  Similarly, there are several trapped low points located along the 

northern side of the section of levee which runs along Weir Park Road which would also need t o 

be drained.  The number of low flow pipes could be minimised by the provision of a catch drain 

which could be constructed along the protected side of the embankment .  While ponding behind 

one of the short sections of levee which is located to the west of  Weir Park Road could be 

tolerated, positive drainage to the river could be achieved by filling the trapped low point to the 

height of the levee bank.
15

 

 

7.11.2. Spillway Design 

 

During detailed design of the preferred levee scheme it will be necessary to incorpora te suitable 

spillway capacity to ensure that areas protected by the levee(s) are back-flooded in a controlled 

manner during floods larger than the design event (in this case during floods larger than 100 year 

ARI).   

 

The provision of suitable spillway capacity in the design of the preferred levee scheme will: 

a) Minimise damage to the levee structure at the point of overtopping thus minimising 

restoration costs after the flood.  This can be done through the design of the spillway(s) 

itself and by controlled flooding of the protected area resulting in high tailwater conditions 

when general overtopping of the levee ultimately occurs. 

b) Define the location(s) at which overtopping will occur.  The location(s) can be selected to 

minimise/prevent structural damage to nearby development opposite the spillway(s), 

prevent the establishment of a hazardous flow path through the protected area and 

maximise the time available for evacuation of the town when operation of the spillway is 

imminent or has commenced. 

c) Help remind the community that the levee will not protect it from all flood events.  

 

DIPNR’s draft Floodplain Management Guideline No. 14 (DIPNR, 2009) provides further guidance 

on the design principles of spillways for urban levees. 

                                                      
15

 It is noted that there are a number of trapped low points in this area where local catchment runoff 

presently ponds for a period before it is either lost via infiltration or evaporation. 
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9. DEFINITIONS 

 

The Floodplain Development Manual, 2005 contains a number of definitions which are relevant to 

the discussion of planning measures to assist in the management of development in the 

floodplain.  These definitions include: 

 

TERM DEFINITION 

Australian Height Datum (AHD) A common national surface level datum approximately 

corresponding to mean sea level. 

Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) The average period in years between the occurrence of a 

flood of a particular magnitude or greater. In a long period 

of say 1,000 years, a flood equivalent to or greater than a 

100 year ARI event would occur 10 times.  The 100 year 

ARI flood has a 1% chance (i.e. a one-in-100 chance) of 

occurrence in any one year. 

In relation to the economic life of structures, there is a 23% 

chance of the 100 year ARI event or greater occurring in a 

30 year period, a 50% change of occurrence in a 70 year 

period and a 60% chance within a 100 year period. 

Flood Liable Land Is synonymous with flood prone land (i.e.) land susceptible 

to flooding by the Probable Maximum Flood event.  Note 

that the term flood liable land now covers the whole of the 

floodplain. 

Floodplain Area of land which is subject to inundation by floods up to 

and including the Extreme Flood event, that is, flood prone 

land. 

Floodplain Risk Management Plan A management plan developed in accordance with the 

principles and guidelines in the Floodplain Development 

Manual, 2005.  Usually includes both written and 

diagrammatic information describing how particular areas 

of flood prone land are to be used and managed to achieve 

defined objectives. 

Flood Planning Levels (FPLs) Are the combinations of flood levels and freeboards 

selected for planning purposes, as determined in floodplain 

risk management studies and incorporated in floodplain risk 

management plans. 

Flood Storage Areas Those parts of the floodplain that are important for the 

temporary storage of floodwaters during the passage of a 

flood.  The extent and behaviour of flood storage areas 

may change with flood severity, and loss of flood storage 

can increase the severity of flood impacts by reducing 

natural flood attenuation.  Hence, it is necessary to 

investigate a range of flood sizes before defining flood 

storage areas. 
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TERM DEFINITION 

Floodway Areas Those areas of the floodplain where a significant discharge 

of water occurs during floods.  They are often aligned with 

naturally defined channels.  Floodways are areas that, even 

if only partially blocked, would cause a significant 

redistribution of flood flow, or a significant increase in flood 

levels. 

Freeboard A factor of safety typically used in relation to the setting of 

floor levels, levee crest levels, etc.  It is usually expressed 

as the difference in height between the adopted Flood 

Planning Level and the peak height of the flood used to 

determine the flood planning level.  Freeboard provides a 

factor of safety to compensate for uncertainties in the 

estimation of flood levels across the floodplain, such and 

wave action, localised hydraulic behaviour and impacts that 

are specific event related, such as levee and embankment 

settlement, and other effects such as “greenhouse” and 

climate change.  Freeboard is included in the flood planning 

level. 

High Hazard Where land in the event of a 100 year ARI flood is subject 

to a combination of flood water velocities and depths 

greater than the following combinations: 2 metres per 

second with shallow depth of flood water depths greater 

than 0.8 metres in depth with low velocity.  Damage to 

structures is possible and wading would be unsafe for able 

bodied adults. 

Low Hazard Where land may be affected by floodway or flood storage 

subject to a combination of floodwater velocities less than 2 

metres per second with shallow depth or flood water depths 

less than 0.8 metres with low velocity.  Nuisance damage 

to structures is possible and able bodied adults would have 

little difficulty wading. 

Mainstream flooding Inundation of normally dry land occurring when water 

overflows the natural or artificial banks of a stream, river, 

estuary, lake or dam. 

Mathematical/computer models The mathematical representation of the physical processes 

involved in runoff generation and stream flow.  These 

models are often run on computers due to the complexity of 

the mathematical relationships between runoff, stream flow 

and the distribution of flows across the floodplain. 

Merit approach The merit approach weighs social, economic, ecological 

and cultural impacts of land use options for different flood 

prone areas together with flood damage, hazard and 

behaviour implications, and environmental protection and 

well-being of the State’s rivers and floodplains. 
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TERM DEFINITION 

Peak discharge The maximum discharge occurring during a flood event. 

Probable Maximum Flood (PMF) The largest flood that could conceivably occur at a 

particular location, usually estimated from probable 

maximum precipitation.  Generally, it is not physically or 

economically possible to provide complete protection 

against this event.  The PMF defines the extent of flood 

prone land, that is, the floodplain.  The extent, nature and 

potential consequences of flooding associated with the 

PMF event should be addressed in a floodplain risk 

management study. 

Probability A statistical measure of the expected chance of flooding 

(see annual exceedance probability). 

Risk Chance of something happening that will have an impact.  

It is measured in terms of consequences and likelihood.  In 

the context of the manual it is the likelihood of 

consequences arising from the interaction of floods, 

communities and the environment. 

Runoff The amount of rainfall which actually ends up as stream 

flow, also known as rainfall excess. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPENDIX A 

NARRANDERA (EAST) LEVEE AUDIT 2013 

(PW, 2013a) 



Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 0 - 149

7.0 Gravel Good 4 1 : 1.7 Fair 5 1 : 1.3 Fair 100 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

0 - 149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

0

150

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

0

1200

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

120

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

140

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 1149

30 Gravel Good 4 1 : 3.3 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Good >50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 1149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

150

410

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

150

1200

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

200

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

220

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

250

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 1149

30 Gravel Good 4 1 : 3.3 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Good >50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 1149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

270

350

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Over Steep Batter Over steep batter due to incorrect design or erosion

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: High priority to reconstruct batter at acceptable grade (engineered re-design of levee batter grades). Ensure new works 
are keyed into existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

410

1200

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

700

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

790

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

860

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 1149

30 Gravel Good 4 1 : 3.3 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Good >50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 1149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

950

1000

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1150 - 1499

5 Earth Poor 4 1 : 1.3 Fair 5 1 : 0.8 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1150 - 1499

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1160

1270

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1190

1240

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1200

1270

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Shallow ruts, depressions or holes unrelated to settlement that will not pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remediate depressions ASAP. This may involve replacing subgrade where it is unsuitable with a more suitable clay 
material and placing and compacting more gravel on levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1200

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Ant Nests Small ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

1200

1500

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Both Sides

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1150 - 1499

5 Earth Poor 4 1 : 1.3 Fair 5 1 : 0.8 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1150 - 1499

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1260

1400

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level By > 150mm. Excavated levee requires urgent replacement.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact additional, suitable clay material plus 100-150mm gravel top. Add this or equivalent in sandbagging to
operational requirement if it can be addressed in the effective warning time available.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1270

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Unauthorised Service through Levee

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Locate service to ensure no possible levee breach will be created during flood event. Ensure control valve is installed on 
system.

STATUS: SERVICES: services

1275

1400

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1300

1330

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1400

1500

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1150 - 1499

5 Earth Poor 4 1 : 1.3 Fair 5 1 : 0.8 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1150 - 1499

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1400

1500

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Cracking (Longitudinal) Cracks in the Crest <150mm deep (middle - town side only)

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: To be repaired as moderate priority in maintenance program.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1500 - 1569

12 Earth Fair 2 1 : 2.2 Fair 5 1 : 1.2 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1500 - 1569

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1500

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Install council gate in existing fence with master lock

STATUS: ACCESS: access

1520

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Service through levee

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Ensure service does not cause leakage path through levee during flood event.

STATUS: SERVICES: services

1520

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remediate depressions ASAP. This may involve replacing subgrade where it is unsuitable with a more suitable clay 
material and placing and compacting more gravel on levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1530

1580

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1535

1640

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: The only structure permitted on the crest of the levee is a gate on a dividing boundary. Any locks should be on a master 
key system. (Emergency services requires a master key). All other structures require removal.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1570 - 1729

4 Earth Fair 1 1 : 2.5 Fair 2.5 1 : 2.1 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1570 - 1729

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1570

1660

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Cracking (Longitudinal) Cracks in batter > 150mm

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Cracking to be remediated as a high priority in Maintenance Program

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1600

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Closure Mechanisms Ageing gates

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Both Sides

ACTION: Closure mechanism to be checked to ensure operable and for structural integrity.

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater

1610

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1650

2000

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

1710

1940

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1730 - 1829

4 Earth Fair 4 1 : 2.1 Fair 1.5 1 : 2.1 Fair >50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1730 - 1829

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1760

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: The only structure permitted on the crest of the levee is a gate on a dividing boundary. Any locks should be on a master 
key system. (Emergency services requires a master key). All other structures require removal.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1830 - 2000

5 Earth Fair 5 1 : 2.5 Good 5 1 : 0.8 Poor >50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1830 - 2000

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1830

1880

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1850

1870

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1850

1920

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1870

1930

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1940

2000

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Infrequent ruts, depressions or holes < 100mm deep that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact fill in depressions as part of long term maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 1830 - 2000

5 Earth Fair 5 1 : 2.5 Good 5 1 : 0.8 Poor >50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1830 - 2000

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1940

2000

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1950

2000

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (East) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 7th May 2013

Chainage 2081 - 2240

3 Earth Poor 1.5 1 : 5.8 Fair 5 1 : 1.4 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

2081 - 2240

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

2081

2240

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2081

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Install gate, master keyed at eastern end.

STATUS: ACCESS: access

2081

2240

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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APPENDIX B 

NARRANDERA (WEST) LEVEE AUDIT 2013 

(PW, 2013b) 



Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 0 - 149

8 Earth Fair 0.5 1 : 16.7 Good 5 1 : 1.2 Very Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

0 - 149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

0

80

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Water Side

ACTION: Medium trees / shrubs acceptable in this location due to width of crest. Larger trees should be removed in cyclical remova
program.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

0

130

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Structure within 5m of the Levee Toe

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Water Side

ACTION: Existing fence acceptable due to crest width.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments

0

150

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

0

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove or Master Key Lock

STATUS: ACCESS: access

90

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 0 - 149

8 Earth Fair 0.5 1 : 16.7 Good 5 1 : 1.2 Very Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

0 - 149

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

100

120

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Surface Cracking (Longitudinal) Cracks in the Crest >150mm

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: To be repaired as moderate priority in maintenance program.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

125

150

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

140

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: The only structure permitted on the crest of the levee is a gate on a dividing boundary. Any locks should be on a master 
key system. (Emergency services requires a master key). All other structures require removal.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 524

3 to 5 Earth Fair 3 to 5 1 : 1.7 Fair 5 1 : 1.5 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 524

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

160

190

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Water Side

ACTION: The only structure permitted on the crest of the levee is a gate on a dividing boundary. Any locks should be on a master 
key system. (Emergency services requires a master key). All other structures require removal.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments

160

525

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Both Sides

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

160

175

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

160

525

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

165

460

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Within 5m of Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where permissable remove trees in cyclical removal program considering Horticulturalists advice.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 524

3 to 5 Earth Fair 3 to 5 1 : 1.7 Fair 5 1 : 1.5 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 524

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

165

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: The only structure permitted on the crest of the levee is a gate on a dividing boundary. Any locks should be on a master 
key system. (Emergency services requires a master key). All other structures require removal.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments

165

250

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Shallow ruts, depressions or holes unrelated to settlement that will not pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

170

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Unknown water service

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: Investigate service to ensure no breach possible during flood event.

STATUS: SERVICES: services

210

420

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

250

270

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 524

3 to 5 Earth Fair 3 to 5 1 : 1.7 Fair 5 1 : 1.5 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 524

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

290

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

300

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

360

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Ant Nests Small ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

365

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

395

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 150 - 524

3 to 5 Earth Fair 3 to 5 1 : 1.7 Fair 5 1 : 1.5 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

150 - 524

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

450

460

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

460

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level By < 150mm. Commonly occurs at vehicle and stock crossings.

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Place and compact additional, suitable clay material plus 100-150mm gravel top. Add this or equivalent in sandbagging to
operational requirement if it can be addressed in the effective warning time available.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

480

525

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

495

510

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

510

525

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 525 - 799

4 Earth Fair 1 1 : 1.7 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

525 - 799

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

525

800

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

525

800

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediate repair / stabilisation / reinstatement of river bank (gabions, rip rap etc) and reinstatement of batters including 
topsoiling, reseeding and / or mulching or placing of strips of turf where appropriate conditions exist. Engineering re-design
may be required. URGENT

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

530

800

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Ruts, depressions or holes > 100mm that will pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

535

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

540

550

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 525 - 799

4 Earth Fair 1 1 : 1.7 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

525 - 799

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

550

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Structure on Levee Crest

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Survey bench mark, acceptable to retain.

STATUS: ENCROACHMENTS: encroachments

560

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

605

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

650

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Excessive Debris

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Clean up and remove debris

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

670

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 525 - 799

4 Earth Fair 1 1 : 1.7 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

525 - 799

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

680

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

700

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

715

750

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

730

745

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

770

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 525 - 799

4 Earth Fair 1 1 : 1.7 Good 5 1 : 1.0 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

525 - 799

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

780

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Within 5m of Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where permissable remove trees in cyclical removal program considering Horticulturalists advice.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 800 - 1099

4 Earth Fair 1.5 1 : 2.5 Fair 4 1 : 1.2 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

800 - 1099

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

800

1100

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Repair Structural faults first. Topsoil as per original specification, seed and/or mulch levee batters and/or place strips of 
turf where appropriate conditions exist. Gravel and compact levee crest.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

800

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove unauthorised Gates and Fencing and / or install Council gate with Master Keyed Lock

STATUS: ACCESS: access

800

1100

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Reconstruct batter at acceptable slope (new engineered design may be required). Ensure new works are keyed into 
existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

800

1100

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Shallow ruts, depressions or holes unrelated to settlement that will not pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

800

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 800 - 1099

4 Earth Fair 1.5 1 : 2.5 Fair 4 1 : 1.2 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

800 - 1099

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

800

1100

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring > 50% of Topsoil removed

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batters where appropriate conditions exist.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

835

905

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

900

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Unauthorised Water Service through Levee

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Locate unauthorised service owner to remove. Remediate levee on completion.

STATUS: SERVICES: services

930

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where permissable remove trees in cyclical removal program considering Horticulturalists advice.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

940

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants, excavate nest, remediate with compacted clay fill.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 800 - 1099

4 Earth Fair 1.5 1 : 2.5 Fair 4 1 : 1.2 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

800 - 1099

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1000

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants, excavate nest, remediate with compacted clay fill.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

1050

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

1070

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1080

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Closure Mechanisms Closure mechanism in good condition

LOCATION: Within 5m of Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: None

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater

1090

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on crest or river side batter

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1100 - 2150

3.5 Earth Fair 4 to 6 1 : 1.8 Fair 1.5 1 : 1.0 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1100 - 2150

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1100

2150

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Shallow ruts, depressions or holes unrelated to settlement that will not pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest of levee as a medium priority in the maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1100

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove unauthorised Gates and Fencing and / or install Council gate with Master Keyed Lock

STATUS: ACCESS: access

1100

2150

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Both Sides

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

1100

2150

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Within 5m of Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where permissable remove trees in cyclical removal program considering Horticulturalists advice.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1100

2150

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Over Steep Batter Over steep batter due to incorrect design or erosion

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: High priority to reconstruct batter at acceptable grade (engineered re-design of levee batter grades). Ensure new works 
are keyed into existing structure.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1100 - 2150

3.5 Earth Fair 4 to 6 1 : 1.8 Fair 1.5 1 : 1.0 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1100 - 2150

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1100

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1110

1140

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1110

1130

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1220

1425

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1330

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1100 - 2150

3.5 Earth Fair 4 to 6 1 : 1.8 Fair 1.5 1 : 1.0 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1100 - 2150

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1350

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1400

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1660

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Degree of failure at this point is dangerous to passing vehicles

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediate repair / stabilisation / reinstatement of river bank (gabions, rip rap etc) and reinstatement of batters including 
topsoiling, reseeding and / or mulching or placing of strips of turf where appropriate conditions exist. Engineering re-design
may be required. URGENT

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1675

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on town side batter slope

LOCATION: Levee Shoulder - Land Side

ACTION: Exterminate ants

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

1710

1750

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1100 - 2150

3.5 Earth Fair 4 to 6 1 : 1.8 Fair 1.5 1 : 1.0 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1100 - 2150

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

1755

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1820

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

1900

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2150

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level By > 150mm. Can occur at poorly maintained vehicle or stock crossings.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact additional, suitable clay material plus 100-150mm gravel top. Add this or equivalent in sandbagging to
operational requirement if it can be addressed in the effective warning time available.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

2150

2500

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1100 - 2150

3.5 Earth Fair 4 to 6 1 : 1.8 Fair 1.5 1 : 1.0 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1100 - 2150

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

2150

2500

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Slumping of Batter Batter slumped due to too steep levee batter

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediate repair / stabilisation / reinstatement of river bank (gabions, rip rap etc) and reinstatement of batters including 
topsoiling, reseeding and / or mulching or placing of strips of turf where appropriate conditions exist. Engineering re-design
may be required. URGENT

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 2150 - 2500

3.5 Earth Fair 2 1 : 2.1 Fair 5 1 : 0.7 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

2150 - 2500

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

2190

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2200

2500

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Both Sides

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

2260

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Unauthorised Water Service through Levee

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Locate unauthorised service owner to remove. Remediate levee on completion.

STATUS: SERVICES: services

2330

2380

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2400

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Closure Mechanisms Gates in good condition

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: None

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater
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Narrandera (West) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 7th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 2150 - 2500

3.5 Earth Fair 2 1 : 2.1 Fair 5 1 : 0.7 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

2150 - 2500

9e8e94b4-7305-4793-b8b4-698ad415595dAsset ID

2400

2500

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2460

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Small Shrubs / Trees

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Remove all small shrubs / trees ASAP

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

2500

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Gates / Fencing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Arrange access track behind guard rail

STATUS: ACCESS: access
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APPENDIX C 

NARRANDERA (AIRPORT) LEVEE AUDIT 2013 

(PW, 2013c) 



Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 0 - 582

0.3 Earth Poor 1.0 1 : 2.5 Poor 1.0 1 : 2.5 Poor >50m 1 : 14.2 (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

0 - 582

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

0

583

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Repair Structural faults first. Topsoil as per original specification, seed and/or mulch levee batters and/or place strips of 
turf where appropriate conditions exist. Gravel and compact levee crest.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

0

583

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level Structurally unsound pushed up levee requiring sandbagging to protect airport in 
flood event.

LOCATION:

ACTION: Renew levee

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

380

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing adjacent to Levee Trees / shrubs less than 2m away from toe of levee.

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where permissable remove trees ASAP considering horticulturalists advice, and remediate levee.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

520

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Access Impeded by Structure

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Reinstate crossing with refurbishment

STATUS: ACCESS: access
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 583 - 1956

1 Earth Fair 1 1 : 2.5 Fair 1 1 : 3.3 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

583 - 1956

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

585

650

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level Structurally unsound pushed up levee requiring sandbagging to protect airport 
during flood event.

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Renew levee

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

585

1958

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Repair Structural faults first. Topsoil as per original specification, seed and/or mulch levee batters and/or place strips of 
turf where appropriate conditions exist. Gravel and compact levee crest.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

585

1958

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

1000

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Rabbit / Fox / Echidna Holes etc

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Fill in scratchings on levee structure.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

1050

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Rabbit / Fox / Echidna Holes etc

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Fill in scratchings on levee structure and eradicate vermin.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 583 - 1956

1 Earth Fair 1 1 : 2.5 Fair 1 1 : 3.3 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

583 - 1956

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

1090

1250

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Surface Ruts / Depressions / Holes Shallow ruts, depressions or holes unrelated to settlement that will not pond water.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact fill in depressions as part of long term maintenance plan.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

1120

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on levee with mound

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants, excavate nest, remediate with compacted clay fill.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 1957 - 2869

2 Earth Good 1.5 1 : 2.1 Good 1.5 1 : 2.1 Good > 50m 1 : 16.7

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

1957 - 2869

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

1958

2870

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

2500

2525

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level Material removed from crest of levee at storm water crossing

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest or more suitable clay material. Add this or equivalent in sandbagging to 
operational requirement if it can be addressed in the effective warning time available.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

2520

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: New storm water pipe with control gates installed

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: None required

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater
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Chainage 2870 - 3489

1.5 Earth Good 2 1 : 1.5 Good 2 1 : 1.5 Good > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

2870 - 3489

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

2870

3490

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation
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Chainage 3490 - 3882

2 Earth Good 2 1 : 1.5 Good 2 1 : 1.5 Good > 50m 1 : 16.7 (A) Acceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

3490 - 3882

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

3490

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Closure Mechanisms Stormwater pipes with no closure mechanism

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Closure mechanism to be fitted at earliest opportunity. If advanced warning on flood events is minimal this issue to be 
addressed IMMEDIATELY.

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater

3550

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Chainage 3883 - 4581

1.5 Earth Good 2.5 1 : 1.5 Good 2.5 1 : 1.7 Good > 50m 1 : 16.7

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

3883 - 4581

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

3883

4581

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Topsoiling and seeding / mulching to be included in Maintenance Program

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

3883

4581

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

3980

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

4200

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Water Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 4582 - 5221

1 Earth Fair 1 1 : 1.8 Fair 1 1 : 2.2 Fair > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

4582 - 5221

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

4582

5222

-

(M) Marginal

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

4700

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Ant Nests Ant nest on levee with mound

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Exterminate ants, excavate nest, remediate with compacted clay fill.

STATUS: ANIMALS: animals

4780

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Trees / Shrubs growing on Levee Trees / woody shrubs growing on levee bank

LOCATION: Levee Toe - Land Side

ACTION: Where relevant authorities permit immediately remove all large trees and remediate levee. Where not permitted seek 
further engineering / horticultural advice to develop appropriate management plan and develop any necessary contingency
plans and include in levee operational plan.

STATUS: VEGETATION: trees

5155

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Levee Crest below Design Crest Level By > 150mm at storm water crossing.

LOCATION: Levee Crest

ACTION: Place and compact more gravel on crest or more suitable clay material. Add this or equivalent in sandbagging to 
operational requirement if it can be addressed in the effective warning time available.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

5155

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Closure Mechanisms Aged closure mechanism appears operational

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Check operation

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 5222 - 5424

4 Earth Fair 1.5 1 : 2.1 Good 4 1 : 1.0 Poor > 50m 1 : 16.7 (M) Marginal

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

5222 - 5424

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

5222

-

(A) Acceptable

ISSUE: Aged closure mechanism appears operational

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Check operation

STATUS: STORMWATER / INTERNAL DRAINAGE: stormwater

5230

5546

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Repair Structural faults first. Topsoil as per original specification, seed and/or mulch levee batters and/or place strips of 
turf where appropriate conditions exist. Gravel and compact levee crest.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

5230

5465

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Surface Erosion of Batters Scouring has removed all of the Topsoil and penetrated into the Levee Structure

LOCATION: Levee Batter - Land Side

ACTION: Immediately repair structural defects in levee batters. Reinstate topsoil to original design depth. Seed, mulch or turf batter
where appropriate conditions exist. Rectify concentration of rainfall runoff from levee crest.

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 5425 - 5545

1 Earth Poor 0.5 1 : 2.5 Poor 0.5 1 : 4.2 Poor (U) 
Unacceptable

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

5425 - 5545

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

5465

5546

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Structural integrity, levee soft and sandbagged.

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Renew levee

STATUS: EROSION: erosion
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Narrandera (Airport) Levee Audit 2013 Visual Audit Findings - 2013 Date of Audit: 6th to 8th May 2013

Chainage 5546 - 5855

0.3 Earth Poor 0.5 1 : 3.3 Poor 1.0 1 : 5.0 Poor >50m 1 : 13.3 (I) Imminent 
Failure

Chainage

(m)

and / or

Address

Width

(m)

Surface

type

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Levee

Height

(m)

Slope

V : H

Condition Nearest

Distance

(m)

Slope

V : H

Rating

(A, M, U, I)

Water SideEarthen Levee - Crest Town Side Riverbank Photo

Signature Date

Repair Signoff

5546 - 5855

f290ccc8-cdc2-4409-ad08-fb1617ee86a4 Asset ID

5546

5690

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Lack of Protective Vegetation Less than 50% of surface area of earth levee covered by vegetation

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Repair Structural faults first. Topsoil as per original specification, seed and/or mulch levee batters and/or place strips of 
turf where appropriate conditions exist. Gravel and compact levee crest.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation

5546

5855

-

(I) Imminent 
Failure

ISSUE: Structural Integrity, levee soft and sandbagged.

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Renew Levee

STATUS: EROSION: erosion

5690

5855

-

(U) 
Unacceptable

ISSUE: Long grass / weed cover

LOCATION: Entire Levee

ACTION: Slash grass / weeds.

STATUS: VEGETATION: vegetation
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D1. SYNOPSIS 

 

This Appendix summarises the findings of two studies that initially developed and later updated 

the flood frequency relationship for Narrandera.  The most recent investigation for Narrandera 

was completed in 2007 and covered the period 1892 to 2005 (SKM, 2007b).  Estimates of design 

peak discharge derived as part of the two studies are set out in columns B and C of Table D1.1 

over the page. 

 

A brief overview of two similar studies that have been undertaken for Wagga Wagga is also 

provided in this Appendix.  The most recent investigation for Wagga Wagga was completed in 

2014 and covered the period 1892 to 2012 (WMA, 2014).  This study also included a detailed 

review of the effects of vegetation on flood behaviour and concluded that two of the four large 

historic floods which had previously been thought to be larger than the second highest flood 

event at Wagga Wagga were likely to be of lesser magnitude, especially after taking into account 

the attenuating effects of Burrinjuck Dam on a similarly sized up-river flood. 

 

While the abovementioned studies adopted the Bayesian maximum likelihood approach to curve 

fitting and incorporated several of the large historic floods that occurred prior to 1892 in the 

analysis, the Narrandera (GEV) and Wagga Wagga (LP3) studies adopted different probability 

distributions for design flood estimation.   

 

The flood frequency relationship for Narrandera was updated based on an annual series of 

instantaneous flood peaks which covered the period 1892 to 2012.  Tables A1 and A2 in 

Annexure A of this Appendix contain the annual series of instantaneous flood peaks for the 

period 1892 to 2012 in date and descending order of magnitude, respectively.   

 

While the Method of Moments and Bayesian approaches were used to fit the LP3 probability 

distribution, only the latter was used to fit the GEV probability distribution to the data.  As the 

recorded flood peaks are only a small sample of peaks actually occurring over a longer duration, 

an expected probability adjustment was made to remove bias from the estimates.  The sensitivity 

of the peak discharge estimates to the omission of low flows (in the case of the Method of 

Moments approach) and the inclusion of up to two large historic flood events (in the case of the 

Bayesian approach) in the analysis was tested.  Estimates of design peak discharge derived for 

the various approaches are set out in columns E to L of Table D1.1. 

 

Based on the findings of the present investigation it was concluded that the best estimate for the 

100 year ARI discharge at Narrandera is 3,200 m
3
/s.  Based on this finding, the 1974 flood at 

Narrandera is considered to have an equivalent ARI in peak flow terms of about 100 years.  This 

finding is consistent with the most recent study for Wagga Wagga which also found the 1974 

flood had an equivalent ARI in peak flow terms of about 100 years, 
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TABLE D1.1 

SUMMARY OF PEAK DESIGN DISCHARGES 
 

Flood 

Event 

ARI (years) 

SKM, 

2000(1) 
SKM, 2007a(2) L&A, 2015(3) 

GEV-LH(4) GEV-LH 
GEV-B-

2HE(5) 
LP3-M(6) 

LP3-M-

NLF(7) 
LP3-B(8) 

LP3-B-

1HE(9) 

LP3-B-

2HE(10) 
GEV-B(11) 

GEV-B-

1HE(12) 

GEV-B-

2HE(13) 

[A] [B] [C] [D] [E] [F] [G] [H] [I] [J] [K] [L] 

5 830 735 745 785 780 800 795 815 725 765 785 

10 1195 1055 1135 1170 1145 1190 1180 1230 1100 1160 1210 

20 1640 1440 1675 1630 1620 1660 1660 1760 1580 1700 1810 

50 2375 2085 2730 2390 2450 2480 2450 2650 2550 2770 3000 

100 3090 2710 3910 3110 3230 3250 3200 3550 3700 3980 4400 

200 - - - 4000 4200 4260 4150 4650 5300 5750 6450 

500 - - - 5380 5900 6000 5800 6650 8600 9250 10800 

1. Period of record 1915 – 1996 

2. Period of record 1892 – 2005 

3. Period of record 1892 - 2012 

4. GEV-LH = GEV distribution using the Method of LH-Moments 

5. GEV-B-2HE = GEV distribution using the Bayesian maximum likelihood approach including two historic floods. 

6. LP3-M = LP3 distribution using Method of Moments 

7. LP3-M-NLF = LP3 distribution using Method of Moments with flows less than 100 m
3
/s omitted. 

8. LP3-B = LP3 distribution using the Bayesian approach with no historic floods 

9. LP3-B-1HE = LP3 distribution using the Bayesian approach including one historic floods 

10. LP3-B-2HE = LP3 distribution using the Bayesian approach including two historic floods 

11. GEV-B = GEV distribution using the Bayesian approach with no historic floods 

12. GEV-B-1HE = GEV distribution using the Bayesian approach including one historic floods 

13. GEV-B-2HE = GEV distribution using the Bayesian approach including two historic floods 
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D2. PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS 

 

D2.1 SKM, 2000 

 

As part of the SKM, 2000 study, a correlation between daily and instantaneous peak flows was 

developed leading to the preparation of an annual series of instantaneous flood peaks which 

covered the period 1915 to 1996.  The GEV distribution using the method of LH-Moments was 

fitted to the annual series, leading to an estimate of the 100 year ARI peak discharge at 

Narrandera of 3,090 m
3
/s.  Column B in Table D1.1 gives the peak discharges which were 

derived as part of SKM, 2000 for a range of ARI’s. 

 

Based on the findings of the flood frequency analysis, the 1974 flood at Narrandera was assigned 

an ARI in peak flow terms of 100 years.
1
 

 

D2.2 WM&A, 2004 

 

WM&A, 2004 formed the first step in the floodplain risk management process for Wagga Wagga 

and included a review of a previous flood study which was undertaken for the urban centre in 

1988 (DWR, 1988).  The study adopted a new approach to fitting probability distributions to the 

annual series of instantaneous flood peaks at Wagga Wagga.  This relatively new approach, 

which was developed by George Kuzera from the Department of Civil Surveying and 

Environmental Engineering at the University of Newcastle, involved fitting various probability 

distributions to the data using Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Theory.   

 

The flood frequency analysis undertaken as part of WM&A, 2004 incorporated an annual series of 

instantaneous flood peaks which covered the period 1892 to 2002.  It also incorporated four large 

floods that occurred in 1852, 1853, 1870 and 1891.  While no flow or volume data were available 

for the four historic floods that occurred in these years, the peak stage reached in the river 

exceeded that of the 1925 event, which is the second largest flood recorded at Wagga Wagga 

after the 1974 flood. 

 

The study found that the LP3 distribution provided the best fit to the annual series when fitted 

using the Bayesian approach.  The study also found that the inclusion of the four historic floods in 

the analysis resulted in the 1974 flood, which up until then was considered to have an ARI in 

peak flow terms of about 90 years at Wagga Wagga, could have been a more frequent event with 

an ARI of only 65 years. 

 

D2.3 SKM, 2007a 

 

SKM, 2007a was issued in January 2007 in draft form and appears to have been superseded by 

the analyses set out in SKM, 2007b.  As a result, the outcomes of the revised flood frequency 

analyses documented in the draft report have not been reproduced in this Appendix.  

 

D2.4 SKM, 2007b 

 

SKM, 2007b adopted the same approach to fitting a probability distribution to the annual series of 

instantaneous flood peaks at Narrandera as set out in WM&A, 2004 (i.e. the Bayesian approach).  

While attempts were made as part of SKM, 2007b to establish the magnitude of floods that 

                                                      
1
 The 1974 flood had a record peak flow of 3,078 m

3
/s. 
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occurred in the 1800’s, the study concluded that the floods of 1852 and 1870 were likely to have 

been significant at Narrandera given the persistent rainfall that reportedly fell across the valley.  

Based on this conclusion, these two historic events were used to update the flood frequency 

relationship for Narrandera. 

 

A correlation between annual flood peaks at Wagga Wagga and Narrandera was developed as 

part of SKM, 2007b for the period 1892 to 2005.
2
  Figure D2.1 of this Appendix is similar to the 

figure presented in SKM, 2007b, but includes the annual flood peaks for the period 2006 to 2012.  

SKM, 2007b noted that due to its peaky nature, the 1925 flood did not translate into a similarly 

large flood at Narrandera due to the attenuating effects of the floodplain between Wagga W agga 

and the township.
3
  The study also noted that there is no explicit correlation between peak 

discharges between the two towns for large flood events. 

 

The flood frequency analysis for Narrandera was updated as part of SKM, 2007b, firstly by 

applying the same methodology which was adopted as part of the SKM, 2000 study but for the 

period 1892 to 2005 (i.e. GEV distribution using method of LH-Moments) and then using the 

same methodology which was adopted as part of WM&A, 2004.  The latter approach required the 

use of the FLIKE software which uses the Bayesian maximum likelihood approach to adjust the 

fitted probability distribution in recognition of information such as the historical flood information 

described above.  It is noted that while WM&A, 2004 found that the LP3 distribution best fitted the 

annual series data at Wagga Wagga, while only the GEV distribution was fitted to the Narrandera 

data as part of SKM, 2007b. 

 

In addition to inputting the annual series of flood peaks into the FLIKE software, it was al so 

assumed that the 1852 and 1870 floods exceeded the second highest peak flow which was 

recorded at Narrandera in 1931 of 2450 m
3
/s. 

 

While the fitted GEV distribution using the method of LH-Moments resulted in a reduced estimate 

for the peak 100 year ARI discharge (2,710 m
3
/s), the adoption of the Bayesian approach resulted 

in a significant increase in the estimate to 3,910 m
3
/s.  Columns C and D in Table D1.1 give the 

peak discharges which were derived using the method of LH-Moments and Bayesian approaches, 

respectively.  Note that the flood frequency relationship derived using the Bayesian approach was 

used to update the design flood level estimates for Narrandera. 

 

The revised flood frequency relationship derived as part of  SKM, 2007b indicated that the 1974 

flood at Narrandera had an ARI in peak flow terms of about 65 years, which was consistent with 

the findings of WM&A, 2004 for Wagga Wagga. 

 

D2.5 SKM, 2009a and 2009b 

 

The Floodplain Risk Management Study and Plan for Narrandera (i.e. SKM, 2009a and 2009b, 

respectively) adopted the design flood estimates that were derived as part of SKM, 2007b.  

                                                      
2
 The period of record for the Narrandera stream gauge was extended as part of SKM, 2007a to include the 

periods 1892 to 1915 and 1996 to 2005. 

3
 The second highest flood recorded at Narrandera occurred in 1931, closely followed by the March  2012 

event.  It is noted that heavy rain was experienced in the valley downstream of Wagga Wagga during both 

of these events, indicating that increased volume due to coincident local catchment runoff can have a 

significant impact on the flood peak at Narrandera. 
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D2.6 WMA, 2014 

 

A review of the flood frequency relationship which was derived for Wagga Wagga as part of 

WM&A, 2004 was undertaken following the March 2012 flood event.  The study concluded that 

two of the four historic floods (i.e. the 1852 and 1891 events) may have in fact been of lesser 

magnitude than the 1925 flood (i.e. less than the second largest flood recorded at Wagga Wagga 

in peak flow terms), with flood levels likely to have been impacted by the presence of denser 

vegetation which was present on the floodplain at the time of the events.  The finding also took 

into account the attenuating effects that Burrinjuck Dam would have had had it been in place at 

the time of these two events. 

 

The flood frequency relationship for Wagga Wagga was updated using the same Bayesian 

approach as was adopted in WM&A, 2004, but with the two aforementioned historic floods 

omitted from the dataset.  The period of record was also extended to include the intervening 

years between 2002 and 2012. 

 

The revised flood frequency relationship derived as part of WMA, 2014 indicated that the 1974 

flood at Wagga Wagga had an ARI in peak flow terms of about 100 years. 
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D3. UPDATED FLOOD FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 

 

D3.1 General 

 

The flood frequency relationship for Narrandera was updated as part of the present study by 

fitting an LP3 distribution using both the method of Moments set out in Australian Rainfall and 

Runoff (ARR, 1998) and the Bayesian approach adopted by previous studies at Wagga Wagga 

and Narrandera.  A GEV distribution was also fitted to the annual series of instantaneous flood 

peaks using the Bayesian approach. 

 

While the annual series of instantaneous flood peaks given in SKM, 2007b for the period 1892 to 

2005 was used for the purpose of the present investigation, it was extended out to 2012 using 

peak flow data downloaded from DPIOW ’s website.
4
 

 

D3.2 LP3 – Method of Moments 

 

A LP3 distribution using the Method of Moments was fitted to the annual series of flood peaks for 

the 121 year period of record.  As the recorded flood peaks are only a small sample of peaks 

actually occurring over a longer duration, an expected probability adjustment was also made 

using the procedure set out in Australian Rainfall and Runoff (ARR, 1998).  ARR, 1998 

recommends implementing the expected probability adjustment to remove bias from the 

estimates.  The resulting frequency curves, along with 5% and 95% confidence limits are shown 

on the left hand side (LHS) of Figure D3.1, while column E in Table D1.1 gives peak discharges 

for a range of ARI’s. 

 

Values at the low end of the observed range of flood peaks can distort the fitted probability 

distribution and affect the estimates of large floods.  Deletion of these low values may improve 

the fitting of the remaining data.  The right hand side (RHS) of Figure D3.1 shows the results of 

omitting the seven annual flood peaks less than 100 m
3
/s from the analysis and applying the 

expected probability adjustment to the remaining data.   

 

Adoption of the full annual series of instantaneous flood peaks gave an estimate for the 100 year 

ARI peak discharge at Narrandera of 3,110 m
3
/s (refer column E in Table D1.1), while the 

omission of peak flows less than 100 m
3
/s from the analysis increased the estimate to 3,230 m

3
/s 

(refer column F in Table D1.1).   

 

Both approaches indicate that the 1974 flood had an equivalent ARI in peak flow terms of about 

100 years, which is not consistent with the findings of SKM, 2007b (refer Section A2.4 for 

details).  However, this finding is consistent with WMA, 2014, which concluded that the 

1974 flood at Wagga Wagga had an ARI in peak flow terms of about 100 years.  Further 

discussion of the reasons for the difference in the ARI of the 1974 between the present 

investigation and SKM, 2007b is contained in Section D3.5 of this Appendix. 

 

                                                      
4
 At the time of downloading the peak flow for the March 2012 reflected the now superseded rating curve 

and was therefore adjusted based on advice provided by DPIOW at the time. 
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D3.3 LP3 – Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Approach 

 

The TUFLOW FLIKE software was used to fit an LP3 probability distribution to the annual series 

of instantaneous flood peaks for the period 1892 to 2012 based on the Bayesian approach.  The 

following three flood frequency curves were derived using this approach: 

 Full period of record with no historic floods larger than the 1931 event (refer column G 

of Table D1.1 for resulting design peak discharge estimates). 

 Full period of record with one historic flood larger than the 1931 event (refer column H 

of Table D1.1 for resulting design peak discharge estimates). 

 Full period of record with two historic floods larger than the 1931 event (refer column I 

of Table D1.1 for resulting design peak discharge estimates). 

 

Similar to the Method of Moments approach described in Section D3.2, an expected probability 

adjustment was made to remove bias from the estimates.  Figure D3.2 shows the three flood 

frequency curves which were derived using the above approach. 

 

The first two relationships produced a similar peak discharge estimate for the 100 year ARI event 

of between 3,200 and 3,250 m
3
/s, while the third relationship increased the estimate to 

3,550 m
3
/s.   

 

The first two relationships also indicate that the peak flow recorded at Narrandera during the 

1974 flood had an equivalent ARI in peak flow terms of about 100 years, while the third 

relationship indicates that it had an equivalent ARI of about 70 years. 

 

D3.4 GEV - Bayesian Maximum Likelihood Approach 

 

The TUFLOW FLIKE software was also used to fit a GEV probability distribution to the annual 

series of instantaneous flood peaks for the period 1892 to 2012 based on the Bayesian approach.  

The same three fits as described in Section D3.3 were derived for the GEV distribution. 

 

The fitted relationship which included no historic floods produced a peak discharge estimate for 

the 100 year ARI event of 3,700 m
3
/s (refer column J in Table D1.1), while the inclusion of one 

and two historic events increased the estimate to 3,980 m
3
/s and 4,400 m

3
/s, respectively (refer 

columns K and L in Table D1.1, respectively). 

 

It is noted that the extension of the record from 2005 to 2012 resulted in a 490 m
3
/s increase in 

the peak flow estimate for the 100 year ARI event when compared to the value of 3,910 m
3
/s 

derived as part of SKM, 2007b. 

 

A3.5 Concluding Remarks 

 

The following concluding remarks are made in regards the findings of the updated flood 

frequency analysis for Narrandera: 

i. The LP3 probability distribution gives a better fit to the annual series of instantaneous 

flood peaks than the GEV probability distribution, with the latter giving significantly higher 

peak discharges for larger flood events. 
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ii. Both the Method of Moments and Bayesian approaches to fitting the LP3 probability 

distribution result in similar estimates of the 100 year ARI flood, except for the case 

where two historic floods are incorporated in the analysis. 

iii. SKM, 2007b could find limited information on the four large floods that occurred prior to 

1892 and concluded that on the balance of probabilities the 1852 and 1870 floods more 

than likely exceeded the second highest flood peak recorded at Narrandera.  However, 

WMA, 2014 found that flood levels for the 1852 event were likely elevated by 

contemporaneous floodplain conditions and that after taking into account the impact 

Burrinjuck Dam would have had on the historic flood, concluded that the flow in the 

Murrumbidgee River would have likely been less than the second highest peak flow 

recorded at Wagga Wagga.  Based on this finding, it is possible that only the 1870 flood 

could be considered to have been larger in peak flow terms than the second highest 

recorded flood peak at Narrandera. 

iv. The following conclusions are made based on the findings of the investigation:  

a. the best estimate for the 100 year ARI discharge at Narrandera is considered to 

be 3,200 m
3
/s; and 

b. the peak flow recorded at Narrandera during the 1974 flood had an equivalent 

ARI of about 100 years. 
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ANNEXURE A 

ANNUAL SERIES OF FLOOD PEAKS 

MURUMBIDGEE RIVER AT NARRANDERA 
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TABLE A1 

ANNUAL SERIES OF FLOOD PEAKS IN DATE ORDER 

MURRUMBIDGEE RIVER AT NARRANDERA STREAM GAUGE
(1, 2)

 
 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

1892 872 1922 1051 1953 477 1983 628 

1893 597 1923 610 1954 200 1984 766 

1894 933 1924 488 1955 854 1985 328 

1895 296 1926 800 1956 2416 1986 408 

1896 247 1927 212 1957 111 1987 269 

1897 273 1928 222 1958 487 1988 335 

1898 240 1929 125 1959 676 1989 1347 

1899 365 1930 272 1960 1027 1990 514 

1900 1579 1931 2448 1961 420 1991 1056 

1901 409 1932 584 1962 411 1992 533 

1902 116 1933 312 1963 304 1993 704 

1903 303 1934 1081 1964 692 1994 193 

1904 223 1935 465 1965 142 1995 508 

1905 659 1936 624 1966 419 1996 442 

1906 956 1937 202 1967 95 1997 208 

1907 158 1938 124 1968 368 1998 286 

1908 276 1939 986 1969 441 1999 197 

1909 469 1940 97 1970 1039 2000 393 

1910 225 1941 202 1971 482 2001 226 

1911 262 1942 461 1972 204 2002 162 

1912 419 1943 401 1973 340 2003 203 

1913 358 1944 68 1974 3078 2004 122 

1914 198 1945 166 1975 1198 2005 280 

1915 462 1946 299 1976 772 2006 136 

1916 953 1947 362 1977 191 2007 79 

1917 909 1948 292 1978 763 2008 58 

1918 580 1949 450 1979 162 2009 68 

1919 92 1950 2399 1980 143 2010 1146 

1920 439 1951 659 1981 402 2011 367 

1921 486 1952 2416 1982 110 2012 2436 

1. Peak flows taken from SKM, 2007a for the period 1892 - 2005. 

2. Peak flows downloaded from DPIOW ’s website for period 2006-2011, with adjustment made to 2012 value to 

account for change in rating curve. 
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TABLE A2 

ANNUAL SERIES OF FLOOD PEAKS IN ORDER OF MAGNITUDE 

MURRUMBIDGEE RIVER AT NARRANDERA STREAM GAUGE
 (1, 2)

 
 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

Year 

Peak 

Discharge 

(m3/s) 

1974 3078 1905 659 1981 402 1927 212 

1931 2448 1951 659 1943 401 1997 208 

2012 2436 1983 628 2000 393 1972 204 

1952 2416 1936 624 1968 368 2003 203 

1956 2416 1923 610 2011 367 1937 202 

1950 2399 1893 597 1899 365 1941 202 

1900 1579 1932 584 1947 362 1954 200 

1925 1459 1918 580 1913 358 1914 198 

1989 1347 1992 533 1973 340 1999 197 

1975 1198 1990 514 1988 335 1994 193 

2010 1146 1995 508 1985 328 1977 191 

1934 1081 1924 488 1933 312 1945 166 

1991 1056 1958 487 1963 304 1979 162 

1922 1051 1921 486 1903 303 2002 162 

1970 1039 1971 482 1946 299 1907 158 

1960 1027 1953 477 1895 296 1980 143 

1939 986 1909 469 1948 292 1965 142 

1906 956 1935 465 1998 286 2006 136 

1916 953 1915 462 2005 280 1929 125 

1894 933 1942 461 1908 276 1938 124 

1917 909 1949 450 1897 273 2004 122 

1892 872 1996 442 1930 272 1902 116 

1955 854 1969 441 1987 269 1957 111 

1926 800 1920 439 1911 262 1982 110 

1976 772 1961 420 1896 247 1940 97 

1984 766 1912 419 1898 240 1967 95 

1978 763 1966 419 2001 226 1919 92 

1993 704 1962 411 1910 225 2007 79 

1964 692 1901 409 1904 223 2009 68 

1959 676 1986 408 1928 222 1944 68 

1. Peak flows taken from SKM, 2007a for the period 1892 - 2005. 

2. Peak flows downloaded from DPIOW’s website for period 2006-2011, with adjustment made to 2012 value to 

account for change in rating curve. 
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SUMMARY 

Estimation of flood damages to urban development bordering the Murrumbidgee River at 

Narrandera was carried out to assess the impact of flooding on the community.  The objectives 

were to allow an economic assessment of the various levee options to be carried out.  Damages 

were assessed for floods ranging between the 5 year ARI and the Extreme Flood.  The 10 year 

ARI is the threshold flood at which significant damages are experienced in the urbanised parts of 

Narrandera.  Sub-division of urban flood damages was based on the three categories: 

“Residential”, “Commercial/Industrial” and “Public Buildings”.  

There were no data available on historic flood damages at Narrandera.  The analysis was 

therefore carried out using the residential flood damages model attached to “Floodplain Risk 

Management Guideline No 4 - Residential Flood Damages”.  This publication was prepared by 

DECC to allow a consistent assessment of residential damages across NSW for the economic 

comparison of flood management projects.  

In Guideline No 4, damage assessments undertaken after major flooding in other urban centres 

were adjusted and used to estimate damages likely to be experienced to typical residential 

development in NSW.  Data for the flood damages model comprised the depths of inundation 

over the floodplain, as well as information on the unit values of damages to residential property. 

The depths of inundation were determined from the results of the hydraulic modelling described in 

the Main Report, floor level data provided by NSC and representative natural surface levels at 

each allotment.   

The procedures in Guideline Number 4 allow for structural damage to the building, damage to 

internals and contents, external damages and clean-up costs.  The level of flood awareness and 

available warning time are taken into account by factors which are used to reduce “potential” 

damages to contents to “actual” damages.  “Potential” damages represent losses likely to be 

experienced if no action were taken by residents to mitigate impacts.  A reduction in the potential 

damages to "actual" damages is usually made to allow for property evacuation and raising 

valuables above floor level, which would reduce the damages actually experienced.  The ability of 

residents to take action to reduce flood losses is mainly limited to reductions in damages to 

contents, as damages to the structure and clean-up costs are not usually capable of significant 

mitigation. 

No specific information is given in Guideline Number 4 in relation to commercial and industrial 

properties and damages to public buildings.  Damages to the non-residential sector depend on 

the nature of the enterprise, the depth of inundation over the floor area and the time available for 

owners to take action to mitigate losses to contents.  A spreadsheet model was used which was 

similar to the residential model in terms of estimation of depths of inundation, but used typical unit 

damage data which had been adopted in similar studies in NSW in recent years.  

The estimated damages which could occur for various floods in the Murrumbidgee River are 

summarised in Tables 6.1 and 6.4 in Chapter 6 of the report.  The results shown in Table 6.1 

represent the damages predicted if the nominal flood levels determined from the hydraulic 

modelling were to be adopted for the various design floods, while the damages in Table 6.4 apply 

for the nominal flood levels plus an allowance for freeboard.  The freeboard allowance varied 

from 200 mm for the 5 year ARI flood to 500 mm for the 100 year ARI event.  For both cases, 

flood damages for events larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. events larger than the IFF for both Main 

the Southern Main Canal Embankment and the Narrandera Airport Levee) were computed 

assuming both embankments had failed. 
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Flood Damages Based on Nominal Flood Levels 

 

At the 100 year ARI level of flooding, 104 residential properties at Narrandera would be flood 

affected (i.e. water has entered the allotment) of which 72 would also experience above-floor 

inundation.  Nineteen of these properties are located behind the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment and are assumed to be flooded as a result of its failure during a flood of this 

magnitude (refer Table 6.2 in Chapter 6 of the main report).  Twenty-one commercial properties 

would be flooded above-floor level at the 100 year ARI level of flooding (refer Table 6.1), three of 

which are located behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment (refer Table 6.2) and another 

three of which are located behind the Airport Levee (refer Table 6.3).
1
   

 

The Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting from all floods up to the magnitude 

of the 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is $4.14 Million (refer Table E8.4 in Chapter E8).  This 

value represents the amount of capital spending which would be justified if a particular flood 

mitigation scheme prevented flooding for all properties at Narrandera up to the 100 year ARI 

event.   

 

The Present Worth Value of damages in properties located behind the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment for all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is $290,000 (refer Table E8.5 

in Chapter E8).  This value represents the justifiable amount which could be spent upgrading the 

main canal embankment in order to prevent flooding up to the 100 year ARI event.   

 

The Present Worth Value of damages in the commercial buildings which are located behind the 

Airport Levee for all floods up to the 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate is less than $10,000 (see 

Table E8.6 in Chapter E8).  While the upgrade of the Airport Levee could not be justified based 

on this value alone, it doesn’t include the costs associated with the repair / reconstruction of the 

runway should it be damaged by floodwater, nor does it take into account the intangible costs 

associated with the temporary closure of the airport due to it being flooded.   

 

Flood Damages Based on Freeboard Allowance 

 

At the 100 year ARI level of flooding plus the freeboard allowance, 108 residential properties 

would be flood affected of which 96 would experience above-floor inundation.  Twenty-two 

commercial properties would be flooded above floor level at the 100 year ARI level of flooding 

(refer Table 6.4), four of which are located behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment ( refer 

Table 6.5) and another three of which are located behind the Airport Levee (refer Table 6.6).  

The Present Worth Value of damages at Narrandera resulting from all floods up to the magnitude 

of the 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate increases from $4.14 Million to $5.62 Million (refer 

Table E8.4 in Chapter E8).   

 

The Present Worth Value of damages for all floods up to 100 year ARI at a 7% discount rate after 

allowing for freeboard increases from $290,000 to $440,000 in the case of properties located 

behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment (see Table E8.5 in Chapter E8) and from less 

than $10,000 to about $10,000 in the case of the buildings which are protected by the Airport 

Levee (see Table E8.6 in Chapter E8). 

 

                                                      
1
 Note that this finding assumes both levees fail for events larger than 20 year ARI. 
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While the Present Worth Value of damages to buildings located at Narrandera Airport is 

insignificant, the damage which would be caused to surface-based infrastructure (for example, 

sealed and gravel runway and taxiway areas, carpark areas, access roads, runway lighting, etc) 

is significant.  For example, the Present Worth Value of damages for all floods up to 100 year ARI 

at a 7% discount rate is estimated to be about $3 Million.
2
  The intangible costs associated with 

the temporary closure of the airport due to damage to navigation equipment or its prolonged 

inundation by floodwater would also be significant.  

                                                      
2
 This value assumes damages commence at the 20 year ARI level of flooding, which is the IFF for the 

Narrandera Airport Levee. 
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E1. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE 

 

E1.1 Introduction 

 

Damages from flooding belong to two categories: 

 Tangible Damages 

 Intangible Damages 

 

Tangible damages are defined as those to which monetary values may be assigned, and may be 

subdivided into direct and indirect damages.  Direct damages are those caused by physical 

contact of floodwater with damageable property.  They include damages to commercial and 

residential building structures and contents as well as damages to infrastructure services such as 

electricity and water supply.  Indirect damages result from the interruption of community activities, 

including traffic flows, trade, industrial production, costs to relief agencies, evacuation of people 

and contents and clean up after the flood. 

 

Generally, tangible damages are estimated in dollar values using survey procedures, 

interpretation of data from actual floods and research of government files.  

 

The various factors included in the intangible damage category may be significant.  However, 

these effects are difficult to quantify due to lack of data and the absence of an accepted method. 

Such factors may include: 

 inconvenience 

 isolation 

 disruption of family and social activities 

 anxiety, pain and suffering, trauma 

 physical ill-health 

 psychological ill-health. 

 

E1.2 Scope of Investigation 

 

In the following sections, tangible damages to residential, commercial and industrial properties and 

public buildings have been estimated resulting from flooding at Narrandera.  Intangible damages have 

not been quantified.  The threshold floods at which damages may commence to infrastructure and 

community assets have also been estimated, mainly from site inspection and interpretation of 

flood level data.  However, there are no data available to allow a quantitative assessment of 

damages to be made to this category. 

 

E1.3 Terminology 

 

Definitions of the terms used in this Appendix are presented in Section E8 which also 

summarises the value of Tangible Flood Damages. 
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E2. DESCRIPTION OF APPROACH 

 

The damage caused by a flood to a particular property is a function of the depth of flooding above 

floor level and the value of the property and its contents.   The warning time available for residents 

to take action to lift property above floor level also influences damages actually experienced.   A 

spreadsheet model which had been developed for previous investigations of this nature was used 

to estimate damages on a property by property basis according to the type of development, the 

location of the property and the depth of inundation. 

 

Using the results of the hydraulic modelling, a peak flood elevation for each event was 

interpolated at each property.  The interpolated property flood levels were input to the 

spreadsheet model which also contained property characteristics and depth-damage 

relationships.  The depth of flooding was computed as the difference between the interpolated 

flood level and the floor elevation at each property.   

 

NSC provided a copy of the property database which was compiled as part of SKM, 2009a.  A 

review of the information provided by NSC identified a number of existing buildings which were 

not included in the property database.  A comparison of the ground and floor level information in 

the property database with the LiDAR survey data also indicated that the levels had been 

estimated from available contour maps rather than from detailed ground survey.  The missing 

buildings were therefore added to the  property database and the floor level information updated 

by adding the height of floor above a representative natural surface within the allotment (as 

estimated by visual inspection) to the natural surface elevation determined from the LiDAR survey 

data.  The type of structure and potential for property damage were also assessed during the 

visual inspection.  

 

The depth-damage curves for residential damages were determined using procedures described 

in “Floodplain Management Guideline No 4. Residential Flood Damage Calculation” , 2007 

published by DECC.  Damage curves for other categories of development (commercial and 

industrial, public buildings) were derived from previous floodplain management investigations. 

 

It should be understood that this approach is not intended to identify individual properties liable to 

flood damages and the values of damages in individual properties, even though it appears to be 

capable of doing so.  The reason for this caveat lies in the various assumptions used in the 

procedure, the main ones being: 

 the assumption that computed water levels and topographic data used to define flood 

extents are exact and without any error; 

 the assumption that the water levels as computed by the hydraulic model are not subject 

to localised influences; 

 the estimation of property floor levels by visual inspection rather than by formal field 

survey; 

 the use of "average" stage-damage relationships, rather than a unique relationship for 

each property; 

 the uncertainties associated with assessing appropriate factors to convert potential 

damages to actual flood damages experienced for each property after residents have 

taken action to mitigate damages to contents. 
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The consequence of these assumptions is that some individual properties may be inappropriately 

classified as flood liable, while others may be excluded.  Nevertheless, when applied over a 

broad area these effects would tend to cancel, and the resulting estimates of  overall damages, 

would be expected to be reasonably accurate. 

 

For the above reasons, the information contained in the spreadsheets used to prepare the 

estimates of flood damages for the catchments should not be used to provide information on the 

depths of above-floor inundation of individual properties. 
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E3. SOURCES OF DATA 

 

E3.1 General 

 

To estimate Average Annual Flood Damages for a specific area it is necessary to estimate the 

damages for several floods of different magnitudes, i.e. of different frequencies, and then to 

integrate the area beneath the damage – frequency curve over the whole range of frequencies.  

To do this it is necessary to have data on the damages sustained by all types of property over the 

likely range of inundation.  There are several ways of doing this: 

 The ideal way would be to conduct specific damage surveys in the aftermath of a range of 

floods, preferably immediately after each.  An example approaching this ideal is the case 

of Nyngan where surveys were conducted in May 1990 following the disastrous flood of a 

month earlier (DWR, 1990).  This approach is not possible at Narrandera as specific 

damage surveys were not conducted following the recent floods in October 2010 and 

March 2012. 

 The second best way is for experienced loss adjusters to conduct a survey to estimate 

likely losses that would arise due to various depths of inundation.  This approach is used 

from time to time, but it can add significantly to the cost of a floodplain management study 

(LMJ, 1985). It was not used for the present investigation. 

 The third way is to use generalised data such as that published by CRES (Centre for 

Resource & Economic Studies, Canberra) and used in the Floodplain Management Study 

for Forbes (SKM, 1994).  These kinds of data are considered to be suitable for 

generalised studies, such as broad regional studies.  They are not considered to be 

suitable for use in specific areas, unless none of the other approaches can be 

satisfactorily applied. 

 The fourth way is to adapt or transpose data from other flood liable areas.  This was the 

approach used for the present study.  As mentioned, the DECC Guideline No 4, 2007 

procedure was adopted for the assessment of residential damages.  The approach was 

based on data collected following major flooding in Katherine in 1998, with adjustments to 

account for changes in values due to inflation, and after taking into account the nature of 

development and flooding patterns in the study area.  The data collected during site 

inspection in the flood liable areas assisted in providing the necessary adjustments. 

Commercial and industrial damages were assessed via reference to recent floodplain 

management investigations of a similar nature to the present study (L&A, 2010).   

 

E3.2 Property Data 

 

The properties were divided into three categories: residential, commercial/industrial and public 

buildings. 

 

For residential properties, the data used in the damages estimation included: 

– the location/address of each property 

– an assessment of the type of structure 

– representative natural surface level of the allotment  

– floor level of the residence 
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For commercial/industrial properties, the Property Survey obtained information regarding: 

 the location of each property 

 the nature of each enterprise 

 an estimation of the floor area 

 natural surface level 

 floor level 

 

The property descriptions were used to classify the commercial developments into categories (i.e. 

high, medium or low value properties) which relate to the magnitude of likely flood damages. 

 

Properties lying within the extent of the Extreme Flood were included in the database.  The total 

number of residential properties was 369; there were also 34 commercial and industrial properties 

and 6 public buildings. 

 

E3.3 Flood Levels Used in the Analysis 

 

Damages were initially computed for the design flood levels determined from the hydraulic 

models that were developed as part of the investigation.  The design flood levels assume that the 

drainage system is operating at optimum capacity.  They do not allow for any increase in levels 

resulting from uncertainties in the accuracy of design flood flows, local effects on the floodplain or 

wave action.  These factors are usually taken into account by adding a factor of safety 

(freeboard) to the nominal flood level when assessing the “level of protection” against flooding of 

a particular property. 

 

A particular level of protection could not be ascribed to a development unless it was protected 

against the design flood level of a particular return period plus the freeboard allowance.  For this 

reason, damages were also carried out with the design flood levels increased by the freeboard 

allowance.  Freeboard is related to the velocity of flow, which is itself dependent on the bed slope 

and hydraulic roughness of the drainage system.  Flow velocities tend to increase with peak flow 

and therefore increasing the freeboard with increase in flood return period could be justified.  For 

the present analysis, a 500 mm freeboard allowance was adopted for assessing 100 year ARI 

damages, reducing to 300 mm for the 20 year ARI flood and 200 mm for the 5 year ARI event.   

 

For both cases, flood damages for events larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. events larger than the IFF) 

were computed assuming both the Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera Airport Levee had 

failed. 
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E4. RESIDENTIAL DAMAGES 

 

E4.1 Damage Functions 

 

The procedures identified in DECCW Guideline No 4, 2007 allow for the preparation of a depth 

versus damage relationship which incorporates structural damage to the building, damage to 

internals and contents, external damages and clean-up costs.  In addition, there is the facility for 

including allowance for accommodation costs and loss of rent. Separate curves are computed for 

three residential categories:  

 Single storey slab on ground construction 

 Single storey elevated floor 

 Two storey residence 

 

The level of flood awareness and available warning time are taken into account b y factors which 

are used to reduce “potential” damages to contents to “actual” damages. “Potential” damages 

represent losses likely to be experienced if no action were taken by residents to mitigate impacts.  

A reduction in the potential damages to "actual" damages is usually made to allow for property 

evacuation and raising valuables above floor level, which would reduce the damages actually 

experienced. The ability of residents to take action to reduce flood losses is mainly limited to 

reductions in damages to contents, as damages to the structure and clean-up costs are not 

usually capable of significant mitigation. 

 

The reduction in damages to contents is site specific, being dependent on a number of factors 

related to the time of rise of floodwaters, the recent flood history and flood awareness of 

residents and emergency planning by the various Government Agencies (Bureau of Meteorology 

and State Emergency Service). 

 

Flooding on the Murrumbidgee River generally has a time of rise of floodwaters of at least a day. 

There is also a well-tested flood warning system operated by the Bureau of Meteorology and 

specific flood response procedures are incorporated in the Local Flood Plan developed by SES.  

Consequently, there would be considerable time in advance of a flood event in which to warn 

residents and for them to take action to mitigate flood losses. 

 

Provided warning is available, house contents may be raised above flood level to about 0.9 m, 

which corresponds with the height of a typical table/bench height.   The spreadsheet provides two 

factors, one for above and one for below the typical bench height.  The reduction in damages is 

also dependent on the likely duration of inundation of contents , which in the case of Narrandera 

extend for several days.  

 

Table E4.1 over the page shows total flood damages estimated for the two classes of residential 

property using the procedures identified in Guideline No 4, for typical depths of above-floor 

inundation of 0.1 m and 1.0 m. (The maximum depth of above-floor inundation in Narrandera is 

about 1 m at the 100 year ARI level of flooding.)  A typical ground floor area of 240 m
2
 was 

adopted for the assessment.  The table allows for damages to buildings and contents, as well as 

external damages, clean-up costs and provision for alternative accommodation. 
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TABLE E4.1 

DAMAGES TO RESIDENTIAL PROPERTIES 
 

Type of Residential Construction 
0.1 m Depth of Inundation Above 

Floor Level 

1.0 m Depth of Inundation Above 

Floor Level 

Single Storey Slab on Ground $71,115 $117,596 

Single Storey High Set $88,604 $134,143 

Note: These damages include allowances for structural, contents, externals, clean-up and alternative 

accommodation. 

 

E4.2 Total Residential Damages 

 

Table E8.1 summarises damages to all sectors for a range of floods.  The damage estimates 

were carried out for floods ranging between the 5 year ARI and the Extreme Flood.  For nominal 

flood levels, damages of $8.63 Million are predicted in the residential sector for the 100 year ARI 

flood, increasing to $30.98 Million at the Extreme Flood level.  As a subset of these values, 

damages of $2.07 Million are predicted in the residential sector behind the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment, increasing to $12.05 Million at the Extreme Flood Level (see Table E8.2). 

 

Allowing for an increase in nominal flood levels of up to 500 mm for freeboard, residential 

damages of $12.25 Million are predicted for the 100 year ARI flood (see Table E8.1), of which 

$3.03 Million is associated with residential properties located behind the Southern Main Canal 

Embankment (see Table E8.2). 

 

Figures E8.1 and E8.2 respectively show corresponding damages for the nominal flood levels 

and freeboard allowance cases, while Figure E8.3 (3 Sheets) shows the locations of the flooded 

properties for the nominal flood levels case.  
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E5. COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL DAMAGES 

 

E5.1 Direct Commercial and Industrial Damages 

 

The method used to calculate damages requires each property to be categorised in terms of the 

following: 

 damage category; 

 floor area; and 

 floor elevation. 

 

The damage category assigned to each enterprise may vary between "low", "medium" or "high", 

depending on the nature of the enterprise and the likely effects of flooding.  Damages also 

depend on the floor area.   

 

It has recently been recognised following the 1998 flood in Katherine that previous investigations 

using stage damage curves contained in proprietary software tend to seriously underestimate true 

damage costs (DECC Guideline No 4, 2007).  OEH are currently researching appropriate damage 

functions which could be adopted in the estimation of commercial and industrial categories as 

they have already done with residential damages. However, these data were not available for the 

Narrandera study. 

 

On the basis of previous investigations the following typical damage rates are considered 

appropriate for potential external and internal damages and clean-up costs for both commercial 

and industrial properties  They are indexed to a depth of inundation of 2 metres.  At floor level 

and 1.2 m inundation, zero and 70% of these values respectively were assumed to occur: 

Low value enterprise $280/m
2 

(e.g. Commercial: small shops, cafes, joinery, public 

halls. Industrial: auto workshop with concrete floor and 

minimal goods at floor level, Council or Government 

Depots, storage areas.) 

Medium value enterprise $420/m
2
 (e.g. Commercial: food shops, hardware, banks, 

professional offices, retail enterprises, with 

furniture/fixtures at floor level which would suffer 

damage if inundated. Industrial: warehouses, equipment 

hire. ) 

High value enterprise $650/m
2
 (e.g. Commercial : electrical shops, clothing stores, 

bookshops, newsagents, restaurants, schools, 

showrooms and retailers with goods and furniture, or 

other high value items at ground or lower floor level. 

Industrial: service stations, vehicle showrooms, smash 

repairs.) 

 

The factor for converting potential to actual damages depends on a range of variables such as 

the available warning time, flood awareness and the depth of inundation.  Given sufficient 

warning time a well prepared business will be able to temporarily lift property above floor level.  

However, unless property is actually moved to flood free areas, floods which result in a large 

depth of inundation, will cause considerable damage to stock and contents. 
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For the Narrandera study, the above potential damages were converted to actual damages using 

a multiplier which ranged between 0.5 and 0.8 depending on the depth of inundation above the 

floor.  While the majority of the commercial – industrial properties that are flooded at the 100 year 

ARI level are inundated to depths exceeding 1 m (refer Figure E8.2), it would be expected that 

business owners would be able to take significant action to mitigate damages by removing stock 

and equipment from the premises given the long warning time which is available of an impending 

flood event.  Consequently, the multiplier of 0.5 was adopted to convert potential to actual 

damages for depths of inundation up to 1.2 m, increasing to 0.8 for greater depths.  

 

E5.2 Indirect Commercial and Industrial Damages 

 

Indirect commercial and industrial damages comprise costs of removal of goods and storage, loss 

of trading profit and loss of business confidence. 

 

Disruption to trade takes the following forms: 

 The loss through isolation at the time of the flood when water is in the business 

premises or separating clients and customers.  The total loss of trade is influenced by 

the opportunity for trade to divert to an alternative source.  There may be significant 

local loss but due to the trade transfer this may be considerably reduced at the regional 

or state level. 

 In the case of major flooding, a downturn in business can occur within the flood affected 

region due to the cancellation of contracts and loss of business confidence.  This is in 

addition to the actual loss of trading caused by closure of the business by flooding.  

 

Loss of trading profit is a difficult value to assess and the magnitude of damages can vary 

depending on whether the assessment is made at the local, regional or national level.  

Differences between regional and national economic effects arise because of transfers between 

the sectors, such as taxes, and subsidies such as flood relief returned to the region.  

 

Some investigations have lumped this loss with indirect damages and have adopted tota l damage 

as a percentage of the direct damage.  In other cases, loss of profit has been related to the gross 

margin of the business, i.e. turnover less average wages.  The former approach has been 

adopted in this present study.  Indirect damages have been taken as 50% of direct actual 

damages.  A clean-up cost of $15/m
2 

of floor area of each flooded property was also included. 

 

E5.3 Total Commercial and Industrial Damages 

 

Table E8.1 summarises estimated commercial and industrial damages within the flood liable 

portion of Narrandera.  For the nominal flood levels case (no freeboard allowance), 21 properties 

are subject to above-floor inundation at the 100 year ARI flood level with $750,000 worth of flood 

damages.  Of the commercial properties which would be damaged at Narrandera, three are 

located behind the Main Southern Canal Embankment (total damages estimated to be $170,000 – 

see Table E8.2) while another three are located at Narrandera Airport (total damages estimated 

to be $30,000 – see Table E8.3). 

 

In the freeboard allowance case, only one additional commercial/industrial property would be 

flooded above floor level, with predicted damages increasing to $1.24 Million (see Table E8.1). 
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E6. DAMAGES TO PUBLIC BUILDINGS 

 

E6.1 Direct Damages – Public Buildings 

 

Included under this heading are government buildings, churches, swimming pools and parks.  

Damages were estimated individually on an areal basis according to the perceived value of the 

property.  Potential internal damages were indexed to a depth of above floor inundation of 2 m as 

shown below.  At floor level and 1.2 m depth of inundation, zero and 70% of these values 

respectively were assumed to occur. 

Low value $280/m
2
  

Medium value $420/m
2
 (eg. council buildings, SES HQ, fire station) 

High value $650/m
2
 (eg. schools) 

 

These values were obtained from the Nyngan Study (DWR, 1990) as well as commercial data 

presented in the Forbes Water Studies report (WS, 1992).  External and structural damages were 

taken as 4 and 10% of internal damages respectively.   

 

E6.2 Indirect Damages – Public Buildings 

 

A value of $15/m
2 

was adopted for the clean-up of each property.  This value is based on results 

presented in the Nyngan Study and adjusted for inflation.  Total "welfare and disaster" relief costs 

were assessed as 50% of the actual direct costs. 

 

E6.3 Total Damages – Public Buildings 

 

Six properties classified as public buildings were included in the damages model, two of which 

would be flooded at the 100 year ARI flood level (refer Table E8.1).  Note that one of the 

damaged properties is located behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment ( refer Table E8.2). 
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E7. DAMAGES TO INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNITY ASSETS 

 

E7.1 Qualitative Assessment 

 

While infrastructure such as electrical and telephone supply and sewerage supply systems would 

not be prone to damaging flooding up to the 100 year ARI level, assets such as local roads, parks 

and other recreational amenities would suffer damages.  Some damage would also be incurred to 

the Main Canal Embankments, airport infrastructure and the water supply pumping station at the 

100 year ARI level.  A qualitative matrix of the effects of flooding on these categories is presented 

in Table E7.1, while the findings of a quantitative analysis based on data provided by NSC are 

presented in Section E7.2. 

 

TABLE E7.1 

QUALITATIVE EFFECTS OF FLOODING ON 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND COMMUNITY ASSETS 

AT NARRANDERA
(1)

 
 

Damage Sector 

Historic Flood Events Design Flood Event (ARI) 

October 

2010 

March 

2012 
5 20 100 Extreme 

Electricity N N 0 0 0 X 

Telephone N S 0 X X X 

Roads S S X X X X 

Bridges N N 0 0 0 X 

Sewerage N N 0 0 0 X 

Water Supply N N 0 0 0 X 

Parks and Gardens N S 0 0 X X 

Levees N N 0 0 X X 

Airport Infrastructure  N N 0 0 X X 

1. Assuming no major levee failure. 

Legend: N =  No significant damages incurred. 

S =  Some damages incurred. 

0 =  No significant damages likely to be incurred. 

X =  Some damages likely to be incurred. 

 

E7.2 Quantitative Assessment 

 

E7.2.1 Town Water Supply 

 

During the March 2012 flood, floodwaters reached to within a few centimetres of the floor slab of 

the pumping station which is located on the northern bank of the Murrumbidgee River a short 

distance east (upstream) of the New England Highway.  As the peak 100 year ARI flood level 

adjacent to the pumping station is about 250 mm higher than the maximum water level reached 

during the March 2012 flood, it can be expected that the dry well which contains the two relatively 

large pumps will be submerged during an event of this return period. 
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NSC advised that the replacement cost of the two pumps were they to be damaged by floodwater 

would be about $100,000.  While the present worth value of the damage incurred to the pumps is 

relatively small (i.e. because flood damages only commence at about the 100 year ARI level), the 

intangible costs associated with the disruption caused to the town’s water supply would be 

relatively large.  

E7.2.2 Airport Infrastructure 

As well as causing damage to the existing ring levee and buildings (7 off), an overtopping event 

would also likely cause damage to infrastructure such the runaway and taxiway, carpark areas 

and internal access road.  Table E7.2 gives a breakdown of the estimated costs associated with 

repairing existing infrastructure at the airport, details of which were provided by NSC.
3
 

TABLE E7.2 

ESTIMATED REPAIR COSTS TO AIRPORT INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount 

Repairs to runway and taxiways (sealed areas)(1) m2 $35.67 65,200 $2,325,684 

Repairs to runway and taxiways (gravel areas) (1) m2 $16.67 89,400 $1,490,298 

Repairs to carpark area, Knight Drive and access 

roads to hangers  (gravel areas)(2) 
m2 $16.67 6,800 $113,356 

Line marking (carpark area only) Item $2,000.00 1 $2,000 

Replace runway lighting Item $400,000 1 $400,000 

TOTAL $4,331,338 

1. This allows for rehabilitation (i.e. profiler to mix down to about 250 mm), supply and lay new material, 

apply two off single-chip seal to sealed areas, rehabilitate gravel runway, taxiway and shoulders on 

sealed runway & taxiway. 

2. This allows for re-profiling to 100 mm depth, supply and place new gravel, seal with one off single-chip 

seal. 

Assuming the ring levee was to partially fail during floods greater than about 20 year ARI (i.e. 

greater than the assessed IFF for the levee), then the present worth value of damages to airport 

infrastructure is estimated to be about $3 Million.
4,5

 

Current figures indicate that REX has a turnover of about 12,000 passengers alighting at 

Narrandera Airport annually.  Depending on the period over which the airport would be closed 

following an overtopping event, a proportion of these passengers would need to fly out of Griffith 

or Wagga Wagga Airports.  Narrandera Airport is also used by emergency services organisations 

during major flood events in the valley.  While its closure due to flooding would impose an added 

constraint on such services, Griffith Airport is located only 85 km to the north east, and Wagga 

Wagga Airport about 100 km to the east of Narrandera. 

                                                      
3
 Does not include the costs associated with damage to the commercial buildings (7 off ), amounts for which 

have been incorporated in the commercial and industrial flood damages assessment.  

4
 Includes present worth value of damages incurred to the commercial buildings (7 off), which is about 

$10,000. 

5
 This value assumes damages commence at the 20 year ARI level of flooding, which is the IFF for the 

Narrandera Airport Levee. 
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E8 SUMMARY OF TANGIBLE DAMAGES 

 

E8.1 Tangible Damages 

 

Flood damages under existing conditions have been computed for a range of flood frequencies 

from 5 year ARI to the Extreme Flood.  The flood damages for each flood event are given in 

Table E8.1 at the end of this chapter for both the nominal flood level and freeboard allowance 

cases.  Figures E8.1 and E8.2, respectively show the damage - frequency curves for the three 

property categories: residential, commercial/industrial and public  for the nominal flood levels and 

freeboard allowance cases, while Figure E8.3 (3 Sheets) shows the location of flooded properties 

for the nominal flood levels case.  By inspection of Figure E8.1 and Table E8.1, the 10 year ARI 

is the “threshold” flood magnitude at which significant damages are experienced at Narrandera. 

 

Flood damages have also been computed for properties which lie behind the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment (see Table E8.2) and the commercial buildings which are located behind the 

Narrandera Airport Levee (see Table E8.3).  These damages are a subset of those presented in 

Table E8.1. 

 

E8.2 Definition of Terms 

 

Average Annual Damages (also termed “expected damages”) are determined by integrating the 

area under the damage-frequency curve.  They represent the time stream of annual damages, 

which would be expected to occur on a year by year basis over a long duration. 

 

Using an appropriate discount rate, average annual damages may be expressed as an equivalent 

“Present Worth Value” of damages and used in the economic analysis of potential flood 

management measures. 

 

A flood management scheme which has a design 100 year ARI level of protection, by definition, 

will eliminate damages up to this level of flooding.  If the scheme has no mitigating effect on 

larger floods, then these damages represent the benefits of the scheme expressed on an average 

annual basis and converted to the Present Worth value via the discount rate. 

 

Under current NSW Treasury guidelines, economic analyses are carried out assuming a 20 year 

economic life for projects and discount rates of 7% pa. (best estimate) and 10% and 4% pa. 

(sensitivity analyses). 

 

E8.3 Present Worth of Damages at Narrandera 

 

The Present Worth Value of damages likely to be experienced in the study area for all flood 

events, a 20 year economic life and discount rates of 4, 7 and 10 per cent are shown on 

Table E8.4 at the end of this chapter. 

 

From Table E8.4, for a discount rate of 7% pa, the Present Worth Value of damages for all flood 

events at Narrandera up to the 100 year ARI flood is about $4.14 Million for a 20 year economic 

life (based on the nominal flood levels case).  Therefore one or more schemes costing up to 

$4.14 Million could be economically justified if they eliminated damages for all flood events up to 

this level.  More expensive schemes would have a benefit/cost ratio less than 1, but may still be 

justified according to a multi-objective approach which considers other criteria in addition to 

economic feasibility.   
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As a subset of the Present Worth Value of damages for all floods at Narrandera up to the 

100 year ARI level (i.e. as a subset of $4.14 Million), $290,000 is associated with damage to 

properties located behind the Southern Main Canal Embankment (see Table E8.5), while less 

than $10,000 is associated with damage to the commercial buildings located behind the 

Narrandera Airport Levee (refer Table E8.6).
6,7

 

 

Similar data for damages assessed with the freeboard allowance are shown on Table E8.4.  For 

the 7% discount rate, a scheme providing a 100 year ARI level of protection to all properties at 

Narrandera could be economically justified if it cost up to $5.62 Million.  As a subset of this 

amount, $440,000 is associated with damage to properties located behind the Southern Main 

Canal Embankment (see Table E8.5) while about $10,000 is associated with damage to the 

commercial buildings located behind the Airport Levee (see Table E8.6). 

 

                                                      
6
 Note that this finding assumes both levees fail for events larger than 20 year ARI. 

7
 The Present Worth value of damages at Narrandera Airport does not include the cost of repairing / 

reconstructing the runway should it be damaged during a flood event.  
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TABLE E8.1 

FLOOD DAMAGES IN NARRANDERA
(1)

 
 

Category 

Flood 

Event 

ARI – 

years 

Nominal Flood Levels 
Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

R
e

s
id

e
n

ti
a

l 

5 1 0 0.01 1 0 .01 

10 25 12 1.16 27 16 1.57 

20 42 28 2.61 43 35 3.58 

100 104 72 8.63 108 96 12.25 

200 116 93 11.18 120 106 14.34 

500 133 109 14.26 140 126 17.80 

Extreme 227 215 30.98 234 229 35.55 

C
o

m
m

e
rc

ia
l 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 15 12 0.08 15 15 0.14 

20 15 15 0.18 15 15 0.27 

100 22 21 0.75 22 22 1.24 

200 27 27 1.28 27 27 2.12 

500 28 28 1.99 28 28 3.08 

Extreme 32 31 6.10 33 33 7.76 

P
u

b
li
c
 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 2 2 0.13 2 2 0.26 

200 2 2 0.19 2 2 0.33 

500 2 2 0.30 2 2 0.57 

Extreme 6 5 1.05 6 6 1.38 

1. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

both the Southern Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera Airport Levee). 
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TABLE E8.2 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT
(1,2)

 
 

Category 

Flood 

Event 

ARI – 

years 

Nominal Flood Levels 
Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

R
e

s
id

e
n

ti
a

l 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 32 19 2.07 32 26 3.03 

200 34 22 2.45 34 28 3.44 

500 42 30 3.49 42 37 4.71 

Extreme 102 93 12.05 104 102 14.58 

C
o

m
m

e
rc

ia
l 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 4 3 0.17 4 4 0.36 

200 4 4 0.23 4 4 0.47 

500 5 5 0.39 5 5 0.84 

Extreme 9 8 2.59 10 10 3.67 

P
u

b
li
c
 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 1 1 0.12 1 1 0.22 

200 1 1 0.16 1 1 0.27 

500 1 1 0.24 1 1 0.47 

Extreme 5 4 0.88 5 5 1.19 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table E8.1. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

the Southern Main Canal Embankment). 
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TABLE E8.3 

FLOOD DAMAGES BEHIND AIRPORT LEVEE
(1,2,3)

 
 

Category 

Flood 

Event 

ARI – 

years 

Nominal Flood Levels 
Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

No of 

Allotments 

Flood 

Affected 

No of 

Properties 

Flooded 

Above 

Floor 

Level 

Damages 

$ Million 

C
o

m
m

e
rc

ia
l 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

10 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 0 0 0 0 0 0 

100 3 3 0.03 3 3 0.11 

200 7 7 0.27 7 7 0.59 

500 7 7 0.53 7 7 0.91 

Extreme 7 7 1.54 7 7 1.84 

1. Damages are a sub-set of those given in Table E8.1. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

the Narrandera Airport Levee). 

3. Does not include damages incurred to runway as a result of overtopping of the levee.  

 

 

TABLE E8.4 

PRESENT WORTH VALUE OF DAMAGES AT NARRANDERA
(1)

 
 

Case 
Discount Rate Nominal Flood Levels 

Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

% $ Million $ Million 

All floods up to 100 year ARI 

4 5.31 7.21 

7 4.14 5.62 

10 3.33 4.51 

All floods up to Extreme Flood 

4 7.36 9.88 

7 5.75 7.70 

10 4.61 6.19 

1. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

both the Southern Main Canal Embankment and Narrandera Airport Levee). 
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TABLE E8.5 

PRESENT WORTH VALUE OF DAMAGES BEHIND MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT
(1,2)

 
 

Case 
Discount Rate Nominal Flood Levels 

Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

% $ Million $ Million 

All floods up to 100 year ARI 

4 0.37 0.56 

7 0.29 0.44 

10 0.23 0.35 

All floods up to Extreme Flood 

4 0.94 1.37 

7 0.73 1.06 

10 0.59 0.86 

1. Present Worth Values are a sub-set of those given in Table E8.4. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

the Main Canal Embankment). 

 

 

TABLE B8.6 

PRESENT WORTH VALUE OF DAMAGES BEHIND AIRPORT LEVEE
(1,2,3)

 
 

Case 
Discount Rate Nominal Flood Levels 

Nominal Flood Levels 

Plus Freeboard 

% $ Million $ Million 

All floods up to 100 year ARI 

4 0.00 0.02 

7 0.00 0.01 

10 0.00 0.01 

All floods up to Extreme Flood 

4 0.06 0.11 

7 0.05 0.08 

10 0.04 0.07 

1. Present Worth Values are a sub-set of those given in Table E8.4. 

2. Assumes levee failure conditions for floods larger than 20 year ARI (i.e. for floods larger than the IFF for 

the Narrandera Airport Levee). 

3. Does not include damages incurred to runway as a result of overtopping of the levee.  
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APPENDIX F 

COST ESTIMATE TABLES FOR 

ASSESSED FLOOD PROTECTION OPTIONS 
 

 



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 100,000$           1 100,000$           

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 200,000$           1 200,000$           

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee m
2 1.05$                 264000 277,200$           

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 264000 396,000$           

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 264000 1,320,000$         

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               460400 18,416,000$       

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 264000 264,000$           

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 264000 1,320,000$         

10 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 5,579,550$         

Sub-total 27,897,750$       

Survey, Investigation and design (4%) 1,115,910$         

Total Estimated Cost 29,013,660$       

TABLE 1

NEW TOWN LEVEE [BUNDIGERRY REGULATOR TO CH 16200] - 1 m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 75,000$             1 75,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 150,000$           1 150,000$           

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee m
2 1.05$                 116300 122,115$           

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 116300 174,450$           

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 116300 581,500$           

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               182555 7,302,200$         

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 116300 116,300$           

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 116300 581,500$           

10 Upgrade of Narrandera Regulator (Provisional Item) Item 500,000.00$       1 500,000$           

11 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 2,407,016$         

Sub-total 12,035,081$       

Survey, Investigation and design (4%) 481,403$           

Total Estimated Cost 12,516,485$       

TABLE 2

NEW TOWN LEVEE [NARRANDERA REGULATOR TO CH 16200] - 1 m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 100,000$           1 100,000$           

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee m
2 1.05$                 82500 86,625$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 82500 123,750$           

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 82500 412,500$           

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               147625 5,905,000$         

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 82500 82,500$             

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 82500 412,500$           

10 Upgrade of Narrandera Regulator (Provisional Item) Item 500,000.00$       1 500,000$           

11 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 1,924,469$         

Sub-total 9,622,344$         

Survey, Investigation and design (4%) 384,894$           

Total Estimated Cost 10,007,238$       

TABLE 3

NEW TOWN LEVEE [NARRANDERA REGULATOR TO IRRIGATION WAY] - 1 m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             -$                   

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 100,000$           1 100,000$           

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee, including tree removal m
2 2.00$                 86000 172,000$           

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (150 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 86000 129,000$           

6 Excavate additional 150 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               12900 129,000$           

7 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 86000 430,000$           

8 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               24600 984,000$           

9 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 86000 86,000$             

10 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 86000 430,000$           

11 Unestimated items and contingencies (40%) 1,004,000$         

Sub-total 3,514,000$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 263,550$           

Total Estimated Cost 3,777,550$         

TABLE 4

UPGRADE OF SOUTHERN MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT [BUNDIGERRY REGULATOR TO CH 16200] - 1m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             -$                   

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 100,000$           1 100,000$           

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee, including tree removal m
2 2.00$                 32000 64,000$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (150 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 32000 48,000$             

6 Excavate additional 150 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               4800 48,000$             

7 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 32000 160,000$           

8 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               15200 608,000$           

9 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 32000 32,000$             

10 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 32000 160,000$           

11 Upgrade of Narrandera Regulator (Provisional Item) Item 500,000.00$       1 500,000$           

12 Unestimated items and contingencies (40%) 708,000$           

Sub-total 2,478,000$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 185,850$           

Total Estimated Cost 2,663,850$         

TABLE 5

UPGRADE OF SOUTHERN MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT [NARRANDERA REGULATOR TO CH 16200] - 1m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             -$                   

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 100,000$           1 100,000$           

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee, including tree removal m
2 2.00$                 25000 50,000$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (150 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 25000 37,500$             

6 Excavate additional 150 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               3750 37,500$             

7 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 25000 125,000$           

8 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               13850 554,000$           

9 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 25000 25,000$             

10 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 25000 125,000$           

11 Upgrade of Narrandera Regulator (Provisional Item) Item 500,000.00$       1 500,000$           

12 Unestimated items and contingencies (40%) 641,600$           

Sub-total 2,245,600$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 168,420$           

Total Estimated Cost 2,414,020$         

TABLE 6

UPGRADE OF SOUTHERN MAIN CANAL EMBANKMENT [NARRANDERA REGULATOR TO IRRIGATION WAY] - 1m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             -$                   

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 15,000$             1 15,000$             

4 Clear and Grub Existing Levee m
2 1.05$                 58000 60,900$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (150 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 58000 87,000$             

6 Remove Existing Levee - Stockpile Selected Material m
3 10.00$               33100 331,000$           

7 Excavate additional 300 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               18960 189,600$           

8 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 63200 316,000$           

9 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               83380 3,335,200$         

10 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 63200 63,200$             

11 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 63200 316,000$           

12 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 1,190,975$         

Sub-total 5,954,875$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 446,616$           

Total Estimated Cost 6,401,491$         

TABLE 7

AIRPORT LEVEE RECONSTRUCTION - 1 m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             -$                   

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 15,000$             1 15,000$             

4 Clear and Grub Existing Levee m
2 1.05$                 58000 60,900$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (150 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 58000 87,000$             

6 Remove Existing Levee - Stockpile Selected Material m
3 10.00$               33100 331,000$           

7 Excavate additional 300 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               17430 174,300$           

8 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 58000 290,000$           

9 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               66800 2,672,000$         

10 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 58000 58,000$             

11 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 58000 290,000$           

12 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 1,007,050$         

Sub-total 5,035,250$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 377,644$           

Total Estimated Cost 5,412,894$         

AIRPORT LEVEE RECONSTRUCTION - 0.7 m FREEBOARD

TABLE 8



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Road Embankment ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along embankment route Item 25,000$             1 25,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 10,000$             1 10,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Embankment m
2 1.05$                 11800 12,390$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 11800 17,700$             

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 11800 59,000$             

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               7509 300,350$           

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 11800 11,800$             

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 11800 59,000$             

10 Supply and lay Reinforced Concrete Culvert Base Slab m
3 350.00$             433 151,550$           

11 Supply and Install 3000 x 900 RCBC's Item 3,000$               175 525,000$           

12 Cast insitu headwalls Item 20,000$             2 40,000$             

13 Construct new bridge over Main Canal m
2 3,000$               400 1,200,000$         

14 350 thick DGS40 sub-base or crushed sandstone compacted in max 200mm layers m
2 25.00$               20800 520,000$           

15 150 thick DGB20 basecourse m
2 14.00$               20800 291,200$           

16 Hot bitumous flush seal m
2 7.00$                 20800 145,600$           

17 40 thick AC10 overlay asphalt m
2 20.00$               20800 416,000$           

18 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 952,398$           

Sub-total 4,761,988$         

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 357,149$           

Total Estimated Cost 5,119,137$         

TABLE 9

NEW AIRPORT LINK ROAD (PAYNTERS SIDING ROAD) OPTION - ZERO FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 25,000$             1 25,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 10,000$             1 10,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Levee m
2 1.05$                 19400 20,370$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 19400 29,100$             

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 19400 97,000$             

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               19880 795,200$           

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 19400 19,400$             

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 19400 97,000$             

10 Unestimated items and contingencies (40%) 447,228$           

Sub-total 1,565,298$         

Survey, Investigation and design (12.5%) 195,662$           

Total Estimated Cost 1,760,960$         

TABLE 10

WEIR PARK ROAD LEVEE - 1 m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Levee Footprint ha 25,000$             2 50,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along levee route Item 50,000$             1 50,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 15,000$             1 15,000$             

4 Clear and Grub Existing Airport Levee m
2 1.05$                 64500 67,725$             

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 64500 96,750$             

6 Remove Existing Levee - Stockpile Selected Material m
3 10.00$               22775 227,750$           

7 Excavate additional 300 mm below adjacent natural surface to form foundation of new levee m
3 10.00$               11040 110,400$           

8 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 64500 322,500$           

9 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               74865 2,994,600$         

10 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 64500 64,500$             

11 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 64500 322,500$           

12 Unestimated items and contingencies (40%) 1,728,690$         

Sub-total 6,050,415$         

Survey, Investigation and design (12.5%) 756,302$           

Total Estimated Cost 6,806,717$         

TABLE 11

NARRANDERA AIRPORT AND NALLABOOMA ESTATE RING LEVEE - 1m FREEBOARD



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Geotechnical Investigation of Ring Levee Footing Item 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 5,000$               1 5,000$               

3 Clear and Grub around perimeter of pumping station m
2 1.05$                 200 210$                  

4 Excavate for recinforced concrete footing m
2 40.00$               75 3,000$               

5 Construct reinforced concrete footing l.m. 500.00$             100 50,000$             

6 Construct 1-1.5 m high reinforced block wall l.m. 1,000.00$          100 100,000$           

7 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 45,803$             

Sub-total 229,013$           

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 17,176$             

Total Estimated Cost 246,188$           

TABLE 12

WATER SUPPLY PUMPING STATION RING LEVEE



Item Description Unit Rate Quantity Amount

1 Easement over Road Embankment ha 25,000$             1 25,000$             

2 Geotechnical Testing along embankment route Item 25,000$             1 25,000$             

3 Preliminaries (Site Establishment, Sediment Control, etc) Item 10,000$             1 10,000$             

4 Clear and Grub along Route of Embankment m
2 1.05$                 6650 6,983$               

5 Strip and Store Topsoil (300 mm)  for later spreading over levee batters m
2 1.50$                 6650 9,975$               

6 Roll and Compact Levee Foundation m
2 5.00$                 6650 33,250$             

7 Supply and compact suitable impervious fill to form levee embankment m
3 40.00$               7503 300,100$           

8 Excavate from stockpile and spread topsoil over face of levee m
2 1.00$                 6650 6,650$               

9 Grass seed levee batters m
2 5.00$                 6650 33,250$             

10 350 thick DGS40 sub-base or crushed sandstone compacted in max 200mm layers m
2 25.00$               2400 60,000$             

11 150 thick DGB20 basecourse m
2 14.00$               2400 33,600$             

12 Hot bitumous flush seal m
2 7.00$                 2400 16,800$             

13 40 thick AC10 overlay asphalt m
2 20.00$               2400 48,000$             

14 Unestimated items and contingencies (25%) 152,152$           

Sub-total 760,759$           

Survey, Investigation and design (7.5%) 57,057$             

Total Estimated Cost 817,816$           

TABLE 13

OLD BREWERY ROAD UPGRADE - ZERO FREEBOARD


